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ABSTRACT
In this thesis we consider a compact manifold with boundary X equipped with
a scattering metric g and with a collection Ci of disjoint closed embedded sub-
manifolds of OX. Thus, g is a Riemannian metric in int(X) of the form g =
x -4 dx2 + x-2h near OX for some choice of a boundary defining function x, h being
a smooth symmetric 2-cotensor on X which is non-degenerate when restricted to
OX. We also let A be the (positive) Laplacian of g, suppose that V c C1"([X; UiCi])
where [X; UiCi] is X blown up along the Ci, assume that V vanishes at the lift of
OX, and consider the operator H = A + V. Three-body scattering with smooth
potentials which have an asymptotic expansion at infinity (possibly Coulomb-type)
provide the standard example of this setup. We analyze the propagation of singular-
ities of generalized eigenfunctions of H, showing that this is essentially a hyperbolic
problem which has much in common with the Dirichlet and transmission problems
for the wave operator, though additional features arise due to the presence of bound
states of the 'two-body operators'. We also show that the wave front relation of
the free-to-free part of the scattering matrix is given by the broken geodesic flow
at distance 7r.
Thesis Supervisor: Richard B. Melrose
Title: Professor of Mathematics
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be a compact manifold with boundary. In [19] Melrose has defined the
algebra Diff,,(X) of scattering differential operators on X. In fact, let x E C"(X)
be a boundary defining function of X, so x > 0, dx 5 0 on OX, and OX = {x = 0}.
The Lie algebra of b-vector fields on X, Vb(X), is the set of all smooth vector fields
on X which are tangent to OX. The Lie algebra of scattering vector fields on X,
Vsc(X), is simply Vsc(X) = xVb(X); this notion is independent of the choice of the
boundary defining function x. Much as in the case of Vb (X), Vsc (X) is the set of all
smooth sections of a vector bundle over X; this bundle is denoted by SCTX. Finally,
Diffs (X) is just the enveloping algebra of Vs (X), i.e. the ring of operators on
C"(X) generated by C00 (X) (considered as multiplication operators) and V,,(X).
An example of such an operator is the Laplacian A associated to a scattering metric
g. Thus, g is a Riemannian metric in int(X) of the form g = x- 4 dx2 + x-2h near
OX for some choice of a boundary defining function x, h being a smooth symmetric
2-cotensor on X which is non-degenerate when restricted to OX. In particular, g
is a metric on SCTX.
Let Ci, i = 1, ..., k, be disjoint closed embedded submanifolds of OX. Here
the Ci might have different dimensions. Nevertheless, to simplify the notation, we
introduce C = UiCi, and say that C is also a closed embedded submanifold of
OX, although this is strictly speaking only true if the dimensions of the connected
components of C are the same. Let mf ('main face') be the lift of OX to [X; C],
the blow-up of X along C (see the Appendix of [19] for a treatment of blow-ups,
and see Figure 1 for a picture). We write Pmf for a defining function of mf. The
'three-body type' operators we are interested in are perturbations H of A of the
form H = A + V, where V E C' 0([X; C]) is real-valued and vanishes at mf. As
discussed in the following paragraphs, three-body Hamiltonians, with the center of
mass removed, give an example of such operators, and explain our interest in the
problem. In the degenerate case when k = 0, i.e. C = 0, we arrive at the generalized
'two-body type' scattering considered in Melrose's original paper [19]; in this case
V e xC00(X).
Consider the Euclidian space, RN, with the standard metric, and its radial com-
pactification to the upper hemisphere S . Embedding SN in RN+1 as the unit
upper hemisphere this is given by the map SP : RN _+ SN
(1.1) SP(z)= (1+ 1jz2)1/2' (1 + 112)1/2
Let x be a boundary defining function of S gN such that x = (SP-1)*|z - 1 near OSN.
Then the Euclidian metric pulls back to a scattering metric on S+, with h being the
standard metric on SN-1 -= cSN, and the Euclidian Laplacian becomes an element
of Diff2 (S N).
Let Xi, i = 1, ..., k, be linear subspaces of RN, let X i be the orthocomplement
of Xi, ni = dim X i , and let 7r be the orthogonal projection to X i. By a Euclidian
many-body Hamiltonian we mean an operator of the form H = A + Ei(ri)*Vi
where Vi E C0 (Xi; R) satisfy (SP,-)*Vi E piC00(S•) with pi denoting a boundary
defining function of Sni, and SPi being the radial compactification map SPi : X i -
Sni. The condition on Vi means that it is a one-step polyhomogeneous symbol on
X i of order -1. A Euclidian three-body Hamiltonian (with center of mass removed)
is a many-body Hamiltonian with the additional assumption that Xi nXj = {0} for
i # j. In the compactified picture, writing Xi = cl(SP(Xi)) C SN, Ci = X~ nSN-l
the condition Xi n Xj = {0} for i $ j becomes Ci n Cj = 0 for i 0 j. With the
notation C = UiCi as in the general case, it is straightforward to check that
(1.2) V = (SP-1)* Z(ri)*Vi E CO([S$; C]), VImf = 0
i
(cf. [32, Lemma 7.1]), so H is indeed a 'three-body type' operator as described
above in the geometric setting. Note also that the Ci are 'subspheres' of SN-1,
in particular, they are totally geodesic with respect to the standard metric. A
two-body Hamiltonian corresponds to taking k = 1, X 1 = {0} above, so we have
V E xC,"(SN), giving rise to the 'two-body type' terminology in the geometric
setting. In Figure 1 below we take N = 2 and the Xi are lines. Hence, X = S_ is
a disk, OX = S1, each Ci consists of two points. The lift of Ci to [X; C] is denoted
by ffi in the figure.
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FIGURE 1. The original space X and its resolution [X; C].
Now we return to the general setting. First note that H = A+V is self-adjoint on
Lc(X), the L2 space defined by integration with respect to the Riemannian density
dg, since A and V are such and V is bounded. Hence, its resolvent R(A) = (H-A)- 1
is a bounded linear operator on L 2(X) for A E C \ R. In this thesis we analyze
the boundary value of the resolvent at the real axis, i.e. R(A ± iO). We show that
spec,(H) n (0, oo) = 0 and
(1.3) R(A + iO) E B(xl/2 +eLc(X), -1/2-eLic(X))
for all c > 0. This is completely analogous to the classical result of Mourre in
Euclidian three-body scattering ([23, 24], see also the paper [25] of Perry, Sigal and
Simon in which they extend Mourre's results to many-body systems), together with
the absence of positive eigenvalues which was shown by Froese and Herbst [7] in
the Euclidian case.
We also show that for f E C00(X), R(A ± iO)f has a complete asymptotic ex-
pansion away from C which is similar to the corresponding expansion for Euclidian
two-body Hamiltonians. For simplicity here we only state the asymptotic expan-
sion if V E p mfC"([X; C]) (i.e. short-range); the general case is described in The-
orem 18.6. It is convenient to replace the spectral parameter A by A2 . Then, for
A > 0, f E Cd"(X), the expansion can be described by
v± = e±iAXx/-(N-1)/2R(A2 :F iO)f E Co"(X \ C).
I _
(1.4)
The top term of such an expansion for Euclidian three-body scattering was de-
scribed by Isozaki in [15], assuming that the potentials were short range, by Herbst
and Skibsted in [12] in the long-range many-body Euclidian case, and the full ex-
pansion was proved by the author in [31]. Moreover, we show that given any 'initial
data' ao E C'"(OX \ C) we can find f E CE (X) such that with v_ as above we have
v_ E COO(X) and ao = v-lax. Then
(1.5) u = R(A2 + iO)f - R(A2 - iO)f E C-OO(X)
satisfies (H - A)u = 0, and has the form
(1.6) u = eiAXsZ(N-1)/ 2 V_ - e--iA/x (N- 1 )/ 2 V+.
For A > 0 the Poisson operator corresponding to 'free initial data' is the map
P(A) : C'(OX \ C) -+ C-"(X) given by P(A)ao = u. This definition is justified
by the uniqueness statement of Theorem 19.1 which is again an analog of Isozaki's
result [16]. The free-to-free part of the scattering matrix, S(A), relates the leading
part of the expansions in (1.6) at OX \ C. Thus, S(A) is the map
(1.7) S(A) : C,(OX \ C) -+ C"O(OX \ C)
given by
(1.8) S(A)ao = -v+lox\c, ao E C(8OX \ C).
Our main theorem describes the structure of S(A). We first introduce the broken
geodesic flow of hlax on OX, broken at C. For simplicity we only define this here if
C is totally geodesic; for the general definition see Definition 11.6 and the remarks
preceeding it. Let I C R be an interval, and let B be a discrete subset. We denote
by SOX the sphere bundle of OX identified as the unit-length subbundle of TOX
with respect to hlax (we drop the restriction in the notation from now on). We say
that a curve 7 : I -+ OX is a broken geodesic of h if two conditions are satisfied.
First, for all intervals J C I \ B, 'ylj is a geodesic of h, such that for all t E J,
y'(t) E SOX. Second, if t E B then 7 (t) E C and the limits y'(t - 0) and 7'(t + 0)
both exist and differ by a vector in T,(t)OX which is orthogonal to T,(t)C (i.e. the
usual law of reflection is satisfied; see Figure 2). We say that p, q E SOX are related
by the broken geodesic flow at time -r if there is a broken geodesic -y defined on
[-Ir, 0], such that -y'(0) = p, y'(-7r) = q. Using the metric h to identify SOX and
S*OX, this defines the broken geodesic flow at time -7r on S*OX. We then have
the following result:
Theorem. For A > 0 the wave front relation of the free-to-free part of the scattering
matrix, S(A), is given by the broken geodesic flow of hlax on cOX, broken at C, at
time -7r.
This theorem was conjectured by Melrose based on his work with Zworski in the
generalized 'two-body type' setting [19, 22]. As mentioned above, this just means
that we take C = 0. The result of Melrose and Zworski was that S(A) is a Fourier
integral operator associated to the geodesic flow on OX at time -7r, from which
our Theorem follows when C = 0.
In the case of Euclidian three-body scattering with rapidly decreasing two-body
potentials a somewhat stronger result than the Theorem has been proved by the
author in [32] by an explicit construction resembling Faddeev's original one [6];
namely the scattering matrix was shown to be a sum of Fourier integral operators
associated to the broken geodesic flow. Using different methods, which are closer
FIGURE 2. Broken geodesics on OX = S2 starting at p.
to those of Melrose and Zworski in [22], Hassell has shown in [10] that the same
conclusion holds. In addition, Hassell's construction proves that the kernel of the
Poisson operator is a sum of Legendrian distributions associated to conic Legendrian
pairs.
We also remark that there are other interesting operators associated to this ge-
ometry; one example is Christiansen's analysis of scattering in perturbed stratified
media [2].
A major difference between two-body and three-body type scattering is that in
the latter case the range of P(A), considered as an operator on Ce((OX \ C), may
not be dense in the nullspace of H - A on C- (X). Apart from those corresponding
to 'free initial data', essentially characterized by restriction of their expansion to
mf, there are generalized eigenfunctions of H - A corresponding to 'two-body bound
states'; in the case of Euclidian three-body scattering these arise from eigenfunctions
of Axi + Vi in L 2 (Xi). In the Euclidian setting these are easier to describe than
those coming from free initial data; this was done by Isozaki [15] and Skibsted [30]
for short-range potentials, and by Bommier [1] for long-range potentials in a more
general Euclidian many-body setting. Due to the lack of product structure, this
task is much harder in the geometric setting, and we only prove the propagation of
singularities of generalized eigenfunctions along bicharacteristics under additional
assumptions. These assumptions guarantee that the spectrum of the two-body
operators is constant along C, and are satisfied in the Euclidian setting. Even in
these cases we do not treat the Poisson operator with initial data in a two-body
bound state and the corresponding pieces of the scattering matrix. Hence, we do
not consider whether every generalized eigenfunction arises from a combination of
'free' and 'two-body bound' initial data. An L 2 version of this statement is called
asymptotic completeness in the Euclidian case; it was proved by Enss [4, 5] for both
short-range and long-range three-body scattering. In the many-body setting these
were proved by Sigal and Soffer [27, 28] and Derezifiski [3].
To see why a result such as the above Theorem should hold, consider first the
operator A - A, and its analysis in Melrose's paper [19]. There is a principal symbol
map
osc,m : Diffm(X) -+ Sh(scT*X),(1.9)
Sm (ST*X) denoting the space of homogeneous functions of degree m on SCT*X \ 0;
this is completely analogous to the principal symbol map on compact manifolds
without boundary. We have sc, 2 (A - A) = 1(12, 1.- denoting the metric function on
SCT*X, the dual bundle of s"TX. This is independent of A, and it is elliptic in the
usual sense, i.e. it has an inverse in S 2 (ST*X). However, usc,m does not capture
the behavior of Diff '(X) completely, such as its compactness properties between
certain Sobolev spaces. In fact, there is a symbol map, Nsc, at OX as well, mapping
(1.10) Nsc : Diffsc(X) -+ C"(scTC xX).
Now, Nsc(A - A) = I(I2 - A, i.e. A is not lower order than A in this sense, meaning
that it appears in Nsc (A - A). Hence, for A > 0, 9Nsc(A - A) is not invertible in
C(SCT9(xX), so A - A is not fully elliptic. This gives rise to scattering theory.
In particular, generalized eigenfunctions of A - A need not be 'trivial', i.e. they
are not necessarily in Cd(X). They are certainly smooth in the interior of X since
Usc, 2 (A - A) is elliptic, but their behavior at OX is much more complicated. Just as
for interior singularities, the failure of a distribution u E C-0(X) to be in C"°(X),
i.e. its 'singularities', can be measured by a wave front set, WFs (u). Corresponding
to the symbol maps of Diffsc (X), this consists of two parts: one part is an extension
of the usual wave front set from the interior to give a subset of the cosphere bundle
S*X, the other part at the boundary is a subset of scT;xX. The first part describes
the smoothness properties of u, the second part its decay properties at OX. Due
to the ellipticity of asc, 2 (A - A), (A - A)u = 0 implies that WFsc(u) C SCTgxX.
The singularities of generalized eigenfunctions of A - A were analyzed by Melrose
in [19]. To facilitate this analysis, let x be the boundary defining function used in the
definition of g, and let yj be local coordinates on OX. Then a covector v E T-*X,
p near OX, can be written as v = Tr - 2 dx + p - x - 1 dy. Hence, we have local
coordinates (x, y, 7, p) on SCT*X near OX. In these coordinates
(1.11) Nsc(A - A) = 72 + IP12 _ A;
here 1.I is the metric function of hlax. The characteristic set, EA-_ C SCTaxX, of
A - A is the set where Nsc(A - A) vanishes. Just as in the case of operators on
compact manifolds without boundary, there is a (rescaled) Hamilton vector field
associated to operators P E Diff,,(X). Its restriction to SCTxX is denoted by
sCHp, and it only depends on p = Nsc(P). It is related to the commutator [P, Q]
for P,Q E Diffsc(X). Indeed, [P,Q] E xzDiff,,(X), and Nsc(x-1[P,Q]) = scHpq.
Correspondingly, as expected, SCHA = 0, and with g denoting the metric function
on SCT;xX, the Hamilton vector field of A - A is just SCHg. Now, there are two
disjoint submanifolds of EA_x where SCHg vanishes, namely
(1.12) R -= {(y,r, p) E EA-" : / = 0, = A1/2};
these are called 'radial surfaces'. The integral curves -y(t) of SCHg approach R• as
t -+ Too. The closure of the projection of each integral curve 'y(t) to OX gives
a geodesic segment of hlax of length 7r after reparametrization. Now, away from
R±, where sCH, does not vanish, we have principal type propagation of singularities
just as for hyperbolic operators on manifolds without boundary - in fact, we should
think of A - A as a hyperbolic operator at OX. Such a correspondence is made
explicit by the Fourier transform if X = S+N is the radial compactification of RN,
and by a localized version of the Fourier transform in the general case. Just as in
the standard case of manifolds without boundary, the propagation results can be
obtained by positive commutator estimates; this is the significance of SCH9. The
singularities of the scattering matrix then correspond to singularities propagating
from R- to R + along the bicharacteristics.
If we add a potential V E xC'(X) and consider H - A = A + V - A, then
Nsc(H - A) = Nsc(A - A), so in the region of principal type propagation the
previous analysis applies; again, this is described in [19]. If, however, we consider
V E pmfCc ([X; C]), then the behavior of commutators with H is radically changed.
Thus, propagation of singularities for generalized eigenfunctions of H is very similar
to the propagation phenomena in hyperbolic boundary and transmission problems,
and the broken geodesics in the statement of the Theorem arise for similar reasons
as the broken bicharacteristics in those cases. In fact, many of the proofs of those
phenomena, such as those given by H6rmander in [14, Chapter XXIV], can be
adapted to our setting.
We now describe the commutator constructions in somewhat more detail. First,
we define a new algebra of differential operators on X which includes both Diffsc (X)
and C"O([X; C]). It is convenient to introduce some notation. The front face of the
blown up space, [X; C], is denoted by ff. Defining functions for ff and mf will be
denoted by pff and Pmf respectively. The blow down map is written as
(1.13) 3: [X; C] -+ X;
Pmf and pf can be chosen so that PmfPff = 3*x. The inclusion of Diffc(X) into the
new algebra is supposed to preserve interesting analytical properties. We are thus
led to define
(1.14) Diff3sc(X) = C'"([X; C]) ®c-(x) Diffsc(X).
For reasons of brevity the notation does not include C on which Diff3sc(X) de-
pends. Now, Diff3sc(X) is actually an algebra with respect to operator composi-
tion, since for V E Vsc(X), f E Coo([X; C]), we have [V, f] = Vf E pmfCoo([X; C])
as Vsc(X) lifts to be a subset of pmfVb([X; C]). In this thesis we will microlo-
calize Diffasc(X) by constructing the corresponding algebra of pseudo-differential
operators, Q" -(X).
This algebra, W"- "(X), will have several properties which are similar to the
fibred cusp algebras defined by Mazzeo and Melrose in [17]. In fact, in the interior of
ff, Diff3sc(X) is a fibred cusp algebra (though on a non-compact manifold). Thus,
many of the proofs are essentially adaptations of the proofs in [17], although in
this thesis we refrain from blowing up C on many occasions (thereby hiding the
similarity), and only do the blow-ups necessary to obtain the b-fibrations required
for push-forward results when the need arises.
One of the main differences between Diff3sc (X) and Diffc, (X) is that the former is
not commutative to 'top weight'. That is, while for P E Diff,'(X), Q E Diffm" (X),
we have [P, Q] E x Diff'+m -1(X), this is replaced by [P, Q] E Pmf Diffmm'-1 (X)
for P E Diffsc(X), Q E Diffsc(X). Thus, there is no gain of a weight factor at ff.
Now consider the operator H = A + V, V E pmfC"([X; C]), discussed above.
As indicated in the previous paragraph, for P E Diffs'(X),
[A, P] Ez Diff+ +l(X) C PmfPff Diffm1 (X).(1.15)
On the other hand,
(1.16) [V, P] E p2 Diffmc-1(X).
Hence, as expected, [V, P] is lower order than [A, P] at mf. However, at ff it
can actually be higher order. That is, the term [V, P] can dominate [A, P] there!
This would clearly cause very serious problems for positive commutator arguments
used, for example, to prove results on the propagation of singularities. We can
avoid this by choosing P carefully. Thus, we take P from the 'symbolic center',
ZDiff3sc(X) C Diffsc(X) of Diff3sc(X), i.e. we choose P E Diff3c(X) so that
[P, Q] E Pmfpf Diffm'-1(X) for all Q E Diffic(X). This makes [V, P] the same
order as [A, P] with additional vanishing at mf which will be sufficient for the
commutator arguments. While the leading part of [V, P] can be quite complicated
since it does depend on 'sub-leading' terms, the standard Poisson bracket formula
lets us deal with [A, P] easily. The additional vanishing of [V, P] at mf will ensure
(due to compactness arguments) that relatively simple estimates of this commutator
suffice.
The commutator approach we just outlined can give global positive estimates,
such as the Mourre estimate, for H = A + V. However, we need to introduce
the corresponding pseudo-differential algebra, IQ, -' (X), for a microlocal descrip-
tion of the propagation of singularities at dX. These will propagate along broken
bicharacteristics of SCH,, broken only at C, with the usual law of reflection satisfied
at the 'break points'. The spreading of the singularities from a bicharacteristic to
other ones when it hits C corresponds to the restriction in the choice of P in the
commutator estimates mentioned above.
We define Imlf (X) in Section 3, and in the subsequent sections we analyze its
properties in detail, mostly following [17]. We describe the basic properties of the
Hamiltonian, H = A + V, in Section 11. We then prove the Mourre estimate in
our setting in Section 12; our method is very similar to Froese's and Herbst's in [8].
This could be used to analyze spectral properties of H, just as in Mourre's work
[23], but we adopt instead the approach of [14, Chapter XXX] and [19]. We proceed
to show in Sections 13-16 that singularities propagate along broken bicharacteristics
of the (rescaled) Hamilton vector field, SCH9 , of g.
We continue by showing that H has no positive eigenvalues and describing the
boundary value of the resolvent at the real axis, R(A ± iO), A > 0, applied to
f E Cd(X). This is basically the many-body result of of Gerard, Isozaki and
Skibsted [9, 16] in our setting, with the additional microlocal variables included,
together with the full asymptotic expansion away from C given in [31]. It should
be noted that the propagation estimates of [9] correspond to microlocalization with
respect to the operator x 2D, only. This is completely sufficient for spectral theory,
uniqueness statements, and (with slightly more involved arguments) for asymptotic
expansions of R(A ± iO)f, f CE O(X), but it cannot capture the singularities of the
scattering matrix, for example.
We end the discussion by analyzing the scattering matrix in Section 19 using
our results concerning the propagation of singularities and the plane wave con-
struction of Melrose and Zworski [22] near the 'initial point' (the easy part of their
construction, which we recall in Appendix A).
2. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
First, we analyze the structure of Diff3sc(X), defined in (1.14), in local coordi-
nates. Near a point p E C we can choose coordinates
(2.1) x, yj (j = 1,..., codim C - 1), zj (j = 1,..., dim C)
such that x = 0 defines OX and x = 0, y = 0 define C. Correspondingly, one can
cover a neighborhood of ff [X; C] by two types of coordinates. In the interior of ff
we have coordinates
(2.2) x, Y = y/x, z.
Near ff nmf in the lift of the region defined for some k by IYk t > clyjl for some
c > 0 and all j 5 k
(2.3) i = X/yk, Yj = Yj/yk (j $ k), yk, Z
give coordinates. In (2.2) x is the boundary defining function of ff, in (2.3) 1 defines
mf, and Yk defines ff.
The scattering tangent bundle of X, SCTX, pulls back to the 3-body scattering
tangent bundle 3scT[X; C]. Similarly, its dual bundle, SCT*X, pulls pack to give
the 3-body scattering cotangent bundle 3scT* [X; C]. From (1.14), 3-body scattering
vector fields are just smooth sections of 3scT[X; C]. The Lie algebra of these vector
fields is denoted by V3sc(X), i.e. just as in the case of general differential operators
the underlying space X is emphasized at the expense of C. This is partially justified
by the fact that 3scT[X; C] is the pull back of a bundle over X.
In the local coordinates (2.1) near p E C a basis of scTX is given by
(2.4) x 20X, xO~, (j = 1,..., codim C - 1), zxOb (j = 1,..., dim C).
Near the interior of -1 (p) in coordinates (2.2) these lift to a basis of 3sCT[X; C]:
(2.5) x2Ox - Z x•iOp, O- (j = 1,..., codim C - 1), xO,, (j = 1,...,dimC).
Near the corner mf n•p- (p) in the coordinates (2.3) they give a basis
(2.6) yk .21%, 1O19 (j 5 k), yko,,, - 4ia -_ jaki, Yk••z,
j5k
of 3scT[X; C]. Thus, over int(/ - 1 (p)) sections of 3ScT[X; C] are spanned by
(2.7) x2Oz, ., XOzj
over COO ([X; C]) corresponding to a natural fibred cusp structure, but at -' l(p)
it does not have a simple product-type structure.
The principal symbol map of Diff.c(X) (see (1.9)) extends by continuity to define
the principal symbol map of Diff3sc(X) and to give a short exact sequence:
(2.8) 0 - Diffm-•l(X) -+ Diffm(X) hS.. P m(3scT[X;C]) 4 0,
Phm denoting the space of mth order homogeneous polynomials.
Instead of the indical operator of Diffsc(X) discussed in (1.10), consider the
corresponding normal operator
(2.9) Nsc : Diffsc(X) -+ (Diffi SCTaxX);
here DiffI SCTaxX is the algebra of fiber translation-invariant differential operators
on SCTaxX (see [19, Section 2]). In fact, for Q E Diffsc(X), p E DX, Nsc,p(Q)
is simply given by the canonical lifting of Q to be a translation invariant differ-
ential operator on SCTX. Also note that Nsc is multiplicative, since Diff8c(X) is
commutative to top order:
(2.10) [Diffm (X), Diffm (X)] C x Diff+m'-1 (X).
Moreover, Ns. and Nsc are related via conjugation by the invariant Fourier trans-
form on the fibers of SCTaxX (mapping functions on SCTpX to densities on its dual
space sCT*X, p E aX).
Just like the principal symbol map, Ns, extends by continuity to define the
normal operator map of Diff3sc(X) at mf, and it gives a short exact sequence:
(2.11) 0 - pmf Diff3sc(X) c• Diff3sc(X) -Nmf0 Diffi 3SCTmf[X; C] -+ 0.
One of the main points about U3sc,m and Nmf,o (keeping in mind that ultimately we
are interested in spectral theory, hence in resolvents) is that they are multiplicative
in the sense that
(2.12)
U3sc,m(P)U3sc,m,(Q) = a3sc,m+m'(PQ), Nmf,o(P)Nmf,o(Q) = Nmf,o(PQ)
for P E Diffm~(X), Q E Diffsc(X). We wish to define a normal operator at ff which
is also multiplicative. This is somewhat complicated; we first work out the space
into which it maps. Here we just point out that the natural idea one might try, i.e.
mapping into Diffi 3SCTff[X; C] does not give a multiplicative homomorphism. In
fact, it cannot, since this is a commutative algebra, while Diff3sc (X) is not so even
to top order as indicated in the Introduction.
Just as there is a well defined relative b-tangent bundle bT(C; X) over C, we
also have a relative scattering tangent bundle scT(C; X). In fact, SCT(C; X) is the
subbundle of SCTcX consisting of v E SCTpX, p E C, for which there exists
(2.13) V E Vs (X; C) C Vsc(X)
with Vp = v. Here
(2.14) Vsc(X; C) = xVb(X; C) = x{V E Vb(X) : V is tangent to C},
and tangency is defined using the (non-injective) inclusion map bTX -4 TX. Thus,
given a boundary defining function x, bT(C; X) is isomorphic to SCT(C; X) (via
extension and multiplication by x), but the isomorphism depends on the choice of
x. It should be noted that dim SCTp(C; X) = dim C+ 1, and in the local coordinates
(2.1) it is spanned by x 2A8 and xOz.
There is a natural action of S"TpX/SCTp(C; X) on int(P3-1(p)) as we shall see in
Section 4. In local coordinates (2.2) this is given by
(2.15) L,(Y, z) = (Y + 3, z), v = ax 28
• + ,3x, + z7xOz.
Correspondingly, the tangent space of the fibers of the blow down map, TqP-(1 p),
0(q) = p, is naturally isomorphic to SCTX/SCTp(C; X). This isomorphism can
be realized as follows: v E SCTpX pulls back to p*v E SCTq[X; C]. There is a
natural (non-injective) inclusion map SCTq[X; C] + Tq[X; C] whose range is TqP- 1p.
The null space of the composition of the pull back with this inclusion is exactly
ScT(C; X), and it gives the isomorphism mentioned above. In particular, v E SCTX
is mapped to a vector field on To -' (p) which is invariant under the affine action.
More generally, if V E V38s(X) is a vector field, it can be regarded as a section
of T[X; C], and restricted to int(ff) with the result being tangent to the fibers of
6. This induces a natural map
(2.16) C(,-l (p); 3ScT•l(p)[X; C]) 3 V V, E C(-(p);T-(p));
this is called the boundary restriction map. The null space of this map is exactly
Co(~ 1-1(p); ,_-l(p)SCT(C; X)). In the local coordinates (2.2) this map is given by
(2.17) a2xa + 0 -a +' z 4 ý- .0 -a.
On the other hand, the basis vector fields (2.6) near a3 - 1 (p) restrict to
(2.18) 0, ) g (j k), -i2a, _ E.ý-, 0
j$lk
respectively. Thus, the boundary restriction map actually maps into
(2.19) C"(-' (p); SCTP1 (p)).
It is now reasonable to expect that all information about V at ff can be encoded
in a bundle over To-l(p), so taking into account the null space of the boundary
restriction map, we want to define the normal operator, Nff,o(V), as a section
of T3_7,(P)sCT(C;X). Since this is supposed to be defined in particular when
V E Vsc(X), we first construct the analogous map for v E SCTpX, p E C. For this
we need to split SCTpX as SCTp(C; X) D Wp, i.e. to split the short exact sequence
(2.20) 0 -4 sCTp(C; X) - sCTpX . SCTpX/SCTp(C; X) - 0.
This splitting occurs naturally if we have a scattering metric on X, for then we can
take Wp to be the orthocomplement of scTp(C; X). Using this splitting we have a
projection 7rl : SCTX + sCTp(C; X). Also, scT(C; X) is a vector bundle over C, and
so is 0 : sCTX/SCT(C; X) -+ C, so we can pull back SCT(C; X) to a vector bundle
over SCTX/sCT(C; X). Also note that 0*ScT(C; X) is naturally a vector bundle over
C, and elements of a vector space can be regarded naturally as translation invariant
elements of the tangent space of the vector space; this lifting map will be denoted
by I.
We can now define the normal operator on SCTX as the map
(2.21) 'cTX i v i I((j*,,) 7r(v)) E Diff' 0*scT(C; X).
Here Diff' stands for translation invariant vector fields. Alternatively, using the
identification of Tp(sCTpXISC"T(C; X)) with TqP-1 (p) where O(q) = p, we can iden-
tify Diff' O*SCT(C; X) with elements of DiffI f7_,l(p)SCT(C; X) which are invariant
under the affine action on 0- 1(p). (Here Diff' by itself refers to invariance under
translations on fibers of the bundle fl3-1(p)ScT(C; X).)
For general V E V3sc(X) the prescription is now clear: take q E '-l(p), use that
3scT[X; C] is the pull back of scTX to identify V(q) with an element v E sCTX
(so V(q) = P3*v), and using the map above map it to DiffI, *q ,- l(p )scT(C; X).
Alternatively, we could use the tensor product (1.14) and the construction of the
previous paragraph in this general case. In any case, this gives us a map
(2.22) Nff,o,p : V3sc(X) -+ Diff 1,3j_,(P)SCT(C;X)
with null space Z(P- 1 (p))V3sc (X) where Z(/ - 1 (p)) is the ideal of smooth functions
on [X; C] vanishing at -1 (p). The only reason for this not being surjective is the
behavior of Nff,o,p(V) at 0f - 1 (p). Namely, from the tensor product definition and
from (2.19) it follows that Nff,o,p maps onto
(2.23) Diff ,C I 3-~ _(p)scT(C; X).
It extends to an algebra homomorphism:
(2.24) Nff,o,p : Diff3sc(X) -+ Diffsc,I f/-3(P)SCT(C; X).
The space Diffs,,I P-,(p)SCT(C; X) is analogous to the space of SCTp(C; X) sus-
pended differential operators on 0-1 (p) as defined by Mazzeo and Melrose [17]; the
only difference is the appearance of the boundary 0f- 1 (p). Just as in their case we
can put Nff,o,p, p E C, together in a single operator using the fibration 3 of ff over
C. We thus obtain the normal homomorphism Nff,o into the algebra Diffsus(v),s, (ff)
of V = SCT(C; X)-suspended differential operators on the fibration int(ff) -+ C. It
gives a short exact sequence
(2.25) 0 - pff Diff3sc(X) -+ Diff 3sc(X) Nff- o - Diffsus(v),sc(ff) - 0.
We proceed now to microlocalize Diff3s c (X) by constructing the 'small calculus',
'3sc(X), of pseudo-differential operators, and to examine its properties, such as
the normal operators.
3. DEFINITION OF THE THREE-BODY SCATTERING CALCULUS
In order to define the three-body scattering calculus, we first recall the definition
of the scattering double space Xs2c from [19]. Thus, consider the b-double space and
its blow-down map
(3.1) 3b : Xb -_ X 2 , X2 = [X 2; (OX) 2].
The diagonal A of X 2 lifts to a p-submanifold Ab C X2 which intersects OX2 in
the interior of the front face bf of the blow up (3.1). The scattering double space
is then the blow up
(3.2) As : X2c - X2, Xc = [Xb2; 0Ab]
The lift of Ab, Asc
, 
is a p-submanifold of X2c meeting OX2c only in the front face
sf of the blow up (3.2). We can also lift C from either factor of X to X 2 . The lifts
of CL, CR under Pb intersect bf in embedded submanifolds, and
(3.3) CL nA b = CR OAb
is a closed p-submanifold of Ab . Hence CL n 0A b lifts to a closed p-submanifold of
sf, and we can define the three-body double space:
(3.4) X2 = [Xsc; sc 1 (CL f lAb)].
We write the blow-down map as 33sc : X2sc -+ X2c. Since dAb f CL C DAb are
closed p-submanifolds of XI, they can be blown up in either order, so
(3.5) X28 = [Xb; CL n Ab; aAb].
The lift of sf to X2,, is denoted by sf', while the front face of the blow up (3.4)
is sfc. Thus, we can choose boundary defining functions of sf' and sfc so that
33scPsf = Psf'Psfc.
It is actually useful to construct coordinates near sf' and sfc. Let x be a boundary
defining function of X. We can choose coordinates x,y,z near some point on C C X
such that C is defined by x = 0, y = 0. Denoting the coordinates on the right factor
of X by x', y', z' we then obtain coordinates in the interior of bf near 0Ab n CL:
(3.6) s = x'/x, z, y, y', z, z'.
In the region of validity of these coordinates Ab is defined by s = 1, y = y', z = z',
CL is defined by x = 0, y = 0, CR by x = 0, y' = 0. From here we can obtain
coordinates in the interior of sf near P,-,(CL fn Ab):
(3.7) x, S = (1 - s)/x, Y = (y - y')/x, Z = (z - z')/x, y, z.
Now Asc is defined by S = 0, Y = 0, Z = 0, and 3s; I (CL n OAb) is defined by
x = 0, y = 0. In particular, they are p-transversal. It follows now that Asc lifts to
a p-submanifold, A 3sc, of X32.s intersecting the boundary in sf' U sfc only. Finally,
in the interior of sfc we have coordinates
(3.8) x, S, Y, Z, Y = y/x, z,
while near sfc n sf' in the lift of the region lyk I clyj I for some c > 0 and all j $ k
(3.9) i = z/yk, S, Y, Z, Y = yjl/yk (j 0 k), Yk, z.
In the region where (3.8) are valid asU, is defined by S = 0, Y = 0, Z = 0, and
similarly in the coordinates (3.9). In the coordinates (3.9) sf' is defined by & = 0
and sfc by Yk = 0. Note that CL can be replaced by CR in the construction of
Xsc by (3.3), and similarly we can swap the primed and unprimed coordinates
throughout this discussion.
The scattering kernel density bundle for operators on half-densities
(3.10) KDsc = P,- /2(dimX+ 2) f2 (X2c)
can be pulled back by ,3sc to obtain the three-body-scattering kernel density bundle
(3.11) KDs = (psf)-1/2(dim X+1) codim C/2 Q (Xsc),13sc ,3scPsf) Psfc
so
(3.12) KDc = -1/2(dimC+1) - 1/2(dimX+1) Q (X2c).
The space of kernels of elements of the three-body-scattering small calculus with
weight 1 E R and order m E R is defined by
(3.13)
sc(X.S; sc ) = E Am'l(X2sc, Asc;Dc) : KD 0 at 9X 32 c \(sf'Usfc)}.
We also define the corresponding one-step polyhomogeneous space:
(3.14)
c(X; i (E p sf'Psfl S(X2c, A3s;KDsc); -= 0 at 8X3sc \(sf' Usfc)}.
We can generalize these definitions for arbitrary vector bundles E and F over X as1
usual, i.e. we define T'1'(X; E, F) by replacing the bundle KDsc in (3.14) by
(3.15) KD 'F = KDsIc ®sc Hom(ir(E 0 scQ-½ (X)), 7rl (F 0 sc- (X)))
where 3 3sc = 'bpsc' 3 sc : X2sc - X 2 is the composite blow down map, and 7rL, 7rR:
X 2 -+ X are the left and right projections. We write Qmc(X; E) for xP''(X; E, E),
and if E is the trivial vector bundle, i.e. for action on functions, we simply write
qMI(X).
Since elements of (Xs, Asc; KDaEF) pull back to elements of
s (X3sc, A3sc; KD3s)
it follows that /3s, m,'l(X; E, F) C T3rm(X; E, F). Before checking that multi-
plication by functions in C ([X; C]) is an element of TI' (X; E) we modify this
definition of the double space.
The problem is that if we consider the space [X; C] instead of X as the base
space, then with the single blow up (3.4) the projection to either factor of [X; C]
is not a b-fibration (it is not even a smooth map). It would have been reasonable
to define X3sc so that this problem does not arise in the first place, but then the
triple space (which we need for the composition of operators) would have been much
more complicated. In fact, even now it is easier to define two new spaces X 2 sR and
X3sc,L with b-maps (actually composite blow-down maps) 13 3sc,L X3sc,L -Xsc
and L3sc,R : X 2sc,R -4 X2sc for which the corresponding projections
(3.16) 3sc,L X3sc,L - [X; C], 3sc,R X3sc,R - [X; C]
are b-fibrations.
Let If and rf be the left and right boundary hypersurfaces of XC2, so If is the lift
of OX x X under Qb oisc, and rf is defined similarly. Let bf' be lift of bf under /sc.
Using the stretched projections 72c,L c, R we define
(3.17) X23sc,L = [Xsc; 3sc(CL n fAb); (sc,L)-1(C) n bf'; (7rsc,L2-1 (C) n lf],
(3.18) X3sc,R = [Xs2c, •3 (CR n aAb); (7,RY-1(C) n bf'; (cR,)-1(C) nf].
Lemma 3.1. The stretched projections r2s,L : X 2 L •- [X; C], 7rIs,, R X 2 ,R 
[X; C] are b-fibrations.
Proof. We take r2sc,L in this proof for definiteness; by (3.3) r3sc,R can be dealt
with the same way. First of all, by (3.5)
(3.19) Xsc,L = [X2; CL n4 Ab; OAb; CL bf; CL n lf].
Upon blowing up CLO9Ab in X2, CLnbf and &Ab lift to be disjoint p-submanifolds,
so they can be blown up in either order. Moreover, the lift of CL n If to [X ; CL n
9Ab] is disjoint from the lift of OAb, so these two can be blown up in either order
too. Thus,
(3.20) X 2Sc,L = [X2; CL n fAb; CL n bf; CL n lf; 8Ab].
Since CL n aAb is a closed p-submanifold of CL n bf which is disjoint from CL n If
we see that
(3.21) X 2  = [X; CL n bf; CL n lf; CL n Ab; Ab]
In addition, C x aX is a closed p-submanifold of (1X) 2 in X 2 , SO
[Xb; CL n bf; CL n ilf] = [X 2; (aX)2 ; C x OX; C x X]
(3.22) = [X 2; C x OX; (OX) 2; C x X]
= [X2; C x OX; C x X; (X) 2]
where in the last step we used that upon blowing up C x OX, C x X and (4X) 2
become disjoint. Finally, C x OX is a closed p-submanifold of C x X in X 2 , and
[X2 ; C x X] = [X; C] x X, so (ff denoting the front face of the blow up [X; C])
(3.23) [X2 ; C x OX; C x X] = [[X; C] x X; ff xOX].
Putting together equations (3.19)-(3.23) we see that Xsc,,L can be obtained from
[X; C] x X by a series of blow ups. Since the left projection [X; C] x X -+ [X; C]
is a fibration (hence a b-fibration), and the blow down maps are b-maps, it follows
that the stretched projection i7r2 ,L, defined as the composite of the blow down
maps and the left projection, is also a b-map; in fact, an interior b-map.
We now check that 2 ,L is actually a b-fibration. If Y is a manifold with
corners, p E Y, let Fa(p) denote the smallest boundary face of Y which contains p.
A b-fibration, f, remains a b-submersion when composed with the blow up map of a
closed p-submanifold M, if for each point p E M the induced map f : M -4 Fa(f(p))
is a b-submersion [17]. For any boundary face M this is automatically satisfied.
The composite map will be a b-fibration if f(M) is a boundary hypersurface of the
range space.
In our case we start with a fibration 7r : [X; C] x X -+ [X; C]. Since ?r maps
ff x OX to the boundary hypersurface ff of [X; C], 7r lifts to a b-fibration -rl. Next,
7rl maps the lift of mf x OX to mf in [X; C], so blowing up this lift gives another
b-fibration, 7r2. Note that the lift of mf xOX to [[X; C] x X; ff xOX] is just the lift
of (OX)2 to [X2 ; C x aX; C x X]; these two spaces are the same by (3.23). Thus,
the composite of the left projection and the blow down maps of (3.22), -r2 , is a
b-fibration.
It remains to deal with the last two blow ups of (3.21). But these can be dealt
with the same way: 7r2 maps the lift of CL n aAb (to (3.22)) to ff, so we obtain a
new blown up b-fibration 7r3 . The lift of OAb to this new space is mapped to mf
by 7r3 , so the composite of the blow down maps of (3.21) and the left projection,
i.e. 7rc,2 is a b-fibration as claimed. O
The following lemmas are very useful for taking care of the behavior of functions
at irrelevant boundary faces. Recall that the blow down map P of a closed boundary
p-submanifold S of Y gives an isomorphism 3"* : C-O0 (Y) -+ C-O'([Y; S]).
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that S is a closed boundary p-submanifold of Y, and let
3 : [Y;S] -+ Y be the blow down map. If u E C-'([Y;S]) is (polyhomogeneous)
conormal to O[Y; S] in a neighborhood of ff, the front face of the blow up, which
vanishes to infinite order at ff, then v = (P*)-lu E C-' (Y) is (polyhomogeneous)
conormal to OY near S and vanishes to infinite order at S.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that Z is a closed interior p-submanifold of Y, and S is
a boundary hypersurface of Z. Let 3 : [Y, S] -4 Y be the blow down map. If
u E C-" ([Y; S]) is (polyhomogeneous) conormal to the lift of Z and to O[Y; S] in
a neighborhood of ff, the front face of the blow up, and it vanishes to infinite order
at ff then v = (3*)-'u E C-OO(Y) is (polyhomogeneous) conormal to Z and to OY
in a neighborhood of S and it vanishes to infinite order at S.
Proof. These lemmas follow from the fact that the vector fields used in the definition
of the conormal spaces on Y lift to [Y; S] with finite order singularities at if. Since
u is assumed to vanish to infinite order there, it follows that the lifts of these vector
fields preserve the Sobolev-regularity of u. In case u is polyhomogeneous, it even
has a polyhomogeneous development in terms of these operators. This proves both
lemmas. O
Corollary 3.4. If A e T 'I (X; E, F) then
(3.24) A: C"([X; C]; E) -+ C"([X; C]; F).
If in addition A E 'm,(X ; E, F) then
(3.25) A : p 'p C'([X; C]; E) k+l I'+p1C /([X; C];F)
for all k, k' E IR.
Proof. The first statement is the easiest to check since Cd ([X; C]) = -*CO(X).
Using rsc,R we can pull back u E Cd'(X; E) to X2c, and then by 3sc to X2sc the
product with the kernel of A then vanishes to infinite order at the boundary. The
standard push-forward theorem now gives the result.
To check the second statement note that if u E Pmff p'C (X; E) then
7r2* ,k+l k'+ )COO(X2 2 _ SC((3.26) A( Isc,a)*u E (sf' p fc ) (Xc,R; KDsc SC (X)
®7* (F 0 sQ- (X)))
(where a few pull backs by blow down maps are dropped in the notation), and it
vanishes to infinite order on all faces but the lift of sfc and sf'. Thus, Lemma 3.2
implies that the blow ups of X3s2 in (3.18) can be undone, and
(3.27)
S3sc,Rl)* E P-c k'+l (X2 s; KDIsc (7.L)*"c 2(X) ( (rn)*(F 0 scQ - (X)))A(3r~sc,r)*u C sf, tSfljC Xs 3s(,
with infinite order vanishing off sfc and sf'. Therefore, it can be pulled back
to X 2 c,L and then pushed forward by 7rs,L to [X; C] with the result being in
pk+I pf '+Co([X; C]; F) (see [18]) as claimed. O
Note that this proof also shows that C ([X; C]) C T1' (X) as multiplication
operators, since the kernel of u E C"([X; C]) as an operator is just u Id, Id denoting
the kernel of the identity operator too. Thus, it is exactly (3.26), and hence (3.27),
with A = Id, E, F trivial; and the proof is similar for
(3.28) Coo([X; C]) C '1 3 (X; E).
Finally we discuss an alternative definition of this space of operators in terms of
localization and quantization of symbols. Thus, we can assume that X = SN is the
radial compactification of gRN, (w, z) are coordinates on RNg = IRm x RIn , and
(3.29) C = cl(SP({(w, 0) : w E I m }))
with SP : R -g S being the map defined in (1.1). We also take E and F to be
the trivial vector bundles for simplicity. Suppose that a E x1 p-eC 0 ([Sq; C] x sN)
where poo is the boundary defining function on the second factor, and x on the first
factor of X. Removing the compactification of the second factor this simply means
that a is a symbol on [SN; C] x lN ; in particular
(PD'a(p,)| <_ Ccxl( )m-l J l(3.30)
if P E Diffb([S +; C]). The Weyl quantization of this symbol is
(3.31) A(x,9,x',O')= ei(z- a( + ,)d
Integration by parts shows that for all Q E Diff(S g x SN)
0 0'(3.32) IQA(x,O,x ',')I <• Cr,,Q 0 -'
for all r everywhere where the right hand side makes sense. But, just as in case of
the scattering calculus, this factor gives us smoothness and infinite order vanishing
near all faces but sfc and sf'.
Writing 0 = (01, 02) near C we can take y = 01 and z to be some components of
02. With this choice the phase function lifts to be smooth in the interior of sfc U sf'
and it is non-degenerate in the sense of [13] with critical points at A3sc. Hence, we
deduce:
Lemma 3.5. The set of operators on X obtained by localization and quantization
of symbols a E x'p-mC" ([Sg; C] x SP ), where poo is the boundary defining function
of the second factor, is exactly ~m I(X).
We also note what the estimate (3.30) becomes in terms of coordinates (w, z)
on RN. Thus, C is the closure of the inverse image of z = 0 under the radial
compactification. Then (3.30) is replaced by
(3.33) D•DD a(w,z,,)| < Cap,,((w, z))--lal(z)-Il (,)'m-lIy
4. RESTRICTION TO THE BOUNDARY
Due to Corollary 3.4, A E Tm ,(X; E, F) defines an operator
(4.1) A, : C"(8[X; C]; E) - C'"([X; C]; F),
(4.2) Aou = Aiila[x;C], fil[X;C] = u, i E C"(X; E)
independently of the extension ii of u. Here we denoted the pull back of the bundles
E, F to the boundary by E and F as well. In the general case A E Tm(" X; E, F)
the choice of a boundary defining function x of X gives an isomorphism
(4.3) Tm'I(X; E, F) 3 A -+ x-1 A E Qm, (X; E, F).
This depends on x, but if we then restrict to the boundary, (x-'A)a it only depends
on dx restricted to the boundary. Correspondingly we can change the bundles on
which x-1A acts to obtain a natural boundary restriction map
(4.4) T3MI'(X; E, F) 3 A -+ Aa,l (x-'A),
(4.5) Aa,I : C"O(8[X; C]; E) - Cc(8O[X; C]; [N*XL-'L ® F).
However, it is often convenient to trivialize IN*OXI by the choice of a boundary
defining function and drop the additional bundle in (4.4). For example, if we have
a scattering metric g on X, then it fixes x up to 0(x'), i.e. it trivializes N*OX.
It is useful to calculate the action of A E Tc (X; E, F) in local coordinates.
We first consider the mapping properties from the coordinate chart near ff n mf to
itself so we use coordinates
( = X/yk, j = Yj/yk (j $ k),yk, z.(4.6)
We also assume that E and F are trivial over this patch. Pulling back the coordi-
nates on the right factor to the region where (3.9) are valid gives
(4.7)
J1 -X YkS Y- (j - k), y' =yk(1 - Yk), Z' =Z -yk•Z.
1-i Yk' 1- Yk
Thus, the action of A on u E C"'([X; C]; E) supported in the region of validity of
these coordinates gives
(4.8)
Au(i, , yk, z) = A(i, yk, zS, Y,Z)
1u( - kS Yj - Yj
u1(2 ' ,yk (1 - Yk), -Z- YkiZ) dSdY dZ.1-iYk ' 1 - zYIk
It is interesting to see what happens when we restrict this to ff or mf. In these
coordinates ff is given by Yk = 0, mf by i = 0. Thus, at mf
(4.9) Au(0,,yk,z)= A(O, k,, z, S, Y, Z)dSdYdZ)u(0, , yk, z).
That is, at mf, As is simply multiplication by
(4.10) Amf(yk, k, ) = A(O0, k, , z,SY,Z)dSdYdZ;
in particular it is local. At ff
(4.11) Au(, 3,,Oz) = A.('~i,', zY)u( Y' 1 ,•Y0, z) dY
1 - Yk 1 -1 Yk
with
(4.12) A(ff ,z, Y) = A(, 0, , z, S, Y, Z) dS dZ.
This is only local in the z variable, that is in the fibers of the blow up.
The same result would be obtained considering the coordinate chart in the inte-
rior of ff. In fact, pulling back the coordinates from the right factor to this region
(where the coordinates are x, Y, z, S, Y and Z) gives
(4.13) x' = x(1 - xS), "' = (1 - xS)-1(P - Y), z' = z - xZ.
(So x, Y, z, S, Y', Z give another coordinate system in the interior of sfc! This is
the coordinate system used in the fibred cusp computations in [17].) Thus, for
u E C'([X; C]; E)
(4.14) Afu(Y, z) = A(Y, z, Y)u(, - Y, z) dY,
(4.15) Aff(Y, z, Y) =f A(0, , z, S, Y, Z) dS dZ.
Of course, we must consider mapping properties between different coordinate charts,
but they again give similar answers.
We put this information together to construct a space of boundary operators.
First note that Aff = Aalff is a smooth family of pseudodifferential operators in
,m',o (S; E, F) = m', (3-1 (p); E, F)se + se1 j Q
on C,; of course, E and F are trivial over P-1(p). The set of such families will
be denoted by PQm,o (ff, E, F). Also note that the boundary operator of Aff at
p E ff nmf is just Amf(p) where Amf E Cco(mf; Hom(E, F)) is the restriction of
A8 to mf identified with the smooth section by which it is a multiplication. Let
S(X; C) denote the subspace of
(4.16) C (mf, Hom(E, F)) ( lm,o(ff; E, F)
consisting of pairs (a, Ao) for which the restriction of Ao to 9 ff at p E a ff = ff n mf
is just a(p). We thus deduce:
Lemma 4.1. The boundary restriction map A t-+ A0 gives a surjective map to
S(X; C).
There is significantly more information in Aff than in Amf. For example, if
A E V38s(X), then As is given by the evaluation map 3scT[X; C] 9 A+ t (A) E
T[X; C]. Thus, Amf = 0 directly from the definition of A0 , since then A = pmfV,
V E Vb([X;C]), and Vb([X;C]) : CC([X;C]) -+ Cc'([X;C]), but Aff does not
vanish necessarily. The precise relationship between the boundary operators at the
two hypersurfaces will be discussed in Section 6.
Since ,mo' 0 (X) C @ o°(X), it is important to see how the boundary restric-
tion behaves on the smaller algebra. For p E C we have defined the fiber of the
relative scattering tangent bundle "CT,(C; X) C SCT,X similarly to bT,(C; X), so
v E scTp(C; X) if and only if v = xVI, for some V E Vb(X) with V, tangent to
C. Given a boundary defining function, x, the map Vb(X) 3 V 1-+ xV E V,,(X)
restricts to an isomorphism of bT(C; X) with ScT(C; X), but the isomorphism de-
pends on the choice of x. We also recall that the normal operator for V E Vc(X)
at p E OX is given by Vp, E SCTX lifted to a translation invariant vector field,
Nsc,p(V), on "cT,X (by the natural identification of SCTX with the fibers of its
tangent bundle).
Lemma 4.2. There is a natural transitive free affine action of the fibers of
sCTXI/CT(C; X) -+ C
on the fibers P-l(p) n int(ff), p E C, such that if A E I','o(X; E, F) then Aff is
translation invariant (i.e. invariant under this action). If A E Vc,(X) then Aff is
given by the push-forward of N.c(A) by the differential of this action.
Proof. If (x, y, z) are coordinates near p, x is a defining function of aX, C is defined
by x = 0, y = 0, then we have coordinates
(4.17) x, Y = -, z
near p-1(p) n int(ff). We can write v E SCTX as
(4.18) v = ax2aC f+ -jxayj + $-IjxO•zi .
Now define
(4.19) Lv(Y, z) = (Y + 3, z).
If (x', y', z') is another coordinate system near p with properties as above, then
(4.20) x' = a(x, y, z)x, y' = b(x, y, z)x + B(x, y, z)y
where B is a codim C - 1 by codim C - 1 matrix, b is a vector in Icodim C-1
a(0, y, z) > 0, B(0, 0, z) is invertible. It follows that
(4.21) v = a'(x')2 Dx, + oJ x'8,y• + ")i',zX,
J 3
(4.22) a = (0, 0, z(p))- Bjk(O0, 0, z(P))3k"
k
In addition,
XI3 = = a(x, y, z)1 by(x, y, z)%+ a(x, y,z)-jBkkX , yLz)/
(4.23) k
= a(x, xY, z)-lbj(x, •, z) + E a(x, xY, z)- 1 Bjk(x, xY, z)Pk.
k
Thus, on ff
(4.24) ' = a(O, 0, z)-lbj(O, 0, z) + a(O, 0, z)-lBjk(0, 0, z)k".
k
Hence, if we define L' as in (4.19), i.e. by
(4.25) L' (Y', z') = (Y' + O',z')
then, ej denoting the jth unit vector in Icodim C-1
(4.26)
L',(Y'(Y, z), z'(Y, z)) = (Z(a(O, 0, z)-lbj(0, 0, z) + E a(O, 0, z)-'Bjk (0, , Z)Yk
j k
+ E a(, 0, z(p))-'Bjk (0, 0,z())Ok)ej, z'(0,z))
k
= (Y'(Lv(k,z)),z'(Lv(Y,z))).
Therefore, Lv is well-defined independently of the coordinates on X used in the
definition. Moreover, by (4.19), Lv does not depend on a and -, so Lv is in fact
the lift of an affine action by the quotient scTX/SCT(C; X) as claimed.
We can see directly from the definition (4.19) that the action is transitive and
free. We can write V E Vsc(X) in local coordinates as
(4.27) V = axz2,Z + #x1yj + ytj X9z
Its lift to V([X; C]) near int(ff) in the coordinates (4.17) is
(4.28) V' = a(x 2 O - xizXjOi' ) + Oj OV, + Znjx1z9,.
Thus, for q E int(ff), V'(q) = _j jd•j, which is exactly the push-forward of
V(P-1 (q)) by the action. Finally, due to (4.15), A E I',o(X; E, F) means exactly
that Aff is independent of Y, so Aff has a convolution kernel, i.e. it is translation
invariant. O
5. COMPOSITION OF OPERATORS
We first recall Melrose's definition of the scattering triple space X3c from [19].
The b-triple space is defined by the iterated blow up
(5.1) Xb1 = [X3 ; (OX)3 ; (OX) 2 x; OX x X x OX; x (X) 2].
The three partial diagonals lifted from Xb by the stretched projections are p-
submanifolds and intersect in pairs only in the triple diagonal; in particular, these
pairwise intersections intersect the boundary of Xj in the boundary, K, of the
triple diagonal. The intersection of the lifted partial diagonals with the front face
of the first blow up in (5.1) is denoted by Go, 0 = F, S, C, and the other part
(which is in the front face of one of the last three blow ups in (5.1)) by Jo. The
intersection of any two of the Go is K; the Jo do not meet each other, and meet
only the corresponding Go away from K.
If we blow up K the elements of g = {GF, Gs, Gc} become disjoint. This allows
us to define the scattering triple space
(5.2) X 3c = [X3; K; g; J]
where 3 = { JF, Js, JC}. If we denote by Bo the last three boundary faces of (5.1),
and I = (OX) 3 then we also have
(5.3) X3c = [X2e x X; I; Bs; Bc; K; JF; Gs; Gc; Js; Jc].
Now, using the stretched projections r ,o CL can be lifted from either double
space to X3; these will be denoted by CLO. Similarly to the construction of the
double space we need to blow up the intersection of the CO with the boundary of
the lifted partial diagonals.
(5.4) Xsc = [Xj; K;K n cLF; ;g c; J; Jc].
Here
(5.5) 9c = {GF n CLF, GS n Cf, Gc n Cf },
and similarly
(5.6) Jc = {JF n CL, Js n CL, Jc n C)f}.
Note that
(5.7) KnCF = KnCS = KnCf.
The problem with this definition is that we were too economical in the definition
of X2,c (meaning that we had only a few blow ups), so this space is too big for the
streched projection to give b-fibrations. So we also construct some intermediate
spaces X 3 c,o with composite blow down maps from /o : X3c - X 0c,o for which
the corresponding stretched projection r3c,o : X3c,o -+ X2c is a b-fibration.
Thus, let
(5.8) Xc,o =- [X3; K; K n C'; Go; Go n C°O; Jo; Jo n C°O].
Since the Go are disjoint after the blow up of K in Xb and the Jo are disjoint
from each other and from all but the corresponding Go, the blow ups in (5.4) can
be rearranged so that the first blow ups are exactly those of (5.8); here we also use
(5.7). Thus, there is a composite blow down map (hence an interior b-map)
'o : X33s X 3co
3sc,O"
(5.9)
Now we turn our attention to the stretched projections.
Lemma 5.1. The stretched projections r3sc,o Xc,o - X , 0 = F, S, C, are
b-fibrations.
Proof. It suffices to prove the claim for rsc ,F say, due to the symmetry. In (5.8)
the blow ups of K and K n Cf can be interchanged as K n CF is a closed p-
submanifold of K. Upon blowing up K n Cf, K and GF n CF become disjoint, so
they can be blown up in either order. Note that in (5.8) the blow ups of GF and
GF n CFL can also be interchanged. Thus,
(5.10) XS,F = [X ; K ; GF n OL ; GF; K; JF; JF A CF].
Here we also used that K lifts to be a closed p-submanifold of GF, so the order of
their blow up is immaterial. Commuting K n CF through GF n CF and GF, and
commuting JF and JR n CL to the front (these are disjoint from K and K n CLF)
gives
(5.11) X33 3c,E = [X ;GF;GF n CF JF n C; K n C; K].
Now, as X3 - [X( x X; I; Bs; Bc], we can use that Bs and Bc are disjoint from the
other faces of the blow up to reorder it. Furthermore, in X x X, GF F c GF C  CI,
so these blow ups can be interchanged too. Upon blowing up GF, I and JF become
disjoint. Using these results we see that
(5.12) X3s,F = [X2 x X; GF n f; GF;JF n ACF; JE; I; K A CF; K; Bs; Bc].
Finally we use that GF C JF, so
(5.13)
[X2 X~ X ; GF n Cf;G; ; ] = [X XX; JR; J n cFf; GF n cF; GF
But due to the product structure of JR and Cf
(5.14) [X2 x X; JF; JF n CF ] = X2sc x X.
It follows now that X 33sc,F can be obtained from X2 SC x X by a series of blow ups,
hence the composite of the blow down maps and the projection to the first factor,
r3sc,F, is an interior b-map.
We proceed as in Lemma 3.1 to show that 73sc,F is a b-fibration. The projection
S: X2sc x X --+ X2s is certainly a b-fibration. The next two blow ups on the right
hand side of (5.13) involve sfc x OX and sf' x OX which are mapped to the boundary
hypersurfaces sfc and sf' respectively by r, so (see the proof or Lemma 3.1) 7r lifts
to a b-fibration xrl of the space in (5.13). Next, I is the lift of bf xOX to (5.13),
and 7rl maps it to bf, hence the lifted projection, 7r2 is also a b-fibration. Similarly,
Bs and Bc are the lifts of rf xOX and If xaX, so the lifted projection, 1r3 , is a
b-fibration
(5.15) : [X; GF; GF n ; JF; JF n CF] -+ X2sc .
Here we used the remarks after (5.11) to rewrite the space obtained after the blow
ups.
Now, K n CF is a submanifold of the front face of the blow up of GF n Cf in
(5.15), and 7r3 maps it to sfc, while K is a submanifold of the front face of the blow
up of GF there; it is mapped to sf' by 7r3 . Hence, 7r3 lifts to a b-fibration even after
they are blown up. But, by (5.11), the space we have constructed with these blow
ups is exactly X3sc,F, so this proves the lemma.
Proposition 5.2. If A E @m,-(X; F, G), B E I3,' (X; E, F) then
(5.16) AB E xm+m"'+' (X; E, G)
and
(5.17) (AB)a = AoBa.
If we only assume that A E ',(X; F,G), B e tsc (X; E, F) then we still have
(5.18) AB E ~m Im',t+t' (X; E, G).
Proof. Suppose that A E Im3 (X; F, G), B E I3 ' (X; E, F). The kernel of the
composite operator is just
(5.19) AB = (7r3sc,C),(3' )* ((f(Tr3'sc,F)*A)(ps(7r3sc,s)*B)).
Since all of the 7r3c, are b-fibrations, and the /o are interior b-maps, the product
is polyhomogeneous conormal on X3sc. Moreover, at each boundary hypersurface of
Xac3, except at the lift of K and K n CF , one of the two factors vanishes to infinite
order, hence the same holds for the product. Thus, by Lemma 3.3 (318 )* applied
to the product gives a polyhomogeneous conormal distribution on X 3 c,c. As 7r3 C,c
is a b-fibration it follows that the push-forward is polyhomogeneous conormal and
vanishes to infinite order at all boundary hypersurfaces of X3sc except sf' and
sfc, proving that AB E ' +'(X; E, G). A similar argument without the
polyhomogeneity claims proves (5.18) for A E T" c(X; F, G), B E T'm"' (X; E, F).
Now assume again that A E 3m' (X; F,G), B E Ae3sm' (X; E, F), and let u E
C"(8[X; C]; E), and let Gi E C"'([X; C]; E) be such that ilIO[X;c] = u. Then
(5.20) (AB)au = ABfiIa[x;c], Bou = Biila[x;c] .
But 5 = Bfi is then a smooth extension of Bau, so
(5.21) Aa(Bau) = Afia[x;c] = ABiioa[X;C] = (AB)ou
indeed. 0
6. THE NORMAL OPERATOR
In this section we define the principal symbol and the normal operator for A E
smc (X) so that the vanishing of these two together will be equivalent to A E
3m -1,+1(X). First we restrict our attention to the case 1 = 0. The principal
symbol map a3sc,m is Hbrmander's symbol map [13] for the kernel of A which is
conormal to the diagonal A3 sc. The singularity coming from the density factor in
(3.15) means that
(6.1) O3sc,m : 'ms(X) -• Sh•n3scT*X; 7r* Hom(E, F))
where Sm is the space of mth order homogeneous sections of rr* Hom(E, F) over
3scT*[X; C]. We radially compactify the fibers of 3ScT*[X; C] and let 3scS*[X; C]
be the new boundary face (i.e. the boundary of 3scT*[X; C] at fiber-infinity). This
allows us to write a3sc,m as a map
(6.2) a 3sc,m : qmsc(X) -+ Co"(3scS*[X; C]; (N*3scS*[X; C]) m ® 7r* Hom(E, F)).
We then have a short exact sequence:
(6.3)
0 -+ -I-1,o(X) x ,O(X)
C- "((3scS*[X; C]; (N* 3 scS*[X; C])m @ 7r* Hom(E, F)) -+ 0
as usual.
To obtain a similar short exact sequence in the boundary weighting of @3S' (X)
we need more information than what is given by the boundary restriction map. As
in [17], this is done by conjugating by 'oscillatory test functions'. Thus, suppose
that f E C' (oX). Choose f E C"(X) with f1 ax = f.
Lemma 6.1. For any A E ,I(X; E, F)
(6.4) A = e-if/xAe i~f/ E Tslm (X; E, F).
Proof. The kernel of A is A = e-if(A,Y,z)/x+if(x',Y',z')I/'A. The exponential factor
is
(6.5) exp(i((1 - xS)-'f(x(1 - xS), y - xY, z - xZ) - f(x, y, z))/x)
near sf. Now, (1 - xS)- 1 f(x(1 - xS), y - xY, z - xZ) -f(x, y, z) vanishes at x = 0,
so it is of the form
(6.6) x(Sf(y, z) - Y . yf(y, z) - Z . z f (y, z)) + z 2g(x, y, z, S, Y, Z)
with g smooth. It follows that (6.5) is smooth up to sf and its restriction to sf is
(6.7) exp(i(S f(y, z) - Y -. ,yf(y, z) - Z -. zf(y, z))).
Although this exponential is not smooth up to the other faces of X2c, it only has a
finite order singularity there. Since the kernel of A vanishes to infinite order at the
lift of these faces to to X3sc, it follows that A e m'1 (X; E, F). O
If A E m'(X; E, F) then by (4.10) Amnf,l(y,z) only depends on f(y,z) and
df(y,z), and similarly, by (4.12), AffL(, Y, z,Y) only depends on f(O,z) and
df(O, z). Moreover, the dependence of Aff,l on dyf(0, z) is only via conjugation
by a nonvanishing smooth function. At the operator level (as in (6.4)) this can
be seen from the fact that if f(0, z) and d f (O, z) vanish, then eif/x extends from
int([X; C]) to be a smooth function on int(ff), since Y1 = yj /x is a smooth func-
tion on the interior of ff. Hence, denoting A obtained from f via (6.4) by A I, if
fi(0,z) = f2(0,z) and dzf(0,z) = df 2 (0,z) then A' 1,(z) and Af2(z) are uni-Lfrtlz and f,l) are unif-
tarily equivalent on L2 (S,; Ez) = L 2(f-l(p); E); L 2 is taken with respect to any
translation invariant metric (in the sense of Lemma 4.2).
A convenient way of incorporating the information about both f(0, z) and df(0, z)
is to consider
(6.8) d( ) = -dx + E C"(X; CT*X).
Then
f dx d(, )f(0, z)
(6.9) d()(0,z) = -f(0,z)--= + (X X 2 X
Hence, the statements of the previous paragraph show that Aff, (p) only depends
on d(f/x)(O, z) E CTP*X, p = (0, z) E C, and its dependence on x- 1 dyf(O, z) is
somewhat redundant.
To eliminate the ambiguity we choose a subbundle W - C of s"TX which
is complementary to scT(C; X). Such a splitting arises naturally if we have a
scattering metric on X, for it gives an inner product on SCTX, and we can take W
to be the orthocomplement of sCT(C; X). This induces a corresponding splitting of
sCT*X over C, with W' C ScTýX being the annihilator of W. We can now choose
local coordinates x, y, z near p E C such that x = 0 defines OX, x = 0, y = 0 define
C, and xOj, j = 1,..., codim C - 1, give a basis of W. This means exactly that d
and , j = 1, ..., dim C, are a basis of W'. It follows from the discussion of the
previous paragraph that we do not lose any information if we require d(f/x) E W'
when defining Aff. Note that the choice of a boundary defining function x, modulo
x 2Co (X), fixes .as an element of SCTxX, so in this case W induces a splitting
of TpX by defining a complementary bundle W of TC. In particular, this is the
case if we are given a scattering metric g on X.
Definition 6.2. For A E ,j(X; E, F) the indicial operator
(6.10) Aff,t(p, r, v) E i'°O(,-l (p); E, F IN*sXI- ),
p E C, (p, 7, ) E W' is the restriction Ai,t with Af given by (6.4) with f(p) = -7,
df (p) = v (i.e. d(f /x) = -r(dx/x2 ) + v/x). Similarly,
(6.11) Amf(p,T, ý) E Hom(E,F) 9 IN*OX I- ,
(p,, ) E T* mf, is Amf,l with f(p) = -r, df (p) = i. We often write Amf,o = Amf,
Aff,o = Aff.
Lemma 6.3. For each p E C, (r, v) E Wj, the indicial operators at ff and mf
give multiplicative homomorphisms
(6.12) 'tt(X; E, F) - - Wo (~ (p); E, F ®N*OX-L)
(6.13) It (X; E, F) -+ C"(mf; Hom(E, F ® IN* OX - ))
respectively. If A E ~'(X; E, F) and Aff,t, Amf,L vanish identically then A E
r,t+l1(X; E, F).
Proof. The multiplicative property follows from
(6.14) e-if/ZABe if/z = (e-if/xAei!/")(e-if/xBeif/x).
Since for A E T 3o(X; E, F)
(6.15) Af(Y, z, Y, , v) = fei(-sr-zv)A(O, ?, z, S, Y, Z) dS dZ,
the vanishing of Aff(z, -7, v) for all z, r and v means that the partial Fourier trans-
form (6.15) vanishes identically, so (by taking the inverse Fourier transform) we see
that the kernel of A vanishes identically when restricted to sfc. In the case of Amf
vanishing means that
(6.16) Amr(Yk,Y , ,T,) = JT ei(- Sr'- (YZ) A(O,ykj•, z,S,Y,Z)dSdYdZ-0,
(6.16)
so by taking the inverse Fourier transform we deduce that A vanishes when re-
stricted to sf'. But the vanishing of A at these two boundary hypersurfaces means
that A = xA', A' E 3 '(X; E,F), i.e. that A E Wm'l (X;EF). In the case3SC 3sc (X ,E, F). In the case
3A m (X; E, F) we only have to note that A -+ x-A is a bijection. O
One of the main differences between the indicial operators at mf and at ff (and
hence between 'm,'(X) and s "(X)) is that the former maps into a commutative
algebra while the latter does not. Thus, for A, B e •m,' (X), [A, B]mf = 0, but
[A, B]ff does not necessarily vanish. Since commutation properties are very impor-
tant in spectral theory, we are interested in finding the pseudo-differential operators
which commute with all others to 'top order'. We thus make the following defini-
tion:
Definition 6.4. We say that A E Z Tm'(X; E), if for all B E ~m' (X; E)
(6.17) [A, B] E 1m+m'-l1+1'+1l(X;fE).
Lemma 6.5. Let A E m',(X; E). Then A E Z Tsm,(X; E) if and only if
(6.18) Aff, (p, 7, V) = a(p, 7, v) Id, a E C"(W').
Proof. Since multiples of the identity operators commute with all operators and
the indicial operator is multiplicative, if (6.18) holds then [A, B]ff, 1+l, = 0. Thus,
by Lemma 6.3 (and the commutativity of the indicial operator at mf and of the
principal symbol map) (6.17) holds.
On the other hand, for each p E C, (r, v) E W , the indicial operator gives a
surjective map
(6.19) m3', o (X; E) 9 B -+ ff(p, 7, v) E m"0-' (p); E) .
Since the center of ,O'-"(P-'(p)) consists of multiples of the identity map (see
e.g. [14, Lemma 7.1.4]), (6.18) follows. O
Remark 6.6. The subalgebra of T ,"-"(X) generated by Vs,(X; C) (over C"0(X))
certainly lies in Z T3"-- (X). In fact, for g E Coo(X),
(6.20) gff,o(P, 7, V) = g(p),
and for V E Vs,(X; C),
(6.21) Vff,o(p,, v) = a(p)r + y j(p)vj
if V(p) = a(p)x20: + Ej 7j(p)x zj.
We now define the normal operators which contain the same information as
the indicial operators but which are sometimes more convenient. First let M be a
compact manifold with boundary and let V be a real vector space. Generalizing the
results of [17] we define the V-suspended algebra of scattering pseudo-differential
operators on M, denoted ,u(V),sC(M). We do so by defining their kernels as
convolution operators in V, i.e. we demand that
A E C-A(M2c x V;SCfR)(6.22)
is polyhomogeneous conormal to A,, x {0} and sf x V of order m and I respectively,
decays rapidly at oo (in V) with all derivatives, vanishes to infinite order on all
other boundary faces, and acts on S(int(M) x V) as
(6.23) Au(m, v) = f A(m, m', v - v')u(v') dm' dv'.
We could rephrase the definition by radially compactifying V to V, and demanding
that A E C-"O(M,2c x V; SCcR) should be conormal to Asc x {0} and sf xV and
vanish to infinite order on all other boundary faces. Here sC•R is the pull back of
scO(M) 9 scO(V) by the right projection 7rR : M2c xV -X M x V.
We also need to define a corresponding algebra associated to operators mapping
sections of a vector bundle E' -+ M x V to another one F' - M x V. For the
V-convolution structure (i.e. the related translation invariance) to make sense, we
require that E' and F' are pull backs of vector bundles E - M and V -+ M.
Then us(V),sc'(M; E, F) is defined as was m"'v),sc(M), except that (6.22) must
be replaced by
(6.24) A E C-'(M2c x V; SCR 90 r* Hom(E, F)).
Here r : M,2c X V -+ M 2 is the projection.
Since 'us(V),sc (M; E, F) is invariant under diffeomorphisms of M, linear trans-
formations of V, and bundle transformations of E and F over M, we can define
the analogous object for vector bundles over a manifold C.
Definition 6.7. Suppose that V -+ C is a real vector bundle over a compact
manifold, Y a compact manifold with boundary and , : Y -+ C is a fibration. The
V-suspended scattering double space is
(6.25) YS2us(V)_-,sc = [Y XC Y XC V; OY XC OY XC V; Ab,Y]
where Ab,Y is the lift of the Y-diagonal,
(6.26) {(y, y', v) : y = y', (y) = 1(v)} C Y xc Y xc V,
to the first blow up. The front face of the last blow up is denoted by sfsu(v). The
V-suspended scattering diagonal, Asussc, is the lift of
(6.27) {(y, y', o) : y = y', 3(y) = 3(o)},
o denoting elements of the zero section of V.
We now define the generalization of sIul(),(vc (M; E, F) when M is a fiber of a
fibration , : Y -+ C over a compact manifold C. Here we also need to generalize V
to a real vector bundle over C. Thus, we want elements of the new algebra to be
a smooth family of operators on Cp with values in T",'(v) ,sc(3-1(p); E, F). More
precisely, we make the following definition.
Definition 6.8. Suppose that V -+ C is a real vector bundle over a compact mani-
fold, E -+ Y, F -+ Y are vector bundles, Y a compact manifold with boundary and
Y -4 C is a fibration. The algebra of V-suspended scattering pseudo-differential op-
erators, "' 'V)Cs (Y; E, F), is the space of operators with V-convolution kernel
A EC -0(Y2u S(V)_C,SC; SCaR 7r* Hom(E, F)) which are conormal to Asus-sc and to
sfsus(v), vanish to infinite order on all other boundary faces, and decay rapidly with
all derivatives at infinity in V. Here :r Y,,us(V)_C,sc -- Y xe Y is the projection.
We can finally define the normal operator at the front face essentially as the
restriction of the kernel to sfc; or as the inverse Fourier transform of the indicial
operators. We actually have slightly more structure than this (after all, we want
to realize the normal operator as an operator). First we note the lift of the basis
vector fields on the left factor of X 2 (as in (2.4)) from X 2 to X2sc . Namely, as
calculated in [19], they lift to
(6.28) OS + X-V (Xs), OY + XVb(X 3 s), Oz + XVb (X3 s)
in both coordinate systems (3.8) and (3.9). In particular, restricted to sfc they
become Os, Oy and Oz respectively. This means that we can naturally identify
SCTpX with the fibers z = z(p), Y = const of int(sfc) since the lift from the
left factor gives translation invariant vector fields on the these fibers which can
be identified with points of the fibers. Thus, we have a natural identification of
3SCTff[X; C] with sfc. Hence, the subspace 3;ScT(C; X) is also identified with a
submanifold of sfc, namely with Y = 0. More generally, the lift of ScT(C; X)
gives a 'distribution' on sfc whose integral submanifolds correspond to elements
of 3SCTff[X; C] with the same image in the tangent space T3-' (p). These are the
submanifolds Y = const. Now the splitting scTX = W D ScT(C; X) over C means
that we have a splitting 3SCTq[X; C] = Tq -l(p) 3e 1SCT(C; X). We can identify
T3-1(p) with (3-1(p)) 2 by the exponential map, that is by (., 3) ý (Y,Y - ),
which gives us an identification of sfc with ff x c ff x cST(C; X). Thus, we are
exactly in the setting of Definition 6.8 with 3 : ff -+ C a fibration, and V =
ScT(C; X) -+ C a vector bundle. We can then regard the restriction of the kernel of
A e @3m° (X) to sfc as a distribution on this space, and directly from the definition
of o3sc (X), we obtain an element, Nff,o(A), of Im'(,o
' SUS(V)-C,SC(f•""
There is a better way of thinking about this which is more analogous to [17]. As
noted in Section 4, Y can be replaced by P' as a coordinate on sfc: Y = Y - V'. In
these coordinates the identification of (P-' (p))2 x SCTp(C; X) with the submanifolds
of sfc given by z = const is more natural, but it still depends on the choice of W
since there is no natural origin S = 0, Z = 0 to correspond to the fibers of SeT(C; X).
Since the convolution kernel of
(6.29) Nff,,p : mlO(X) -+ mO Vs•
3sc sus(V),sc
as in (6.22), is just the inverse Fourier transform of the indicial operator over 3 -1(p)
(giving a distributional density as required), multiplicativity of Nff,o follows from
the corresponding property of indicial operators. For general 1 Rý, A E Tml (X),
we define Nff,j(A) = Nff,o(x - 'A). We thus conclude:
Proposition 6.9. The normal operator at the front face, Nff,1, gives a multiplica-
tive short exact sequence
0 -+Psfc scl (X; E, F) -
(6.30) Nff, i3 (X',(X; E, F) ''()_,o (ff; E, F 0 N*OXI-I) -+ 0
with V = SCT(C; X), the relative scattering tangent bundle of C in X.
7. COMMUTATORS
The proof of the propagation of singularities used in this thesis is based on
a positive commutator estimate. We thus proceed to compute the commutator
of A e xF(X), B e @m"o(X). As we saw in Section 6, in general we only
have [A, B] E Pmf ,n '-1,o(X), but if [Aff((),^ff(()] = 0 for all ( E W-, then
[A, B] E s n+m'-11(X). Since this happens in many interesting cases, we need
to compute [A, B] modulo m-3sc 272(X). In fact, we are interested in [A,B]ff, 1
(under the assumption that [A, B] E QSm+m-1c (X)), so it suffices to compute
[A, B]u for u E Cd ([X; C]).
Lemma 7.1. If u E C r([X; ]), A E T 3sc (X), then Au E Cff([X; C]) and
(7.1)
Au = Aff u + x((9,A)u + Affe(,u) - (D,Aff (O))(Yu) + (D,Aff (0))(Ou))
mod x2CF ([X; C]).
Proof. Since in the local coordinates valid in the interior of ff (which suffice as
u E C0 ([X; C]))
(7.2) Au(x, Y, z)= A(x, Y, z, S, Y, Z)u(x(1 - xS), . z - xZ) dS dY dZ,
differentiation with respect to x gives
(7.3)
OAu(x,Y,z) = (O9,A)(x,Y,z,S,Y,Z)u(x(1-xS), -x• z - xZ) dS dY dZ
u((1 - zS)2
u(x(1 - zS), z - xZ) dS dY dZ.1 - zS
Restricting this to ff, i.e. letting x = 0, gives
(7.4)
Au(0, Y, z) = (,A)(0,Y, z, S,Y,Z)u(0,P - Y,z)dSdYdZ
+ A(O,Y,z,S,Y, Z)(O + S(Y - Y)O? - ZO)u(O,Y - Y, z)
dS dY dZ.
Now, the first term is just (49A)ff u, , denoting the derivative of the kernel of A;
here 0,A E T3sc(X) since the kernel is in the appropriate space. The second term
is Aff(Zu), while the last term is
(7.5)
- (ZA(0, , z,S,Y,Z)dSdZdSdZ)(zu)(O, -Y,z)dY
= DFs,zA(O, Y, z, 0,Y,0)(Ozu)(0, - Y,z)dY = (DAff(0))(Ozu),
and the third is of similar form taking into account that
(7.6) (R - Y)Ou(O, R - Y, z) = (fOcu)(0, R - Y, z).
Since Au - Aulff - x(OAu)Jff E x2 CI(X), this proves the lemma. E[
We can now discuss commutators.
Lemma 7.2. If A E s, , B E '3,o (X) and u E Cd([X; C]), then
(7.7)
[B, A]u = [Bf, Aff]u + x[Bf, Aff]azu + x[(aB), Aff]u + x[Bff, (B~A)ff]u
+ ([D, Aff (0), Bff] + [Aff, DBff(O)])Dzu + xD,Asff(0)[Y, B]Opu
- xD,Bff(0)[Y, A]O.u - x([Bff, D,Aff(0)] - [rB, Aff])YYFu
- x(DTBff(0)(YJ•OA) - D,Aff (0)(?FOB))u
+ X(D~Bff(0)(OAf) - DvAff(0)(ozBff))u
(mod x2C ([X; C])).
Proof. This is just an application of the previous lemma; first one calculates Au
modulo x2 COO([X; C]), then B(Au) the same way, and one deals with A(Bu) simi-
larly. In addition we write
(7.8) Oz(Aff u) = (OzAff)u + Aff zu,
and OF (Affu) similarly. Ol
It is easy to extend this result to the indicial operators since for f E C" (X)
(7.9) [A, B]] = e-iJf" [A, B]ei/I = [e-i]/x Aei/X, e-if/xBeif/x].
However, in general [A, B]fu, regarded as an element of Cf1 ([X; C])/x 2CFd([X; C]),
depends on f in a more complicated way than in the case of the indicial opera-
tors where we quotiented out by xCf ([X; C]). The situation is much simpler if
[ff, Aff] = 0 on W1. Then [B,A] E =3m m-11(X), and [B,A]f gives the indi-
cial operator of [B, A], which hence depends only on f(0, zo) and df(0, zo) where
f = f1ox. In this case we can simply center our coordinate system at (0, zo), i.e. we
may assume that zo = 0, assume that u is supported near z = 0, and we can take
f(y, z) = -r + vz to calculate [A, B](0, r, v), since the result of the computation is
independent of all such choices.
Proposition 7.3. If A E smo(X), B E L'"o (X) and [Be3, Aff] = 0 on W - , then
[B, A] E m+m'-1,1(X) and
(7.10)
[B, A]ff, 1 = [(ixB)ff, Aff] + [ff, (ixA)ff] + (DTrAf)[Y, Bff]ij
- (DrBff)[Y, Aff]OV + ((DTAff)(ao eff) - (DorB)(Y8?Aff))
+ ((Dvf)(azAf) - (DAA)((9zBf))
+ ((v -D· Aff)(OTBe) - (v -D1,bf,)(&a )).
Proof. The additional ingredient to Lemma 7.2 is the understanding of operators
such as (OaA')ff and (Oz A)ff. Now, with our choice of f = -7 + vz,
(7.11) AIj (Y, z, Y) = J ei(S(-r+zv)-z)A(0, , z, S, Y, Z) dSdZ,
so
Z, A|Iff(Y, z, Y) = v iSei(S(-r+zv)-Z)A(O, Y, z, S, Y, Z) dS dZ
(7.12)
+ ei(S(-r+zv)-z) Oz A(O, , z, S, Y, Z) dS dZ.
Thus, restricting to z = 0 gives
(7.13) Oz, Alff (Y, 0, Y) = -vjTAff(Y, O, Y) + azAff(Y, 0, Y).
Substituting this into Lemma 7.2 and noting that
(7.14) Do[Aff, gff] = [DoAff, Bff] + [Aff, D ff],
with a similar result for D,, proves the proposition. O
It is interesting to see how this proposition gives the usual commutator formula
if A e •%'no(X), B E @1',o(X). In that case the kernel of A is the pull back of a
distribution A' on X.,, so
(7.15) A(x, Y, z, S, Y, Z) = A'(x, Y, z, S, Y, Z).
Let a' be the Fourier transform of A' in S, Y and Z, i.e. it gives jsc,m,o(A') when
restricted to CcX, and define b' similarly. Thus,
(7.16) Af (z, r, V,Y,Y) = Y-la'(O, 0, z, r, Y, v),
(7.17)
(O•)ff(z,r, v, , Y) = 7,Y-1a a' (0, , z, r,Y,v) + - Yj,.F 1a'(O, O, z, r,Y, ).
Thus, the only dependence on Y in (7.10) comes from the multiplication by 1Y in
expressions such as the last term of (7.17). Thus, we can explicitly compute the
operator commutators in (7.10). Moreover,
[Bff, (09A)ff] = [Bff,j] Y],J (la'(, 0, z, r7,Y, V)
(7.18)
= •;1D,j b'(0, 0,z,r7,Y, v)O, .F;'a'(0, 0, z, r, Y, V).
Similarly,
(7.19) [5, ff] = -Fy 1 Dujb'.
The other terms can be computed similarly giving
[B,A]ff, 1 = ZJ, ,l((D,,b')(9ya') - (D,a')(8i3 b'))
(7.20) + , ((D b') (z a') -(Da') (b))
+ .F,1'((v -Dva')(Oab') - (v -. Db')(8,a'))
+ T- ((p - D,a')(Orb') - (u -Db')(Ora')).
Here the right hand side is just the inverse Fourier transform of the standard
(rescaled) Poisson bracket formula [19, Equation 5.23] of the scattering calculus, as
expected.
8. MAPPING PROPERTIES
Proposition 8.1. If A E o3scc(X) and Lsc(X) is defined with respect to a scat-
tering density, v E C O(X; sc"(X)), then A defines a bounded linear operator on
L·c(X).
Proof. This can be proved by the construction of an approximate square root as
usual, at least in the case of A E a'o (X) where we have discussed the symbol
and indicial maps in detail, or simply using the local description of kernels which
implies that with X = Si, Po3scc(X) C iO(ReN) (this is the algebra corresponding
to symbols in [14, Definition 18.1.1]), so we can apply Hbrmander's theorem [14,
Theorem 18.1.11]. O
Corollary 8.2. If A E •Im,'(X) then for all m', i' E R, A defines a continuous
operator from H',t' (X) to Hm'-m,t'+l(X). In particular, if m < 0, 1 > 0, then A
is a compact operator on L$c(X).
Proof. Suppose m' > 0, 1' > 0. Let Po E plm'l1/2,0(X) be fully elliptic (i.e.
jsc,lm'l/ 2,o(P) is invertible). Then Qo = Id +P&Po E 1\j'lI,(X) is invertible with
Qo1 E iclm'l'o(X). If m' > 0 let Q = Qox - "' , while if m' < 0 let Q = Qo'x - ' .
Thus, Q E Wsc'-" (X) is invertible with inverse Q-1 E ,m'1 '(X). Similarly,
we can construct Q' E '-m -'-1(X) with inverse in ,Im'±+m't'+'(X). Now,
Q'AQ- 1 E •3scc(X), so by the proposition Q'AQ- 1 is bounded on L2c(X). Since
Q E B(H m '1t' (X),L c(X)) and (Q')-1 E B(L2c(X), H,'-mtI'+L(X)), the composite
operator is
(8.1) A = (Q')-1 (Q'AQ-1)Q E B(Hcn', (X), Hsc'-m '+I(X)).
Proposition 8.3. If A E WTmc(X), and um(A), Nmf,l(A) and Nffr,(A) are invert-
ible, then there exists P E 1m,'- 1(X) such that
(8.2) PA - Id E \QW '"(X), AP - Id E -"'0(X).
Proof. This is just the standard proof using the symbol calculus. Thus, using
the full ellipticity and the exactness of the symbol mappings we can find Po E
m,-1' (X) such that
(8.3)
a-m(Po) = am(A) - 1 , Nmf,-t(Po) = Nmf,t(A) - 1 , Nff,-t(Po) = Nff,l(A) - 1 .
Thus,
(8.4) RL = PoA - Id E slc' (X), RR = APo - Id E 38c' (X).
Then we asymptotically sum the Neumann series
(8.5) PR " Po(Id + E(-1)j RJ),
j=1
and define PL similarly. The standard argument shows then that PL - PR E
3E'`,m (X), so we can take P to be either one of these two. OE
9. WAVEFRONT SET
Just as Melrose has defined the scattering wave front set, WF.s, arising from
BCs,-'(X), on the boundary CscX of ScT*X, we can define an analogous notion
of wave front set for @"''"(X). In fact, since the operators for which we want do
develop a scattering theory are elliptic in the usual sense, i.e. a3sc,m (H) is invertible
for these H, we will only consider the part of the wave front set which captures
the behavior of distributions at OX. First, however, we define the simpler notion
of operator wave front set.
The operator wave front set, WF3sc, of elements of 3c f(X) is closely related to
the indicial operators. Namely, for A E •c"(X) we could first consider the set of
points a E 3SCT*f[X; C] which have a neighborhood in 3SCTmf[X; C] on which A^mf,l
vanishes and call it the complement of the 'top order operator wave front set of A
at mf'. Similarly we could define 'the top order operator wave front set of A at ff'
by saying that ( E W' is not in it if ý has a neighborhood on which Aff,z vanishes.
Although the 'full indicial operator' of A is not well defined, the following statement
has an invariant meaning: the amplitude of A, a(A) E xlp•mC"c( 3sci'*[X; C]),
defined as the Fourier transform of the kernel of A in S, Y and Z given by some
local coordinates on X (as in Section 2), vanishes to infinite order on a neighborhood
of a in 3scT* f[X;C] or on a neighborhood of P-l(rJ)-1 ({E}) C 3scT*[X;c][X; C].
Here 7r± : scTýX - W' is the projection. As a general principle we should work
on compact spaces. Hence we consider the radial compactification WVV' of W'.
If K C W1 is closed and K = cl(int(K)), by 3-1(r-')-'(K) we mean the set
cl(-1 (r')-1 (K n int(WV ))). It is also useful to have the notion of operator wave
front set at 3scS*X corresponding to the symbol map. Thus, the operator wave
front set will be defined on the disjoint union of three compact manifolds with
corners:
(9.1) C3sc[X; C] = 3scS*[X; C] U 3 CT*f[X; C] U WI.
We thus make the following definition.
Definition 9.1. The operator wave front set,
(9.2) WF sc(A) = WF1 sc,(A) U WF1sc,mf(A) U WFsc,ff(A) C C3s c[X; C],
of A E @'Im(X) is given by
(9.3)
SCT;XX \ WF'sc,mf(A) = {a E3 ~sT,*fX : BU C 3 scT, m 
,
f[X; C] open such that
a E U, a(A) vanishes to infinite order on cl(U)}
at mf, and at ff by
(9.4)
V± \ WFsc,f (A) = { E : 3U C WIV open such that ( E U, a(A) vanishes
to infinite order on 3-1(7r)-1(cl(U))}.
Finally, at 3scS*[X; C] it is given by
(9.5)
3scS*[X; C] \ WFsc, ,(A) = {a E3 sCS*[X; C]: 3U C 3scS*[X; C] open such that
a E U, a(A) vanishes to infinite order oncl(U)}.
It follows immediately from the definition that WF'SC (A) = 0 implies that a(A)
vanishes to infinite order at 3scT*[X; C], so A e Q 3s,"c (X). We also have the
corresponding 'partial residual' results, i.e. for A ,E '@ml(X)
(9.6) WFasc,a(A) = 0 = A E T~,'"(X),
(9.7) WF'sc,mf (A) = 0 and WF'sc,ff(A) = 0 = A E m' O (X).
The operator wave front set behaves under composition just as expected.
Lemma 9.2. If A E TI'c(X), B E 9•,1 (X), then
(9.8) WF'ssc(AB) C WFsJc(A) n WF'sc(B).
Proof. This follows easily from the microlocality of the composition formula. In
particular, at the top level at ff, ABff,+,l = Aff,lBff,t', which vanishes if either
factor on the right hand side vanishes. This argument extends to the full amplitude
and to the other faces. O
We now show the existence of a microlocal parametrix of operators A e 3T" (X)
whose normal operator is microlocally invertible. Such a result holds in the scat-
tering calculus, so we only need to concern ourselves with the behavior at C.
Lemma 9.3. If A e '"c"(X), ýo E W1, Aff(o) is invertible, then there exists
B E -'-t1 (X) such that
(9.9) 0o V WF'3sc,f(AB - Id), 0o V WF'sc,,f(BA - Id).
Proof. We only consider m = 1 = 0; the extension to other values of m and 1
is straightforward. Let a E C"([X; C] x S') be the left symbol of A, and let
bo E C,"(U x Sn x Sn ) be the symbol of Aff(()-i when ( E U, a sufficiently
small neighborhood of ýo in W'. We wish to show that there exists a symbol
be C"([X; C] x S'f) which restricts to bo in U' x Sn x Sn for some U' open con-
taining Co. But the invertibility of Aff(Co) implies that Amf (a) A 0 if 3(a) = ~o, i.e.
a(O, Ykj, zo, To, V, vo) is invertible for all p and Yj. In fact, more is true. Compacti-
fying the fibers of 3SCT*[X; C] to obtain 3scj'*[X; C], we see that a(p, (0, A, 0)) : 0
for any t E Sn-1, p E ff. This allows us to define b' on a neighborhood of U' by
b = a- 1 away from the interior of ff xS, and bo on U. Let E Co (3scT*[X; C])
be identically 1 at (0, , , o, To, vo) and be supported in a small neighborhood V
of this set in 3scT* [X; C], and let bl = Cb', B 1 = qL(b). Then B 1A - Id = R 1 + R2
where R 1 E T3sc (X) and the left symbol of R2 vanishes in an open subset V'
of V containing S = ,-1(7'()-1(Co). We can now follow the usual argument (as-
ymptotic summation of the Neumann series) to remove R 1 and obtain B such
that BA - Id = R', R' vanishing in V" C V' open still containing S. Thus,
Co V WF'sc(R'), and B satisfies the second equation in (9.9). Now, we could
have constructed similarly B' satisfying the first equation there, and the standard
argument shows that Co ý WF'sc(B - B'), so B also satisfies the first equation. O
Remark 9.4. If K C C3sc[X; C] is compact and A is elliptic on K, then essentially
the same proof shows that we can pick B E 3-'-' (X) such that
K n WF3sc (AB - Id) = 0, K n WF3sc(BA - Id) = 0.(9.10)
We define the wave front set WF3,,s, consisting of two pieces: one at mf and one
at ff. For u E C-O(X) we want
(9.11) WF3sc,mf(U) C SCT;xX, WFsc,ff (u) C W'.
Definition 9.5. The relative 3-body scattering wave front set, WFmj(u), of u E
C- 0 (X) ('relative' to H.m't(X)), is given by
(9.12)
SCTxX \ WFc,mf(u) = {p ESCT X : 3A E I3 (X) such that Au E H~c (X)
and Amf(q) 0 Vq E 3sCTf[X; C] with P(q) = p}
at mf, while at ff by
(9.13)
W \ WF~,ff(u) = {p E W : 3A E 0'0'(X) such that -Aff(p) is invertible,
Au E Hsc I(X)}.
The absolute 3-body scattering wave front set, WF 3sc(u), is defined by replacing
H',t(X) by C"(X) in (9.12) and (9.13).
First note that for u E C-O(X)
(9.14) WF3sc,mf (U) n scTaX\CX = WFsc(u) n sCT;x\cX.
In fact, it is clear from the definition that the left hand side is a subset of the right
hand side. On the other hand, if p ý WF3sc,mf(U), p E sT*x\CX and A E To'c(X)
is such that /A(p) j 0, Au E CO(X), then let p E C°(X) be supported in X \ C,
identically 1 near 7r(p), 7r : SCT*X -+ X being the projection. Then we have
pA E T, o(X), jsc,o,o(pA)(p) 3 0, pAu E CO"(X), so p V WFsc(u).
There is a natural map from sCTýX to W' given by r', the orthogonal pro-
jection to W'. Now, if A E 3sc(X) and Afrf() E Qoo(Sn) is invertible for some
( e W', then certainly jsc,o,o(Aff(6)) is invertible. But this means that for all
q E 3sCTmf[X; C] with 7r'l3(q) = (, A1mf(q) $ 0. Thus, if p E SCTýX, 7r(p) = (,
SWFsc,f(u) then p WF mscmf(U). This means that WF3sc,mf restricted to
SCT*X is somewhat redundant.
Note that (9.12) and (9.13) can be replaced by uniform statements over com-
pact sets disjoint from WF3sc(u). Namely if C V WF3sc(u) then by definition
Agu E C" (X) for some Aý E I' c(X) with (Ag)ff () invertible. But then (AC)ff is
invertible on a neighborhood UC of ý in W'. Let U, be a neighborhood of ( such
that cl(U;)) C UC. Now, if Kff C W' \ WFssc,ff(u) is compact, then {U : ý E Kff}
is an open cover of Kff, so it has a finite subcover {U,. : j = 1,... ,k}. Now
let A = Ej A~.A& E 'I' (X). Then Au E C"d(X) by construction. Moreover,
if C E Kff, then ( E U,' for some j, and on U,,, (A )fr is invertible, so on U ,
A~Ag* &> ý > 0 for some 6. Hence, Aff( ) is invertible. Since mf can be dealt with
similarly, we conclude:
Lemma 9.6. Suppose that Kmf C WF3ss,mf(u)c and Kff C WFsSC,ff(u)c are com-
pact. Then there exists A E 1E, (X) with Au E C" (X) and Aff invertible on Kff,
Amf $ 0 on Kmf.
Remark 9.7. We can easily prove the analogous result for WF1; (u).
In the next sections we show that the wave front set of approximate generalized
eigenfunctions u of the operators we are interested in stays in a compact subset
of SCT;xX and W1. Correspondingly, we are interested in applying operators
A e •3s"'(X) to u where WF'3s(A) C 3"mT r[X; C) U W , i.e. it stays away
from •W'V and 3scT*f[X; C] n 3scS*[X; C]. Although it is not true in general that
WF3sc(Au) C WF 3sc (U), we can prove the following weaker result.
Lemma 9.8. If A E '•'l'(X), u E C-0"(X), and
(9.15) WF'sc(A) C scT,,[X; C]U WI
then for m', 1' E
(9.16) WF1sc(A) n WFmJs (u) = 0 =- Au E Hm,'" ' (X).
Proof. Suppose that WF'sc(A) n WF"', (u) = 0. Thus, WF'sc(A) is a compact
subset of WFm"c" (u)c, so by Lemma 9.6 and the remark following it there exists
S 'sc(X) with P elliptic on WF'sc(A) and Pu E Hsm',t'(X). Moreover, by
Lemma 9.3 and the remark following it, there exist Q,R Ee %3s(X) such that
Id = QP + R, and WF'sc(R) n WF'sc(A) = 0. Now,
(9.17) Au = A(QP + R)u = AQ(Pu) + (AR)u.
Since Pu E Hsm',t'(X) and AQ E ••'t"(X), the first term is in Hst4'+1' (X).
Moreover, WF3sc(A) nWFsc(R) = 0, so AR E Q~0"s (X). Thus, the second term
is in Cd'(X), proving that Au E Hr, ' +" (X). O
10. FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS
In [26] Seeley used integration along a contour avoiding the spectrum to define
complex powers of pseudo-differential operators with real symbols and to show
that they were also pseudo-differential operators. He also showed that holomorphic
functions of a zeroth order pseudo-differential operator on a compact manifold are
also pseudo-differential operators. This method does not work directly for non-
holomorphic functions of an operator, but Stokes' theorem can be used in certain
cases. In [11] Helffer and Sj6strand applied this to compactly supported smooth
functions of self-adjoint operators by using almost analytic extension. We now
show that compactly supported smooth functions of pseudodifferential operators in
3sc (X) with 03sc,m elliptic, are in Ts c o(X). Here we need an L2 inner product
defined by a smooth positive scattering density, v E C" (X; sc n(X)). First, however,
we state a uniform version of the parametrix construction in the scattering calculus.
Lemma 10.1. If P E •I'°o(X) is self-adjoint, a3sc,m(P) is elliptic, m > 0, and
k > 0 is an integer then there exists a family of order k parametrices Bz = Bk E
--cm,'O(X), z E C \ R such that
(10.1) (P - z)Bz - Id, Bz(P - z) - Id E •-k'k(X),
and the seminorm of order k of Bz, as well as that of the error terms in (10.1) are
bounded by Ck I Im zI-c(k).
Proof. Let p E p- m C, (X; SCT*X) be a smooth extension of osc,m(P); here p, is
the boundary defining function of SCT*X at 'fiber-infinity'. In the uncompactified
notation this just means that p is a symbol of order m on ScT*X. Since Ip - zI -
Im z , it follows from the chain rule that for T E Diffr (X)
(10.2) ITD (p - z)-' <• Cr,pl ImzJ-r- 13(ý)m -Il 1
with C,,p independent of z (in fact, it depends only on the r + 1[i seminorm of p).
Let Qz be a Weyl quantization of (p - z)-1 (constructed by some cutoffs). Then
(10.3) Ez,L = Id -Qz(P - z), Ez,R = Id -(P - z)Qz E Tcl'l(X),
and the seminorm of order j of Qz, Ez,L, Ez,R are bounded by Cj Im zI
-
c'(j). Using
the standard Neumann series argument we define
k-1 k-1
(10.4) Bz,L = (Id + Z Ez,L)Qz, Bz,R = Qz(Id + E Ej,R).
j=1 j=1
It follows from the continuity of the composition that the kth seminorms of Bz,L
and Bz,R, as well as those of the error terms
(10.5) Fz,L = Bz,L(P - z) - Id, Fz,R = (P - z)Bz,R - Id E Ssckk (X)
are bounded by C1~I Im zI- k.In addition,
(10.6)
Bz,L = Bz,L((P - z)Bz,R - Fz,R) = (Id +Fz,L)Bz,R - Bz,LFz,R E pcm-k,k(X)
with kth seminorm bounded by k I Imzl - c(k), so we can take, say, Bz = Bz,L in
(10.1) above. This completes the proof of the lemma. O
Proposition 10.2. Suppose that 0 E Cc~(R), and P E x'n,(X) is self-adjoint,
am,sc is elliptic, m > 0. Then b(P) E I-c',o(X) and
(10.7) j8c,o,o(W(P))l"CT" x = k(jse,m,o(P)).
Proof. Let q be a compactly supported almost analytic extension of q. Then, as
shown in [11]
(10.8) O(P) = j zq(z)(z - P)-1dz A d.
Let Bz be a family of order k parametrices as in the previous lemma. Define P by
replacing (P - z)- 1 by B k in (10.8). Interpreting the integral as that of the kernels
it follows that Pk E Q,-m'O(X) for all k. Moreover, using the error estimate of the
previous lemma,
(10.9) 4(P) - = - Jz (z)Fz,L dz A d2,
and I Im zlkFz,L is a bounded family of linear operators in B(H, 8, (X), H r+k , 8+k(X))
for any r and s. Hence, directly from (10.9),
(10.10) O(P) - E (Hs'"(X), H+k,+k(X)).
Since BS+1 - B- E Cm-k-1'k+1(X), we also have that
- E \-m-k-1,k+1(X)E sc ( )(10.11)
Thus, we can asymptotically sum
(10.12) P 1 Pý + (P - q) '-mO(X).
k=1
By (10.10)
(10.13) O(P) - P : C--"(X) -+ C@(X)
is continuous, so it is in ,- 0~ •"(X), proving that
(10.14) O(P) E \,m'o(X).
Noting that q E COO(R•), we can write it as 4 = (t2 + 1)-kVk with Ok E C,(OO 1) for
all k > 0. Thus, applying (10.14) for 'k (P), it follows that O(P) = (P 2 +1)-kk (P)
is in @k,Io(X) for all k, i.e. in T o00,~(X).
Finally, (10.7) follows from
iS= O- 1(P)) = /O(Z)js,o,o((z - P)-') dz A d
(10.15) 1
= i bq(z)(z - jsc,o,o(P)) -' dz A df = (jsc,o,o(P)).27i
The corresponding statement in Qm o(X) can be proved similarly.
Proposition 10.3. Suppose that q E C"(R), and P E TmPo (X) is self-adjoint
with assc,m(P) is elliptic and m > 0. Then O(P) E I-"'8 o(X). Moreover,
(10.16) Nff,o(O(P)) = q(Nff,o(P)), Nmf,o(q(P)) = O(Nmf,o(P)).
Proof. We proceed as in the case of scattering differential operators to prove O(P) E
-o,O (X). Thus, we first prove an analogue of Lemma 10.1. The main difference
is that now we need to use that the seminorms of (ff (c) - z)- are bounded by
powers of I Im z -1. We finish the argument as in the previous proposition.
Finally, (10.16) holds since restricting the integral (10.8) (considered as an inte-
gral of the kernels) to sfc and sf' gives the analogous definition of q(Nff,o(P)) and
(Nmf,o (P)). O
We can also show that (Id -O(P))(P - A)- 1 E 3 m'0 (X) under the same as-
sumptions as above if A V supp 0.
Proposition 10.4. Suppose that q E C'O(R), A V supp , and P E IFso(X) is
self-adjoint with as3,,m(P) is elliptic and m > 0. Then (Id - O(P))(P - A)-' E
smo (X).
Proof. Let 4 be a compactly supported almost analytic extension of k. Then f(z) =
(1 - ¢(z))(z - A)-' is an almost analytic extension of (1 - O(t))(t - A)-' which
is analytic outside a compact set. Let F = F(t) be a curve such that near r o(z)
vanishes, P(t) = It)I iltI when It| is sufficiently large and Tt > 0, and F is disjoint
from spec(P). By the Cauchy-Stokes formula we need to replace (10.8) by
(10.17) O(P) = (•( zf (z)(z - P)- dz A d2 + f (z)(z - P)- dz.2: 7P
We can see that the first term is an element of @iso'0 (X) exactly as above. On
r we have f (z) = (z - A)- 1 , so we can apply a construction analogous to Seeley's
[26] to conclude that the second term is indeed in `3"s'0 (X). O
11. THE HAMILTONIAN
Melrose showed in [19] that the Laplacian, A, of a scattering metric
dx2  h
(11.1) g = +
where h is a smooth symmetric 2-tensor when restricted to OX is in Diffsc (X). Its
normal operator is the flat Laplacian on scTX, p E OX, of the metric induced by
9-
From now on we choose the bundle W used in the construction of the indicial op-
erator, Definition 6.2, to be the orthocomplement of scT(C; X). Thus, if p E C, we
can choose coordinates (y, z) on a neighborhood U of p in aX, such that xz~, give
an orthonormal basis of Wq at each q E U n C. Hence in these coordinates, hence-
forth called coordinates adapted to W', the dual boundary metric h (restricted to
T*OX) becomes
(11.2)
h = hi, + h'(y, z,, z)(Oa z a, + azi 8i) + 0h (y, z)az, az
with
(11.3) hj, (O, z) = 6ij, hi (O, z ) = 0.
Note that g fixes x modulo x2C,(X) (to make g of the form in (11.1)), so W
induces a splitting of TcOX and T4OX. Namely, T48X = N*C E W', W' being
the orthocomplement of N*C C T8OX with respect to halx. In particular, we can
identify T*C with WI'V. We define
(11.4) = hlfv, = h•(O,z)Oz, Ozd
which is a metric on WT', i.e. it can be thought of as a metric on T*C. We denote
the metric functions by g, h, h as well, so h E COO(W-L) is given in these local
coordinates by
(11.5) h(z, v) = h'(O, z)vivj.
ij
We will also use the following notation:
(11.6) h(z, v) = hz(V) = IVI,
and similarly for h and g.
Since in the scattering calculus Nsc(A) = g, Nsc,p(A) = Ag(p), Lemma 4.2
implies that the restriction of A to ff, now considering A as an element of 2;,0 (X),
is A9gw. This can also seen very explicitly from the local coordinate expression for
A. Namely, the standard formula for the Laplacian of a metric in local coordinates
xj, i.e.
(11.7) A= 1 i Dij i /det(gk Dk,
ijV -t91
gives
(11.8) A = (x2D )2 + 2 Ahlax mod xDiffc2(X),
(see [19, Lemma 3]), and (11.3) implies then (by the same formula)
(11.9) Ahlx = ED +2 h(O,z)DzDz, mod Z(C)Diff2 (OX),
Z(C) C C' (OX) denoting the ideal of smooth functions on OX which vanish at
C. Thus by (2.5), the coordinate expression for A in the interior of ff, in the
coordinates (2.2) which are valid there, becomes
(11.10) A = (X2 D) 2 + DY + Z h(0, z)(xDz,)(xDzj ) mod pff Diff2c(X).
The last term of (11.10) is just x 2A h modulo x3 Diff' (C). Hence, we have proved
the following lemma.
Lemma 11.1. For the Laplacian A of a scattering metric (11.1), Aff is the Lapla-
cian of the translation invariant metric on the fibers 3- 1 (p) of ff (p E C) given
by the push-forward in Lemma 4.2. The indicial operator is Aff + r 2 + Iv12 if we
choose W in Definition 6.2 to be the orthocomplement of SCT(C; X) with respect to
g. Correspondingly, the normal operator is Aff + Ags"cT(C;X), AgjacT(C;X) denoting
the Laplacian of the lift of 9gIST(C;x) to P*ScT(C; X).
In this thesis we shall consider operators of the following type:
(11.11) H = A + V, V E PmfCO([X;C]; R), A = Ag, g as in (11.1).
We proceed to analyze the characteristic set of H to conclude a regularity result
outside it.
The characteristic set Ea _ of A - A, A E R, on X is the submanifold of SCT;xX
where jsc,2,0(A - A) = 0. Thus, using the product decomposition of SCT xX induced
by the choice of x to bring the metric to the form (11.1) we have
(11.12) E-x = {(7, q) E R x T*OX : 72 + h(q) = A}.
In the local coordinates (y, z) discussed above, we have
(11.13) a-x = {(y, z,r7, I, ) : T2 + h(y,z)(p, V) = A),
so
(11.14) E-x n scTýX = {(0, z, 7, P, v) : 72 + I•12 + IVl = A}.
Thus, with rrl : SCTýX -+ W' the orthogonal projection,
(11.15) 7r(Ea-x n SCT X) = {(z,,r, v) : r 2 + IvI 2 < A}.
This set splits into two parts. In fact, with
(11.16) En(A) = {(z,r7, v) : 72 + Iv2 < A},
(11.17) t(A) = (z,7, ) : + =
we see that on (ir')-(1n(A)) n f A-x, i 0, while on (xr±)-1(t(A)) n EA-x,
p vanishes. As we shall see this corresponds to the (rescaled) Hamiltonian vector
field "CHg of g being normal or tangent to SCTýX at points on EA-x, which in turn
will affect the propagation results considerably. Note that En(A) = 0 if A < 0, and
Et(A) = 0 if A < 0.
By our assumption on V it follows that a3as, 2 (H - A) is elliptic, (H - A)mf =
Amf - A, so the characteristic set of H - A on mf is exactly a,_A. Now, the indicial
operator of H at ff is
(11.18) = Aff + Vff + 72 + II = Hff(z) + T2 +
Now Hf(z) - a is invertible with the inverse in ,-2,0(S,_) if and only if a < 0 and
a ý spec,(Hff(z)). Note that
(11.19) specp(Hff(z)) \ {0} C (a,0), a < 0,
is discrete, and each eigenspace is finite dimensional by analytic Fredholm theory,
applied in the scattering calculus [19, Theorem 1], as Hff (z) is bounded below, and
by the absence of positive eigenvalues [19, Theorem 2]. We thus conclude that
(H -A)ff(z, , v) is invertible with inverse in ~, 2' (S I) if an only if
(11.20) A - -2 _ Ij1 V [0, 00) U specp(Hf(z)).
It is convenient to define
(11.21) Eb(A) = {(z,r,) : - 72 - IlV e spec(Hff) \ {0}}.
With this notation we have thus proved the following proposition:
Proposition 11.2. Let H be as in (11.11), A E R. Then the characteristic set of
H - A is given by
(11.22) Emf(H - A) = A-x,
(11.23) Eff(H - A) = En(A) U Et(A) U Eb(A).
Thus, for u E C-' (X),
(11.24) a E SCT xX \ _Fa- nd a WFssc,mf((H - A)u) = a V WFssc,mf(u),
and similarly
(11.25) C E W' \ Eff(H - A) and F W ssc,ff ((H - A)u) => C• WFs8 c,ff(u).
Remark 11.3. Note that Eff(H - A) is a compact subset of W - due to (11.19).
We now discuss the basic properties of the (rescaled) Hamilton vector field, SCH9
of A. Let Rp = p -a be the T-radial vector field in coordinates (x, y, 7, p) on SCT*X
above a neighborhood of p E OX; this is well-defined at SCT;xX independently of
the coordinates. Then the Hamilton vector field of g becomes
(11.26) sCHg = 2r(x8, + p -. op) - 2hO, + Hh + xW', W' E Vb(scT*X),
where Hh is the Hamilton vector field of h E C"(T*OX); see [19, Equation (8.17)].
Noting that h is positive definite, sCHg vanishes at OX if and only if p = 0 since
xO, restricts to OX as 0. For A > 0 we define the 'radial surfaces'
(11.27) R' = {(y7,, p) : r = ±A 1/2 , F = 0}.
Thus, for A > 0, H - A gives rise to real principal type propagation of singularities
on E,& \ (R4 U SCT6X) as in H6rmander's theorem; in this setting it was proved
by Melrose in [19, Proposition 7]. All integral curves y(t) of SCHg in EA- tend to
R- as t -+ oo and to R + as t -+ -oo; the signs correspond to the negative sign of
the dr component of SCH9 .
In the local coordinates used above near p E C we compute Hh:
(11.28)
nn= 2th~~Cy ±2Zh2tE vjy +2Z1P h/ijtv
Hh 2 0 pj,9, i + 2 Eij/p',nt
i,j i,j ij i,j
+ Z(Ozkh' p O~ 2rOhnt)piiv +  (e9,hl pi v +a iW
i,j,k i,j,k i,j,k
with W' = a 0.j for some aj E C1C(SCT*OX). By (11.3)
(11.29) Hh (0, z, 7, p, v) - 2p . ay E T(SCTýX)
so we see that scH, is normal to SCTýX on (Tr-')-' (E,(A))n la_A, but it is tangent
to it on (7r')-'(Et(A)) n EA-x as claimed. Hence singularities can be expected to
leave C normally in the former case, while in the latter case more complicated
phenomena could occur. Since (Tir) - 1(E b(A)) is disjoint from Ca- , singularities
at Eb can be expected to remain at C.
We shall see that if Hff is independent of z in some local coordinates, as in the
actual three-body problem, the propagation of singularities at Eb (A) is governed by
(11.30) W = 27(v - a,) - 2hO + H h E V(W').
Thus, W(z, 7, v) = (o,z,T,0,v)sH,. Note that W vanishes if and only if h = 0,
so we will see propagation outside of h = 0. Along the integral curves y(t) of W,
72 + h is constant, and it is greater than A on Eb(A). In addition, the integral curves
tend to R + as t -+ T=oo; here
(11.31) R' = {(z,, ) : = 0, +r > 0}.
This follows from the formula for the 9, component of W; we provide a more
detailed analysis of these integral curves in the following paragraphs along the lines
of the description of the bicharacteristics of g by Melrose and Zworski [22, Lemma
2]. Recall also that W' is a subbundle of SCTýX over C, and it is given by i = 0 in
our local coordinates. Correspondingly, we can think of Et(A) U Eb(A) as a subset
of SCTX.
In fact, we see that under certain assumptions singularities of (approximate)
eigenfunctions of H propagate along broken bicharacterstics. The definition we
take is analogous to H6rmander's in [14, Definition 24.2.2].
Definition 11.4. A broken bicharacteristic of H - A, H as in (11.11), is a contin-
uous map
(11.32) - : I \ B -4 Ea- U Eb(A) C SCT;xX
where I C IR is an interval and B is a discrete subset such that
(i) if J is an interval, J C I \ B, then 7yl is an integral curve of either SCHg or
W,
(ii) if t E B then the limits -y(t - 0) and y(t + 0) both exist, belong to sCTýX,
and 7rx(-(t - 0)) = xr('(7(t + 0)).
Broken bicharacteristics will be sufficient for describing the propagation of sin-
gularities if no bicharacteristic of SCHg which does not lie completely in W' is
tangent to W' to infinite order. For example, this is satisfied if C is totally geo-
desic. If this condition is not satisfied, we need to generalize this notion similarly
to [14, Definition 24.3.7] which comes from the original definition by Melrose and
Sjastrand [21, Definition 3.1]. We need to make some modifications however. Since
the glancing set of order precisely 2 does not break up into the disjoint union of
a diffractive set and a gliding set (even if C has codimension 1 in 8X, there is no
natural notion of 'diffractive' and 'gliding'), the above mentioned definition has to
be changed so that the diffractive set is treated on equal footing with the rest of
the glancing set. This means that the generalized broken bicharacteristics are just
like the analytic rays defined by Sjdstrand in [29]; except that we are in a higher
codimensional setting, and even in the codimension 1 case C has 'two sides'.
Definition 11.5. A generalized broken bicharacteristic of H - A, H as in (11.11),
is a continuous map
(11.33) y : I \ B -+ EA• U Eb(A) C SCTaxX
where I C R is an interval and B is a subset of I such that
(i) if t E I \ B then 7 is differentiable at t, and y'(t) = scH,(y(t)) or y'(t) =
W((t)),
(ii) if t E B then t is an isolated point of B, the limits y(t - 0) and y(t + 0) both
exist, belong to SCTýX, and 7r(-y(t - 0)) = r (-(t + 0)).
We often say 'broken bicharacteristics' instead of 'generalized broken bicharac-
teristics' when it is clear from the context what is meant.
Finally we define (generalized) broken geodesics. We actually only state the def-
inition of broken geodesics (which is very similar to Definition 11.4), Definition 11.5
can be modified similarly to yield a definition of generalized broken geodesics. In
the following definition we regard S*OX C T*OX as the unit cosphere bundle with
respect to the metric hlox. Also, let ii : TcOX -+ W = (N*C)± be the orthogonal
projection to the orthocomplement of N*C with respect to hlox.
Definition 11.6. A broken geodesic of hlax, h as in (11.1), is a continuous map
(11.34) ; : I \B -+ S*OX C T*OX
where I C R is an interval and B is a discrete subset such that
(i) if J is an interval, J C I \ B, then 'lJ is an integral curve of either H1h or
(ii) if t E B then the limits -'(t - 0) and ý(t + 0) both exist, belong to S*bX, and
_k_(t - 0)) = i-j'(t + 0)).
The factor I in H h and H i only appears to make sure that the tangent vector
to a broken geodesic, when it is defined, has unit length. There is a close connection
between (generalized) broken bicharacteristics and broken geodesics. Namely, the
projection of a broken bicharacteristic to T*OX first, and then rescaled to S*OX
using the R+ action on T*OX, is a reparametrized, non-maximally extended, broken
geodesic whose projection to OX has length ir (with respect to hlax). To see this,
first recall Melrose's and Zworski's discussion [22, Lemma 2] of the corresponding
relationship between bicharacteristics of g in ECa_ \ (R- U R+ ) and geodesics of
hlax.
Thus, Melrose and Zworski showed that after rescaling the parameter along the
bicharacteristics of g in EC-x \ (R- U R + ) to s E (0, 7r), with the rescaling given
by ds/dt = 1h 1/2, they are curves of the form
(11.35) 7 = A1/ 2 COS 8,
(11.36) = A1/2 (sin s),
(11.37) (, 1) = exp(sH]h)( ', A')
where (y', ft') E T*OX and h(y', ft') = 1, i.e. (g', P') E S*OX by our identification
of S*iX. Equivalently, they are curves of the form
(11.38) r = A1/2 COS 8,
(11.39) t = A1/ 2 (sin s),
(11.40) (97 A) = exp((s - 7r)HIh)(J', p'),
s E (0, 7r). In particular, as s varies, (9, A) moves along the geodesic with initial
point (9', '). Given ( E', p')  S*'9X, we let 7y(t; g', F') be the unique bicharac-
teristic of g which is of the form (11.35)-(11.37) after reparametrization and which
satisfies r(-y (0; 9', P')) = 0. Similarly, let 7y+(t; g', p') be the unique bicharacteristic
of g which is of the form (11.38)-(11.40) after reparametrization and which satisfies
r(y+ (0; g', p')) = 0. It is useful to introduce some notation for the corresponding
relation between points of EA_x \ (R- U R + ) and points of S*OX.
Definition 11.7. Suppose a E Aa-, C E S*OX. We say that a ,-' if there is
a time t E IR such that y±(t; () = a.
Now, the (generalized) broken bicharacteristics of H - A, A > 0, can be described
similarly. Namely, after reparametrizing them, letting ds/dt = h1 /2, they become
curves of the form
(11.41) r = A1/2 COS s,
(11.42) F = Aý/2 (sin s),
(11.43) ( = %(s - 7r,y',ft'),
where s E (0, 7r), A = A or A - A E specP(Hff), and ' is a (generalized) broken
geodesic satisfying '(7r, g', p') = (g', p'). Moreover, if A $ A, then ý must be an
integral curve of H h. Here we only stated the second parametrization; the first
one can be stated similarly. This parametization can be deduced similarly to the
way (11.38)-(11.40) is proved in [22, Lemma 2]. Namely, changing into f polar
coordinates, i.e.
(11.44) p = h(g, )-/ 2  I =h(y, 1/2
and changing the parametrization by ds/dt = I Ii, yields
(11.45) d - = d ,ds ds
d d(11.46) d(W,f ) = Hh if Yd lt(s) = SCH,
d d(11.47) (, ) = Hh if d1t(s) = W.
This proves that the projection of a (generalized) broken bicharacteristic 7 to OX
is a (generalized) broken geodesic of length 7r as claimed. Note that this also shows
that if -y is a broken bicharacteristic through a = (, r, fp), y V C, -y(to) = a,
and A1/2 cos dist(y, C) < r, then in (11.41), s < dist(g, C), so by (11.43), y does
not intersect BCTWX for t < to (since the broken geodesics have tangent vec-
tors of unit length), i.e. 7 is actually a bicharacteristic for t < to. Similarly, if
A'1/2 cos dist(y, C) < -r, y(to) = a = (, -,, p), then y is a bicharacteristic for
t > to. Note also that by (11.42) / -+ 0 as t -+ ±00, and 7 -+ T:1/2 as t -+ +00.
We also introduce the relation corresponding to -' for (generalized) broken
bicharacteristics.
Definition 11.8. Suppose a E za-, ý E Eff(H - A), C E SOx\COX. We say
that a -± C if there is a (generalized) broken bicharacteristic - through a and a
constant C which satisfies '(t) = ~±(t; () for ±t > C. We also say that , ~ if
for some, and hence for all, a' E EAA2 with r'r(a') = (, a' • •C.
In the propagation theorems we shall see that if for some ýo E W', ýo #
WFasc,ff((H - A)u) and certain additional conditions hold then 0o V WF ,ff(u) for
any m and 1. We now prove that m does not play a role at all since a3sc,2 (H) is
elliptic.
Lemma 11.9. Suppose that A E R, o E W' and ýo V WFsc,ff((H - A)u). If in
addition there exist m and I such that ýo V WF",ff(u) then for any m' we have
ýo V WF, • ~ (u).
Proof. It is convenient to use that H is self-adjoint, so (H + i)- 1 E 3-2,o(X).
By our assumptions we have some Q E 'I3cO(X) with Q((o) invertible in , o(Sn)
for which Qu E H~c',(X). Since ýo V WF3sc,ff((H - A)u) we can also arrange
that Q(H - A)u E COO(X) by reducing WF'sc(Q) if necessary. Writing A + i =
(H + i) - (H - A) we see that
(11.48) Qu = (A + i)-'Q(H + i)u - (A + i)-'Q(H - A)u.
By our assumption Qu E Hg',(X), and we have seen that the same holds for
Q(H - A)u. Thus, Q(H + i)u E H~c'n,(X), so
(11.49) Q'u E H'+2,1(X), Q' = (H + i)-'Q(H + i) E 4s o(X).
But Q'((o) is invertible in o,o (Sn), so we conclude that ýo V WFm+2,1(X). We
can repeat this argument if necessary, thus completing the proof of the lemma. O
Since H e o2,0 (X) is self-adjoint and 03sc,2(H) is elliptic, we have for all V4 E
COO(R) that V)(H) E 3-o'"0 (X). Moreover, if 4 E C'(R) and 4 -1 on suppi then
(Id -4(H)),4(H) = 0, tp(H)(Id -4(H)) = 0. Now,
(11.50) (H)ff, = (f) = (z) + 2 +
and Hff (z) = Aff + Vff (z) c for some c E R, so for a sufficiently large C, r2 +IV 2 >
C implies that Hfff 2 1 + supsupp4 , so (H!ffr()) -= 0 when 72 + ]V12 is large,
= (z, , v). In particular, (Id -(H))ff () = Id outside a compact subset of W'.
Taking a microlocal parametrix P of Id -O(H) at such a C, so Id = P(Id -O(H))+R,
( WF'ýc,ff(R), shows that
(11.51) O(H) = P(Id -O(H))?P(H) + RO(H) = RP(H).
Since ( B WFUsc(R), we conclude that ( 4 WF'ýc(,b(H)). Since a similar argument
works at mf, we deduce that WF'sc (V(H)) C 3scT*f[X; C]U W . Correspondingly
we can drop the compactifications 3scP*f [X; C], W'V in our arguments.
12. THE MOURRE ESTIMATE
The Mourre estimate is a global positive commutator estimate for perturbations
of the Laplacian. Before discussing it we make a definition.
Definition 12.1. Suppose that H satisfies (11.11). The set of the thresholds of H
is defined as
(12.1) A(H) = {0} UpEC specp(Hff(p)).
To prove the Mourre estimate (which is the statement of the following Theorem)
in this generalized 3-body type setting we first reduce the problem to obtaining
the estimate for the normal operators. Then we can use the proof of Froese and
Herbst [8] for unreduced two-body operators (i.e. two-body operators from which
the center of mass motion is not removed).
Theorem 12.2. Suppose that H satisfies (11.11). Let A E x- 1 Diffl,(X) be self-
adjoint with
(12.2) *Nsc,-1 (A) = NSc,-l (xD)
and let H = A + V. For A > inf A(H) let
(12.3) s(A) = sup(A(H) n (-oo, A]),
otherwise define s(A) < A arbitrarily. Then for A E IR and e > 0 there exists an
open interval I C (A - e, A + e) such that for all q E CO (R) supported in I
(12.4) io(H)[A, H]O(H) > 2(A - s(A) - e)q(H)2 + K
where K E x~"' (X).
Proof. First, A E ZJi- 1 (X) by Lemma 6.5, so [A,V] E 'I'o (X), and actually
in Pmf 3s(X) due to the additional vanishing of V at mf. Of course, [A, A] E
C2,0 (X) already, since the scattering calculus is commutative at the level of normal
operators. Now it suffices to prove (12.4) for the normal operators, i.e. that
(12.5) iNff,o( (H))Nff,o([A, H])Nff,o(O(H)) Ž 2(A - s(A) - e)(H)2,
(12.6) iNmf,o(0(H))Nmf,o([A, H])Nmf,o((H)) > 2(A - s(A) - e)-(H)2
In fact, if these hold, then consider
(12.7) Q = i (H)[A, H]4(H) - 2(A - s(A) - e)4(H)2 E 1-o30(X).
Then we can construct an approximate square root B of Q, i.e. B E @3s'o (X)
self-adjoint with
(12.8) K = Q - B 2 E iT-00•(X).
Thus, Q Ž K, i.e. after rearrangement we deduce that (12.4) holds.
Note that (12.6) is just the standard estimate of the scattering calculus since
Nmf,o(H) = Nmf,o(A), so as Nmf,o(i[A,H]) = Nmf,o(i[A, A]) = {jsc(A),jsc(A)} =
2jsc(A). Also, by Proposition 10.3, Nmf,o(/(H)) = 1(jsc(A)). Thus, (12.6) follows
from supp 0 C (A - e, A + e) and spec(A) = [0, oo).
On the other hand, the normal operator estimate on the front face can be replaced
by its Fourier transform, i.e. the corresponding indicial operator estimate. Recall
that Aff is the fiber Laplacian of / as in Lemma 11.1, and note that
(12.9) Hff = Aff + Vff = Aff + Viff.
Now, using the local coordinate expression of A in the interior of ff
(12.10)
i[A,H]ff, = 2(Aff ++ [-7Y'Op, V],ff = [-FO8, Hff] + 2(7r + [vIl).
Thus, it suffices to prove that for 0 E Cc (R) with sufficiently small support
((Hff + r7)([-YOe , Hff] + 2r/)q(Hff + 7/)
(12.11)
> 2(A - s(A) - E)q(Hff + )2
where we have written r = -r 2 + V12 for simplicity. As the notation indicates 0 is
not allowed to depend on r, v and p E C. This is exactly the 2-body estimate of
the Theorem of Froese and Herbst in [8] if Nff,o(V) is the same on each fiber up to
translations and metric preserving transformations of SCTpX with sCTqX, p, q E C
(this statement makes sense due to 4.2). The general case requires only minor
modifications.
Namely, the point is to reduce the estimate to first a similar one but with q
possibly depending on ý = (p, 7, v) E W', and then further to an estimate analo-
gous to (12.4) for the two body operators. In fact, a weaker estimate than (12.4)
suffices for two-body operators. More precisely, suppose that A E IR, and e > 0. If
A >0 let 6 = r, if A < 0 let 6 = min{-A,e}. Then for a E (-oo, A] and for all
¢ E Ce'(R; [0, 1]) supported in the open interval I = (a - 6, a + 6) we have that
(12.12) q(Hff(z))[-YV,Hff (z)]q(Hff(z)) >2 2(a - s(A) - E)•(Hff(z)) 2 + R(z)
where R(z) is a continuous function on C with values in -I',' (Pf-l(p)) if we fix q.
The analog of (12.4) would have 82 (a) instead of s(A) on the right hand side where
s 2 (a) = 0 if a > 0 and it can be taken arbitrary if a < 0. Thus, (12.12) is weaker
than the two-body Mourre estimate since s2 (a) < s(A) if a < A. Now, since
(12.13) [A, V]ff,o E ol(3-l(p)),
and, by Proposition 10.2,
(12.14) ¢(Hff(z)) - O(A) E -00,1 (p1),
so taking into account [- Yo, Aff] = 2Aff, (12.12) is a consequence of
(12.15) _(A)Aq(A) _ (a - E)(A) 2
for A > 0 and the vanishing of both sides of (12.15) if A < 0. These in turn
follow from supp q C I, spec(A) = [0, oo), and from the fact that if A < 0 then
IC (-oo, 0).
Now suppose that ?p E COO(R; [0, 11) is supported in (A - 6, A + 6). Let a(() =
A-r 2 -- V12 
. 
Then with O5(t) = V1(t+r 2 + l12) we have supp 04 C (a(7)-6, a()+I6)
and OC (Hff(z)) = V (Hff(f)). Thus, by (12.12)
(12.16) (f-ff())[-Y•, Hff(z)]-(HIff(f)) > 2(a(ý) - s(A) - E)1((Hftf()) 2 + R(o)
where now R(C) is a continuous function on W' with values in SI,-0'1(S_) if we
fix VI.
Choose 0, E, €  C' (R; [0, 1]) such that Vi is identically 1 near supp ', supp C
I = (A - 6, A + 6), and 1 near supp ¢. Thus, multiplying (12.16) by !(H)ff)
from both left and right,
((2.7 ff(C))[-Y•,, Hff]V(!iff(6)) > 2(a(6) - s(A) - )ff6) 2
(12.17)
+ b(Hff)R()(I^(Hff).
Suppose that a(ý) is not an eigenvalue of Hff(z), i.e. A is not an eigenvalue of
!iff(C). Then 0(!lff(()) -  strongly as supp ý -+ {A}. Thus,
(12.18) II11I(Hff(())R()P (Hff (ý)) I < E
if we assume that b is supported in a sufficiently small open interval I, = (A -
6 , A + 6,). Hence,
(12.19) f(Hff(())[-YO',Hff(z)]'(-I(fff()) - 2(a(() - s(A) - E)>(/ff(H )) 2 _ -E
whenever supp V C IC. The left hand side is a continuous function of ý with values
in B(L (S'), Ls (S+)) if we keep ý fixed, so there is a neighborhood Uý of ý such
that for 6' E UC
((12.20ff(')) [- •,Hff (z')](Iff (6')) - 2(a(') - s(A) - )(f '))(12.20)
> -2E
if supp C I/. Multiplying (12.20) by ((Itff ()) from both left and right and
rearranging the equation, we deduce that for all 6' E Ug
(12.21) 0(II( f())[-Ž~,Hff (z)]O(-Iff(()) _ 2(a - s(A) - 2E)O(/ff(ý)) 2
whenever supp 0 C (A - 6 /2, A + 6'/2).
If oa() is an eigenvalue of Hff(z), then a < s(A) by the definition of s(A). We
want to prove that even in this case there exists a neighborhood Uý of ( and
6ý > 0 such that (12.21) holds whenever (' E UC, E CO (R;[0, 1]), suppq C
(A - 6ý/2, A + 6ý/2). We again follow the proof of Froese and Herbst, though in
the particular case of three-body scattering the estimate of Lemma 15.1, which we
use in the microlocal propagation theorems, would make the proof slightly simpler.
So let E = EHff(z)({o(a)}), EHff denoting the spectral projection. We proceed to
show that there exists R 1 (ý) compact such that
(12.22)
ý(!tff f())[-Y0f, He (z)]¢ (!ff ())
> 2(a(6) - s(A) - E)(ftlff) 2 + ýb(Hffl)(Id -E)R 1 (ý)(Id -E) (IHff),
from which (12.19) follows as in the previous case since b(f~ff(ý))(Id -E) -+ 0
strongly as supp b -+ {A}. To prove (12.22), choose a finite dimensional orthogonal
projection with Ran F C Ran E and
(12.23) II(Id -E)R(()(Id -E) - (Id -F)R( )(Id -F) I < E/2.
This implies that
0 > -(e/2) (b(fIff(6)) 2 - F)
(12.24)
+ '(Hff)((Id -E)R(()(Id -E) - (Id -F)R() (Id -F)) (Hff)
since i - 1 near A, so (/(Hff(ý))F = F. We now use (12.16) with e replaced by E/4.
Multiplying it by (flff)(Id -F) from left and right (noting that the two factors
commute) and adding (12.24) to it gives
(12.25)
(1 (Hff()) - F)[- YO, Hff(z)] ( (Hff()) - F)
> 2(oa() - s(A) - e/2)( (I^(ff) 2 - F) + 4(/Hff)(Id -E)R(C)(Id -E) (!Hff).
Following the proof in (8], we note that now it suffices to show that for some R2 ()
compact we have
(12.26)
F[-YO,, Hff(z)]1(HIff() ()(Id -E) + (Id -E)(l(Hff(C))[-Y8O., Hf(z)]F
> 2(a(C) - s(A) - e/2)F + 1b(Iff)(Id -E)R 2 (C)(Id -E)(flff).
Indeed, adding (12.25) and (12.26) proves (12.22) since by the virial theorem
E[Yf, Hffe()]E = 0. Now, we simply let
(12.27) C = C(C) = F[-Y8, Hff(z)]b(Iff( ())(Id -E),
R2(C) = -EC(C)*C(C), Z = (C() = I(s(A) - oa() + c/2) - 1 > 0. In this notation
(12.26) becomes
(12.28) C*F + FC > -(E-'C*C + EF),
and to prove (12.28) it suffices to note that
(12.29) (E- 1/ 2 C + 11/2 F)* (E-1/ 2C + 1E/2F) > 0.
Now if 6ý > 0 is sufficiently small and I= ij¢ is supported in I = (A - 61, A + 6 )
then
(12.30) jjb (-ff (C))(Id -E)Rl ()(Id -E)b (ftff()) <
So from (12.22) we conclude that (12.19) holds. Then the very same continuity
argument as after (12.19) proves (12.21).
It only remains to show that for a fixed A E R we can choose 6' independently of
( E W1. We have already shown this for a neighborhood UC of each ý. Note that
Hff(z) is bounded below uniformly, so there exists c > 0 such that O(fl f) vanishes
if q is supported in (A - 1, A + 1), and r 2 + iv|2 > c. Thus, (12.21) is automatically
satisfied outside a compact subset K of W'. Now, {U : e K} is an open cover of
K, so it has a finite subcover {UtC : j = 1,..., J}. Let 6' = min {6 : j = 1,..., J}/2.
Then for k e Cc (R; [0, 1]) supported in I" = (A - 6', A + 6'), (12.21) shows that
(12.31) (!ffl())[-P Yi, Hff]q(!ff(()) 2 2(a(ý) - s(A)- 2E)O(Hff (-)) 2
since ( E UC, for some j. Adding 2(r 2 + 2Ii2)0(!Hff)2 to both sides and noting that
o(ý) + 72 + IV12 = A proves (12.11), and hence the theorem. O
The point of the Mourre estimate is to construct the weak limit of the resolvent
of H at the real axis. Thus, note that s(A) < A for all A, and away from the
thresholds A - s(A) - e > 0 for e > 0 sufficiently small. Here it should be noted
that by the absence of positive eigenvalues of the two-body Hamiltonians there are
no positive thresholds, so for A > 0, and more generally for A ý A(H) the Mourre
estimate is a positive commutator estimate.
13. THE BASIC COMMUTATOR ESTIMATE
In the following sections we analyze the propagation of singularities of generalized
eigenfunctions u of H (so u E C-"(X), (H - A)u = 0) by constructing Q E
o3sc (X) such that [Q$(H), H]ff,1 is positive where 0 E Cc(R) is supported near
A. Here Qff will have the form f (H)ff with f E C'0(W-), E  Cc"(R). In fact, f
will arise as the restriction of q E C"(SCT*X) to W - , where q|.cTEx is independent
of p, i.e. it is just the extension of a function on W - by the orthogonal projection.
Unfortunately, we will have q V C" (sC•*X), meaning that the behavior of q at fiber-
infinity on SCT*X is not sufficiently nice (ScT*X is the (fiber-)radial compactification
of SCT*X). Hence q does not give rise to an element of T'o,O(X). However, this is a
rather irrelevant difficulty since we wish to mutliply the quantization of q by O(H),
which is in 3•C•0'(X), i.e. it is trivial at fiber-infinity ('smoothing up to 1X').
We deal with this difficulty by realizing that we can write down the full symbol 4
of QO(H) explicitly, where Q would be defined by a quantization of a symbol with
complicated behavior at fiber-infinity, and the quantization of q gives rise to an
element of •~c'0 (X) with all the desired properties. Although it is straightforward
to compute the indicial operators of QO(H) and [QO(H), H] directly from this
point of view, the arguments are much simpler (and more transparent) if we also
consider Q as an operator acting on oscillatory functions. On such functions Q
behaves essentially as an element of the scattering calculus, thereby simplifying
the discussion (indeed, this motivates the choice of q in the following sections). In
particular, we can use [Vi(H), H] = 0 explicitly in such an argument.
Since we work locally in what follows, we may replace X by U C S N open,
SN being the radial compactification of RN. We have coordinates (x, ~) on S ,
yJ being local coordinates on SN - 1 = OSN . Thus, the standard polar coordinates
on RZ are (x-l, ), so w = x-ly. The canonical coordinates on T*RN induced
by w are denoted (w, (); the canonical coordinates induced by (x, q) are denoted
(x, 9,r7, P) as usual. Note that embedding SN- 1 into RN as the unit sphere and
using the standard metric on both SN-1 and RN, a covector ft - d E T*SN - 1
can be regarded first as a vector in TVS N - 1, hence as a vector in TyRN, which is
orthogonal to the radial vector 9. (See also Appendix A, in particular the discussion
in the proof of Proposition A.1.) Thus, - = -. - 9, and f = ý - ( y- )y with p
regarded as a vector orthogonal to Y. We also use the notation (ý)2 = 1 + jýI2,
((T, F)) 2 = 1 + 72 + J1p2 (here 1.1 is the Euclidian metric in our coordinates). Thus,
As discussed in Section 3, locally in X we can write O(H) as the right quanti-
zation of a symbol p, i.e. if p E C(X) is supported in UC open, cl(U) C  ,
identically 1 on a smaller open set U' C U, 5 E C'(U), - 1 on U, then
(13.1) P = pi(H)fi = (27r) - N /ei(1-XiY'/x')p(x', Y', ý) d.
Here p is smooth in the blown-up coordinates at C, i.e. it is in C,([SN; C] x R•N ).
Since V)(H) e A3c 0 (X), i.e. it has smooth kernel, p and its derivatives are actually
rapidly decreasing in (.
Now suppose that
RNb,z = [0, oo), x R• x WRm-1 , N = n + m,(13.2) q E Coo(Nl,z x N ,J,,),
q is supported in K x R• for some compact set K C U', and it satisfies the estimates
(13.3)ID,y,zDr,,,• <• C,,((T, ,L, 7V))m .e
for some Cc,p and mc,p independent of (x, y, z, 7, p, v). Changing to the dual
coordinates ý of w, (13.3) becomes
(13.4) JDc, ,D,•q|:<o Cp)ma'=
Thus, q E C"("cT*X), but typically q V C"("sT*X), so q is not the symbol of an el-
ement of To"o(X) (under left, right, Weyl, or other 'reasonable' quantizations). We
are mainly interested in q with much better properties; in our positive commutator
estimates we take q whose support projects to a compact set in the (7, v) coordi-
nates, and behaves as a (classical) symbol in p. However, it is actually convenient
to treat this more general class of q in this section.
Although in general q V C"(sCT*X), it is easy to see that q defines an operator
acting on oscillatory functions u = eif/xv, f E COO(X), v E Cc (0) by, say, left
quantization. Namely,
Qu = (27r) - N ei(f/-g'/')'q(x,g, ()u(x', ')(x')-N-1 d dx dd9'
(13.5)
= (2r)- N Jei'V/Xq(x, ~, ).Fu(ý) dý
where the integral makes sense as a distributional pairing since Fu is a Lagrangian
distribution with compact singular support and it is Schwartz outside a compact
subset of lNR (e.g. if f = 0, then Fu is conormal to the origin); see also Appen-
dix A, in particular the proof of Proposition A.1 for more details. In fact, we
can prove more generally that Q defines an operator acting on singular oscillatory
functions u = eil/xv, f E Coo(X), v E Coo([U; C]) since such u lies in H,O,lS N)
for some 1, and correspondingly Fu e H +;0(S'), so Yu vanishes to infinite order
at infinity in a L2 sense. To prove the existence of this action, we 'regularize q
to finite order', i.e. write qFu = (()-kq)(( )kFu) in the integrand above, note
that (6)kFu E Hs~,"(S~) for all k, and (()-kq satisfies an arbitrarily large num-
ber of the scattering symbol estimates (arbitrarily many seminorms of (ý)-k in
C"o(SN x SN) are bounded) provided that we chose k sufficiently large, so we can
apply the corresponding results in the scattering calculus (discussed in Section 6
here).
Now, choosing a cutoff,
(13.6) p' E C~"(U), supp(1 - p') n K = 0,
allows us to extend Q to an operator acting on singular oscillatory sections u =
eif/zv, J E Co(X), v E Co([X; C]), on the original manifold by
(13.7) Qp, = Q(p'u).
Based on this, choosing p' - 1 on U, we can consider the composite operator
(13.8) Q = (Qp')(po(H)) = QpV(H),
a priori acting on oscillatory functions u = ei]/lv, f E Co(X), v E C"oo([X; C]); Q
is independent of the choice of p'. Since we have written Q as a left, and pO(H) as
a right quantization, we conclude that the kernel of the composite operator is
(13.9) (Qp4(H)p)(x, , x', Y ') = (27r)- N ei(P/X-Y'/x') q(x, ~, )p(x', ) d.
Note that
(13.10) pg(H)(1 - 5) E •s90'(X) = 1 0s"'"(X),
so po(H)(1 - p) : C-"(X) -+ C@(X) is continuous. Since Qp, : Co(X) -+ C"(X)
is also continuous, we conclude that
(13.11) QpO(H)(1 - p) E I\F '"(X).
Since this is a 'trivial' term, we sometimes write that Q is given by (13.9) (i.e.
neglect ,5) to simplify the notation.
Motivated by (13.9), we now consider the symbol
(13.12) q(x, 9,', Y ', ) = q(x, 9, )p(x', ',).
Due to the rapid decay of p in ý, and using the radially compactified notation in
the ( variable, we can deduce that
(13.13) E Co( N x [S; C] x SN)
vanishes to infinite order at SN x S N x SN-1; here SN-1 = 0SN. It follows that
the operator Q obtained by quantizing this 'double-symbol' as
(13.14) ) = (2rr) NJ ei(P/x-Y'/x') q(x, x, ',9',) d(
(this is really the kernel of q) is in ~3-s'o(X) since the integral converges absolutely
and away from sfc and sf' the exponential factor gives infinite order vanishing (cf.
Section 3).
The simplest way to analyze the symbolic properties of Q is via the oscillatory
testing definition of the indicial operator and recalling that (13.8) holds with the
right hand side considered as the composition of operators acting on oscillatory
sections. Thus, we only need to compute the leading part of Qp'u for u = eif/xv,
f E C' (X), v E C"([X; C]). But 'regularizing q to finite order' as above shows
that this is given by the same formula as for scattering pseudo-differential operators.
First, with f = f lx,
(13.15)
e-if~ Qp'eif/v(0, y, z) = q(O, y, z, -f(y, z), yf (y, z), Ozf(y, z))v(0, y, z),
so Qmf = ql9scT x . Moreover, with a = (q)-kq (which can be regarded as a
scattering symbol satisfying a sufficient number of symbolic estimates), A (say) the
left-quantization of a, using the formula of the scattering calculus (see also Section 4
and Section 6), we see that
(13.16) A(0, y, z, S, Y, Z) = (2n7)-N ei(Sr+Y"+zv)a(O, y, z, T, p, v) drdp dv.
Thus,
(13.17) Aff(z, r, v; Y, Y) = (2r)- eiY"a(O, 0, z, T, p, v) dL.
Correspondingly,
(13.18) Qp'u(0, Y, z) = (27)-n / eiY.q(O, 0, z, T,, v)v(0, - Y, z) dp,
so
(13.19) ^ff(z,,, V; Y, Y) = (27r)-n e" "q(OO, z,T, P(, ) dp.
This operator becomes particularly simple if q satisfies
(13.20) q(0, 0, z, 7, p, v) = f(z,r, v), f CcE(W ),
i.e. q is independent of p at C, since then f can be factored out of the integral
giving
(13.21) Qff(, r, ) = f(z, T, v) Id E IQOc (+).
Finally, from (13.8) (using that supp(1 - p) x RN and supp q are disjoint) we deduce
that
(13.22) Qmf = Qmfm(H)mf, Qf = Qff (H)f.
The same discussion can be carried out more directly from (13.12); we briefly
outline the argument. Namely, it is straightforward to check that
(13.23) -1 y (- 9') = ST + Y -.p + Z.v + r(x,y, z,S, Y,Z,, p, v)
where r and its derivatives is polynomially bounded in (S, Y, Z,7T, , v). Using
(4.13), (13.14) gives
(13.24)
Q(O, y, z, S, Y, Z) = (27 r)- N ei(sr+Y.Y'+Z-v)q(, , Y, 0, Y - Y, z, T, p, v) dr dp dv.
The indicial operator at mf is given by the (S, Y, Z) Fourier transform of the re-
striction of the kernel Q to sf', so it is simply
(13.25) Qmf(Y, z, S, Y, Z) = q(O, y, z, 0, y, z, 7, p, v).
The indicial operator at ff is given by the (S, Z) Fourier transform of the restriction
of the kernel to sfc, so it is
(13.26) f(ZT7, v; Y, ')= (27)-n ei(YY')'"(0, Y,z, 0, ', z,, p, v) dp.
If q satisfies (13.20), then we can substitute q = qp in the above formula, and pull
out the factor q as f to conclude that
(13.27) Qff(z, , v; Y, Y) = (2r)-f (z, T, v) e."p(0, Y'- Y, z, , p, ) d
= f(z, ,, v) (H)ff (z, 7, v)
in agreement with the previous results.
Summarizing the previous two paragraphs, we have proved the following propo-
sition.
Proposition 13.1. Suppose that q is as in (13.2) and 4 E C'(IR). Then q given
by (13.12) and (13.1) defines Q E •Is'o(X) via (13.14). We also have
(13.28) Qmf,o (y l , z , Vp,) = q(O, y, z, 7, T, V)(H)mf(y,Z7, Tp, V) ,
and for = (z, 7, v) E W', Qff,o is given by (13.26). If in addition (13.20) holds,
then
(13.29) Qff,o(0) = f()O(H)ff,O( )-
Suppose that H is as in (11.11). The condition [Q, H] E 9•,' (X) is equivalent
[Qf, Hef] = 0 on W'. If it is satisfied, we can compute the indicial operator
[Q, H]ff,,. Namely, it is just defined by the action of the commutator on oscillatory
test functions:
(13.30) [, H]ff,lv = (x-'e-i/x [Q, H]ei/xv)ff.
Since the action of Q on such oscillatory sections u has been defined above, we
can write Q = QO(H), [Q, H] = [Q, H]V)(H), expand the commutator on the right
hand side, and apply the discussion of Section 7 even though Q is not in x3so(X).
Again, this can be justified by 'finite order regularization of q'. Thus, we have the
following proposition:
Proposition 13.2. If H satisfies (11.11), 0 E C'c(R), and q is as in (13.2) satis-
fying
(13.31) q(0, 0, z, 7T, p, ) = f(z, 7, v), f E CcG(W')
then [Q, H] E T' I-' 1 (X). Moreover, for each ( E W
(13.32) [Q, H],ff(() = [Q, H]ff, () (H)ff () E @-,O '(Sn)
where [Q, H]ff,l is given by the Proposition 7.3 with OQf the operator obtained by
replacing q(0, 0, z, 7, P, v) by aq(x, xY, z,7T, p, v) x=o in (13.26).
Proof. By the previous proposition Q x loo'(X), and using
(13.33) Qa,o(W) = f (()#(Hf,o(c)),
so
(13.34) [Q, H]ffo() = [Qff,o ( ), Hff,o(ý)] = f(ý)[((Hff,o(ý)), Hff,o(()] = 0.
We can then use the discussion preceeding this proposition to compute the indicial
operator [Q-(H), H]f,,, giving the claimed result. O
Remark 13.3. An alternative proof of the proposition is to calculate ,xQff from
(13.14). It is not hard to see that it gives the same result; the main point is to
realize that the terms arising from differentiating either the exponential or p are
exactly the same as the terms that would arise if we dropped q (i.e. assumed that it
was 1), multiplied by f(z,7,v) = q(0, 0,z, ,0, v). Since V(H) commutes with H,
such terms must cancel against others in the commutator formula of Proposition 7.3.
The following corollary of the preceeding discussion is the basic commutator
estimate for the propagation results.
Corollary 13.4. Let H, V, q and f be as in Proposition 13.2, and let 1 E RJ. For
(E W' let
(13.35) R(() = [xtQ, H]ff,+l () - [ZxQ, A]ff,lf+ (()(A)ff,o().
Then
(13.36) [x1Q, H]mf,+ 1 = [x'Q, Almf,±+1i "(A)mf,O,
and R(() E -0 '1 (Sin). Moreover, there exist C and k independent of ( and q such
that
(13.37)
IIR(•) II(L2c (S 1_,S 1 (S_) )
< C sup{D,,z,r,D, q(0, 0, z, -, p, v)I : ial• k, 1P| _ 1, y E RE }.
Proof. First, (13.36) follows from m(H)mf )= (A mf, Hmf -= mf, and the commu-
tativity of the indicial operators at mf.
At ff we use the formula in Proposition 7.3 together with (13.33) and OQff given
in Proposition 13.2. Thus,
[Q(H) H]ff,1 = ([X-Qf, Hff] - (D,f)[Y, Hff]O9 - (Df)(Y9yHff)
(13.38) + (D,f)(OzHff) - (D,fHff)(Ozf)
+ (v -Df-Iff)(Of) - (v -Dvf)(Orf-tff))(H)ff.
Here we can write I~ff = 3kff + Vff. Since V vanishes at mf, Vf E • o,(S). As
Yj E so,- (Sn), it follows that all terms of (13.38) arising from V are in •1 (S'),
and the q dependence of all but the first one is simply via multiplication by a
derivative of f. It is particularly easy to deal with the first term, [dx Qf, Vff]4'(H)ff,
if the full 'amplitude',
(13.39) (Ox + YOy)q(O, O, z, 7, M, v),
of OxQff is actually a symbol in p of, say, order 0 (which is the case we will be
using in the following sections). Namely, then ,XQff sC-n1(S§ ), and we only
need that the norm in B(Ls (S+), H,8 ¢1 (Si)) of its commutator with Vf E ~C 1(Sn)
is bounded by a seminorm of the full symbol, (13.39), of OxQff; this is a standard
result in the scattering calculus. In general, when (13.39) is not a symbol in P, we
can use a regularization argument, i.e. we multiply (13.39) by (P)-m ()m, and use
that (p)- m (ax +±YOa)q(0, , Z, , IT, v) satisfies an arbitrary large number of symbolic
estimates if m is sufficiently large, and note that V)(H)ff C •-00' (S). This shows
that [Q, V](H)ff,1 satisfies the estimate of (13.37). We also have an additional
term in [x1Q, V]O(H), namely [x', V]Q, but here the commutator actually vanishes.
It remains to deal with [xlQ, A]( (H) - #0(A)). Since under our assumption on
V we have
(13.40) O(Hi)ff- •D(A)Af E Isc•1'(+),
it suffices to show that for some m the norms of Qff [xl, ]ff,l+l and [Q, A]ff,1 as ele-
ments of B(H'I,1(S+), Hsll (Sn)) have bounds as in (13.37). If (13.39) is a (classical)
symbol of order 0 in p, these follow from Proposition 13.1 and (13.38) respectively
where now /Af E 9 o0 (S+) only ensures that the commutator is in s F0(5+) as
opposed to the case of [Q, V]. Even in general we do not need to use a regular-
ization argument since A is a scattering differential operator, so the commutator
[,- -Qff, Af•f] is just the product of [Y, Aff] and the quantization of Oyq(O, 0, z, T, p, v),
and the required estimate follows directly.
Since 4(H)ff has compact support in W', we see that C can be chosen to be
independent of (. O
We also need to show that the operator wave front set of Q is indeed where we
expect it to be. For q E C"(SCT*X) we let
(13.41) ess supp(q) = {a E SCT;xX : q vanishes with all derivatives near a} c .
At ff we need a uniform version of this in the y variable:
(13.42)
ess suppff(q) = { z =( ,7,v) E W ± : 3p E C"(W'), X E C"(X), p(() $ 0,
X(O, 0, z) O, Xpq E CO(SCT*xX)}C.
Lemma 13.5. Suppose that q, Q are as in Proposition 13.1, 0 E Cc'(IR). Then
(13.43) WF3,s,mf(Q) C 0- 1 (ess supp(qo(g))) C 3scT,*[X; C],
(13.44) WF'3s,ff(Q) C ess suppff(q) n WF',sc,ff(O(H)) C W1.
Proof. This follows from the definition of Q via the quantization map, taking into
account that composition is 3sc-microlocal. O
14. PROPAGATION OF SINGULARITIES IN NORMAL DIRECTIONS
We are now ready to prove that singularities incident along integral curves of
SCHg which are not tangent to C propagate along broken bicharacteristics. Recall
that 7r1 :SCTýX -+ W' is the orthogonal projection to the orthocomplement (with
respect to the metric g) of the annihilator of scT(C; X), g E C"(SCT*X) is the
metric function on X, h E C"(T*OX) the metric function on OX, and h = hIý7±.
We only state the result for propagation in the forward direction of SCH, flow, but
it is equally true for the flow in the opposite direction as a minor modification of
the arguments shows.
Proposition 14.1. Let H be as in (11.11), A > 0. Let ýo = (ZO, T7,vo) E En(A).
Let e > 0 be such that exp(sSCHg)(a) V SCT7X if a E ScT X n EA-,, 7r-a = Jo,
s E (-e,e) \ {0}. Suppose that u E C-'(X), fo ý WF3,s((H - A)u), and for all
a E SCTýX n Ea_- with 7rla = ýo, we have exp(sScH 9 )(a) V WF 3sc((H - A)u)
for all s E (-E, e). If in addition for each such a there exists s E (-e, 0) such that
exp(sscH,)(a) V WF,,(u), then Jo V WFssc,ff(u). Hence, for all such a and for all
s E (-e,e) \ {0}, exp(sscHg)(a) V WFsc(u).
Proof. Notice first that Melrose's form of H6rmander's propagation theorem [19,
Proposition 7] implies that under our assumptions exp(sSCHg)(a) V WFsc(u) for all
s E (-e, 0) and a E SCTýX n Ea-A satisfying 7rja = 0o. Similarly, if we just prove
exp(sSCH,)(a) V WFsc(u) for sufficiently small s > 0, it follows for all s E (0, e).
This in turn will follow from 0o V WF 3sc,ff(u) since the wave front set is closed.
Thus, we can work above a coordinate neighborhood U of (0, zo), and hence we can
use local coordinates (y, z, 7, p, v) adapted to W' in this proof.
The proof is by induction on microlocal regularity, i.e. we prove that
(14.1) 0o V WFscf(u)
for all m, 1. Here m is irrelevant by standard elliptic regularity, i.e. by Lemma 11.9,
which shows that if (14.1) holds for one m, then it holds for all m. So assume
that (14.1) holds for some m and 1, and we proceed to show that it also holds if we
replace 1 by I + 1/2.
We first construct a symbol q which has a positive commutator with H microlo-
cally away from exp(ssCHg)(a), s E (-E, 0), and which is elliptic at exp(sSCH,)(a)
for sufficiently small s E (0, E). Note that the our commutator construction will be
similar to, though much simpler than, the one used in the proof of [14, Proposition
24.5.1]; that proof will be more closely followed when we investigate the propagation
of singularities at Et(A) in the next section. Let
(14.2) = {(y,z,T7,,Pv) :-y= 0, p 0}.
Thus, E C SCTWX is a smooth hypersurface. Moreover, in these local coordinates
(11.26) states that
(14.3) SCHg = 27(xOx + p -. Q+ v -. 1,) - 2hO, + Hh + xW', W' E Vb(SCT*X),
and by (11.29)
(14.4) Hh - 2p. O y E T(SCTýX).
As p - y - 0 on SCT X, this proves that SCHg(p. Y)ly=o = -21p12, SO SCHg is
transversal to E n SCTvX if U is a sufficiently small neighborhood of (0, z0o) in OX.
Let p E C' (R; [0, 1]) be supported near A, and it is identically 1 in a smaller
neighborhood of A. Now, on a neighborhood U' C SCTýxX of suppp(g) n ScTýX
we can solve the Cauchy problem
(14.5) SCHgw = 0, I = IY12 + IZ - Zo2 + IT- oI2 + I - o12
where 1.1 denotes the Euclidian metric in these local coordinates. Since wlE _ 0,
we have w > 0 on U'. Also, wle vanishes exactly at
(14.6) S = {a E SCTX n U' : 7r• =
so w will vanish exactly at the flow-out
(14.7) S= {exp(sSCHg)(S) n U': s (-e, E)}
of this set under SCHg. Moreover, dw will also vanish on S, since it does at S, but
for the same reason the Hessian is positive in directions transversal to SCH,. In
particular, on compact subsets K of U' we have for some C1, C2, C3 > 0 depending
on K
(14.8) C 1w 1/ 2 < dist(p, S) < C2 1/ 2,
where dist is the Euclidian distance. By reducing the size of U' (while keeping it a
neighborhood of supp p(g) n SCTýX) we may assume that this holds everywhere on
U'.
Propagation along the integral curves of SCHg can be measured by P -y since it
vanishes on E and SCHg(p.y) Ž co on U'. It will be, however, convenient to introduce
a new propagation variable N so that SCHN = 1, NIr = 0 (i.e. parametrize the
integral curves by the time it takes to flow from E to the given point). Thus, for
some cl, c2 > 0
(14.9) ca (p -y) < N < c2(, -y).
Let Xo E COO(R) be xo(t) = exp(-1/t) for t > 0, identically 0 for t < 0, and also
let x, e C' (R; [0, 1]) be 0 on (-o0, 0], 1 on [1, o0), and satisfy 0 < Xi E CO((0, 1)).
We now define for F > 0, 6 > 0, A > 0
(14.10) 0 = N + F-1 w,
(14.11) qo(y, z, T, p, v) = xo(A - 1 (2 - q/6))X1 (N/6 + 2).
Note that on the support of the first factor ¢ • 26, and on the support of the
second one N _> -26. Thus,
(14.12) on supp~o, w < 46F, and INI 5 26,
so if we choose F, 6 > 0 sufficiently small then for some K C U compact supp do C
SeTkX, i.e. do can be regarded as a function on ScT*X. Next, SCHgo = SCHgN = 1
since SCHw = 0, so
(14.13) scH = - + eo
with
(14.14) g2 = A- 16- 1 '(A - 1 (2 - ¢/6))X1(N/6 + 2),
(14.15) eo = 26-1Xo(A - 1 (2 - / 6))X' (N/6 + 2).
Noting that on SCTýX n U', go is independent of I, let
(14.16) f- = A-6-1XoX1 E Co"(W ),
so fiuv' = g2i.sTZxnu,, and in particular g2Is = fbls = 2A-16-1X0(2/A) > 0. On
the other hand,
(14.17) on suppeo, -26 < N < -6, w < 46F.
Now, xi(N/6 + 2 )I.CTEx = 1, and qol.sT xnu, is independent of p, namely it is
(14.18) f(z,7, v) = o(0, z, 7, p, V) = Xo(A- 1 (2 - wo/(~6)))
with
(14.19) wo = IY2 + I - o12 + 17- 12 + 12 E C (sCTWX),
so we define 4 E C"(sCTTX) by
(14.20) 4 = P(g)qo + (1 - p(g))Xo(A-1 (2 - wol(5))).
On the support of the second term wo 5 2E6, so lyI2 < 2~6, i.e. suppq E SCTkTX (with
K C U compact) as well. Now (14.20) implies that 4(0, z, 7, p, v) is independent
of p, and taking into account that Xb(s) = s- 2 Xo(s) and that A-1(2 - wo/(E6 )) 5
2A- 1 , we conclude that
(14.21) q|sCT x <5 4A-2X'(A-1(2 - ¢/ 6))X1 < C'A-•6f .
In addition, do = dN + F-1 dw, and supp p(g) is compact. Furthermore, wo is
independent of / and the set {(y,z,7r,v) : wo < 2} is compact. Since on the
support of the second term of (14.20), wo < 2V6 < 2 if we make sure that Z < 1,
6 < 1, we conclude that
(14.22) Idq[.IcT xI < A-16-'C'(1 + -I')x'xi _ C"(1 + E-).
More generally, taking into account that on SCT6X, wo, w and N are independent
of p, so when differentiating dq.CrT x with respect to A no additional derivative
may fall on Xo, we obtain that for all multiindices a
(14.23) I,6dqI•TT xI < C"(1 + E-l)fW.
Finally, we estimate q on supp(1 - p(g))C, i.e. near a-x. As on supp qo, INI 5 26,
we have q > -26, hence A-1(2 - 0/6) _ 4A- 1, and correspondingly
(14.24) qJsupp(1-p(g))c 5 CA-16g 2.
In particular, given any M > 0, e' > 0 and keeping 6 < 1, we can make sure (by
choosing A sufficiently large, only depending on M and c') that
(14.25) scH94 + M = -(1 - r)gO2 + eo on supp(1 - p(g))C,
here
(14.26) r = MA-'(2 - 0/6)26, Ir| < e'/2.
We now fix Z and 6, but will leave M to be determined later. For small 6' > 0
(14.27) K6, = {a E SCTjX : wo • 6'} C ScTX,
and choose 6' E (0, 1) such that p(k 6,) is compact (p being the projection SCT{X -+
U), and
(14.28) WF3sc,mf((H - A)u)n k6 , = 0, WFasc,ff((H - A)u) n-r(k 6,) = 0,
F E ToI'O(X), WF'sc,mf(F) C K6,, WF'sc,tf(F) C 7r (K6, n ST&X)(14.29)
= Fu E H,' (X).
This can be arranged as ýo V WF3sc,ff((H - A)u) and as (14.1) holds, since by
making 6' small we can make sure that K 6, is included in any fixed neighborhood
of (ir)- 1 ({(o}). Then, corresponding to (14.17), let
(14.30)
K = K6,g = {a E CTX : -26 < N < -6, 9g - Al 5 6E, w < 46F} C SCTrX,
and choose 9 E (0, 1) and 6 E (0, 1) such that K6,o C T6, and
(14.31) E E p,'-•o (X), WFsc(E) C K . Eu E C"O(X).
Note that this can also be arranged since we know that for a E sCT{X with N(a) E
(-E,0), w(a) = 0, g(a) = A we have a = exp(N(a)SCHg)(ao) for some ao E
SCT6X n Ea-x with 7rao = ýo, so a 4 WFsc(u). Hence fixing any 6 > 0 so that
the flow stays inside U' for time INI < 46, we have that K,o0 is compact and is
disjoint from WF,,(u) so for an appropriate neighborhood of K,o0 , and hence for
some E > 0 (14.31) holds.
Let Oo E C" (ll' ) be identically 1 near 0 and supported sufficiently close to 0 so
that the product decomposition of X near OX is valid on supp o0 . We also define
(14.32) q =-o(x)q.
Now note that q satisfies the estimates in (13.2) and let Q be the left quantization
qL(q) of q as in (13.12) We intend to compute the commutator i[Q, H]. Corol-
lary 13.4 reduces our task to computing
(14.33) [Q, A]#(A) = [QP(A), A].
Since QO(A) E •c•',O(X) we can use the commutator formula in the scattering
calculus to give
(14.34) jsc,o,1(i[Q(A), A]) = -(scHg9q)(g),
i.e. with qL denoting left quantization
(14.35) i[Q, A]V(A) - xqL(-SCHgq)9(A) E ,c0'2(X).
Let 0 E COO(R; [0, 1]) be supported sufficiently close to A so that p - 1 near supp ¢.
Now, fb is independent of p, so
(14.36) i[Q A],ffj(A)ff = fPI(A),.
Since 0 (H) - 0(A) E pmf Tsc "0 (X), we have
(14.37) (H)ff - )(A)ff E sc ,,
so
(14.38) i[QA]ffl)(A)ff - fS ¢(H) = fS(a)ff - P(H-ff) E  l(sC )
and its norm in B(L (Sn), H. 1 (SQ)) is bounded by a constant multiple of f(r().
Combining this with Corollary 13.4, (14.21) and (14.23) shows that
(14.39) R 1(,) = i[Q, H],ff ((H),f - fb (H)ff E sc ),
(14.40) IhR1 () IhI(L2(Sn),H1(S(),H')) <Clfb(, V)
with C' independent of A, hence of M, if we keep A > 1.
It is useful to replace Q by a self-adjoint operator, so we consider 4(H)Q*Q (H)
in place of QO(H). Thus, from (14.40) and Proposition 13.1 (employing (14.37))
we deduce that for some C > 0
(14.41) jIi(0(H)[Q*QH]h(H))ff, () - 2f f$(H)ff IIB(L2,H11 ) < Cf) ()f()
for all ( E W'.
Now we can follow the proof of Theorem 12.2. Thus, choose ', o E C~(R)
identically 1 near A, b 1 on supp 0, 0 =_ 1 on supp !. Let E' E (0, 1). On supp f,
A - 2 - I12 is not an eigenvalue of Hef (since it is positive). Thus,
(14.42) O(H)f,() = O(Hf(z) + 72 + IVj1) + 0
strongly as supp -+ (A}. Since supp f is compact, and the inclusion map T :
B(H, 1 (Sn), L 2 (Sn)) is compact, for ? with sufficiently small support we have
(14.43) 1I ((H)T)ff (C) 1IB(H' (Sn),L2L(s)) EC - 1
for all ( E supp f. Thus, on supp f
(14.44) 1li(Vb(H)[Q*Q, H]O(H)),ff () - 2f f'b(H),f IIB(2•,L2) • ~'f2)f()).
Note that by (14.41), (14.44) holds automatically outside supp f, so it holds for all
Se W'. Thus,
(14.45) i(V)(H)[Q*Q, H]2k(H))ff,l Ž 2f' fb(H)ff - el' ff.
Multiplying by O(H) from both left and right we finally conclude that
2
(14.46) iO(H)[Q*Q,H]b(H)ff, 2 (2 - e')fbýf (H),.
The other face, mf, is much easier to deal with. In fact, from (13.36) we deduce
at once that
(14.47) i(k(H)[Q*Q,H]O(H))mf,1 = -20(g)2(sCHg).
This also holds if we replace ?p by 0.
Now we can follow the usual proof of the principal-type propagation theorem
[19, Proposition 7]. Let
(14.48) b = ¢0o(X)41/2(1 - r)1/ 290,
and let B = qL(b) O(H). Also, let
(14.49) E = (H)qL((deo)l/2 *qL (( eo)1/2 )O(H ).
Thus, by (14.46) and (14.47) and (14.25)
(14.50)
ix-1/2 ¢(H)[Q*Q, H]k(H)x-1/ 2 - Mx1/ 2 (H)Q*QO(H)x-1/2
- Mx- 1/ 2 (H)Q*Q¢(H)x1/ 2 > (2 - 2 1')B*B + E + F
where B E •oJ!'°(X), E E ,-oo'0 (X), F E T', "(X), and
(14.51) WFsc(E) C K = Kg, 6
(14.52)
WF3sc,mf(F) C supp 4 C {a E ScT;X : -26 < N < 26, Ig - AI 5 l 9, w < 46},
(14.53) WF'sc,ff (F) C supp f.
Let
(14.54) Ar = x-1 -1 /2 (1 + r/x)- 1, r E (0, 1).
Also define
(14.55) Qr = QO(H)Arz - 1/2 , Br = BAr, Er = ArEAr, Fr = ArFAr.
Then multiplying (14.50) by (1 + r/x)- t from left and right and rearranging the
terms we obtain the following estimate of self-adjoint bounded operators on L2c (X):
ixZ+1/2 [QQr, H]xl+1/2 _ XI+1 /2((Mxl/ 2 Ar + G*)O(H)Q*Qr
(14.56) + Q*QO(H)(Gr + MX1/2 r))x 1+ 1/2
> xZ+1/2((2 - e')B*Br + Er + Fr)zX+ 1/2
where Gr = i[Ar-1/2, H]. Now, Gr E B(Hs-m+l,-1/2 (X), Hscm'--11/2 (X)) re-
mains bounded when we let r -+ 0. Hence, IlX1GrI 5< M if we chose M sufficiently
large. The point of the commutator calculation is that in LS2 (X)
(14.57) (u, [Q*Qr, H]u) = 2i Im(u, Q*Qr(H - A)u);
the pairing makes sense for r > 0 since Qr E 3sc (X). Now apply (14.56) to
x-1-1/2u and pair it with x-"-1/2u in L2 (X). Then for r > 0
(14.58) IBruLI 2 < I(u, Eru)I + I(u, Fru)I + 21(u, QQr,(H - A)u)(.
Letting r -+ 0 now keeps the right hand side of (14.58) bounded since (1 +
r/x)- 1 -+ Id strongly on B(H"',"' (X), Hm ' ' '" (X)). In fact, by (14.28) Qr(H-A)u E
C"(X) remains bounded in CI(X) as r -+ 0. Similarly, by (14.31) Eru remains
bounded in Cd(X) as r -+ 0. Also, Fr is bounded in B(Hsmc'l(X), H, m,-'(X)), so
(u, Fru) stays bounded by (14.29). These show that Bru is uniformly bounded in
L2 (X) which implies that Bx- 1 -1 / 2 u E L2 (X).
Let
(14.59) B' = Bx - 1- 1/ 2 + P(1 - O(H))
with P E 3c 1-1/ 2 (X) with Pi,---1/2(O) = Id. Although B(ýo) is not invertible,
B'(ýo) is by (14.48). If P is chosen with WFasc(P) sufficiently small, then 0o 4
WF3sc((H - A)u) implies that P(1 - ¢(H))u E CL(X) too, so we conclude that
(14.60) B'u E Lc(X).
As B'(0o) is invertible, this implies that
(14.61) 0o ý WF3m,1 1/2
This is exactly the iterative step we wanted to prove. Hence, we deduce that (14.1)
holds for all m and 1, proving the proposition. O
An immediate corollary is a complete description of propagation of singularities
away from C if C is totally geodesic.
Corollary 14.2. Suppose that H satisfies (11.11), C is totally geodesic, and A > 0.
If u E C-O(X), (H -A)U E CO(X), a E sTx\cXc, a E EAC_, and for every
broken bicharacteristic y of H - A satisfying y(0) = a, there exists t < 0 such that
y(t) V WF 3sc(u), then a V WFs3c(u).
15. PROPAGATION OF SINGULARITIES IN TANGENTIAL DIRECTIONS
We proceed to analyze the propagation of singularities along the tangential di-
rections to C. First we prove a result showing that if either one of two spectral
conditions on Hif, given below in (15.1) and (15.2), is satisfied, then for (microlo-
cal) solutions of (H - A)u E Cd'(X) the absence of WF38c(u) in a ball implies the
absence WF 3as(u) in a corresponding parabolic region. This is completely analo-
gous to Theorem 2.50 of Melrose and Sj6strand [20]. The other main ingredient
of proving that singularities propagate along generalized broken geodesics is the
understanding of the generalized broken geodesic flow. Since the geometry is es-
sentially the same as in [20] and [21], we can make this conclusion. As we are
primarily interested in the actual three-body problem where C is totally geodesic,
we will provide a simpler proof in this special case.
If Hff has eigenvalues, propagation can be much more complicated. However, in
the case when in some local coordinates adapted to W1 Hff(z) is independent of z,
it can be described just as in the eigenvalueless case. It is convenient to state our
assumptions here. From now on in this section we assume that H is as in (11.11),
and either
(15.1) Hff(z) does not have any eigenvalues in L2 (S') for any z,
or
(15.2) in some local coordinates Hff(z) is independent of z.
Note that (15.2) does not give any conditions for hz (v), and it is satisfied for the
actual three-body operators. We first prove a commutator estimate which will be
useful if (15.2) holds.
Lemma 15.1. Suppose that A < 0 and H satisfies (11.11). Then given e > 0 there
exists 6 > 0 such that for b E C,,(R; [0, 1]) supported in (A - 6, A + 6)
(15.3) IIb(Hff)[Ya?, Hff]hb(Hff) I < e.
Proof. Let E = EH,, ({A}), EHrf denoting the spectral projection. First choose
SE Co (R; [0,1]) which is identically 1 on supp . Then €(Hff) = (Hff)(Hgff).
Let
R = [Y9 7,Hff ]q(Hff) [Y•, Aff]O(Aff)(15.4)
= [Yi9p, Aff](b(Hff) - q(Aff)) + [F•O, Vff](Hff).
Now, [F , Aff] = -2Aff, and
(15.5) ¢(Hff) - q(Aff) E o00'l(Sn)
by Proposition 10.2. Moreover, Vff E @0,1(S), and Y E W5-1(X), so their
commutator is in o +,1(S_). Hence, R E I-co',1(S_), and thus it is compact on
L8c(S+). Now write
(15.6)
Vb(Hff)[Yi ,Hff]V)(Hff) =( (Hff) - E)[YO, Hff]q(Hff)(O(Hff) - E)
+ E[YO., Hff]q(Hff)(0(Hff) - E)
+ (b(Hff) - E)[YOi , Hff](Hff)E + E[YOa, Hff]E.
Here the last term vanishes by the virial theorem. Also, 2(Hff) - E goes to 0
strongly as supp ý -+ {A}, so in particular b supported sufficiently close to A
(15.7) |II((Hff) - E)RII < e/8, IIR( (Hff) - E)II < e/8.
In addition, A < 0 and Aff > 0, so if 4 is supported in (A - e/32, A + e/32) then
(15.8) 112Affk(Aff)lI < E/16.
Since II|(Hff)ll < 1, and the same holds for E we see that if ý is supported suf-
ficiently close to A then the first three terms on the right hand side of (15.6) are
bounded in norm by e/2, e/4 and e/4 respectively. This proves the lemma. O
Recall that
(15.9) h(z,v) = h~(v) = httI =o(z, v)
is the restriction of the boundary metric h to W'V, and we have defined
(15.10) W = 2r(v -.o,) - 2ha(v)io + Hh E V(W').
This definition ensures that W- SCH9 I wnE _x = E aiO,i in the local coordinates
adapted to W'. We also assume in what follows that we have chosen some
(15.11) K C Et(A) \ (R- UR+)
which is compact. Since the propagation result is local, we can work in local
coordinates. In particular, it will be useful to extend the projection ri : SCTTX -
W' using a product decomposition given by local coordinates to a projection (also
denoted by 7r') from SCT{X to W', where U C OX is a neighborhood of C. We
also write 1.1 for the Euclidian metric on SCT{*X in the local coordinates.
Proposition 15.2. Suppose that H satisfies (11.11) and A > 0. Suppose also that
either (15.1) or (15.2) holds. Given K as in (15.11) there exist constants Co > 0,
Jo > 0 such that the following holds. If ýo = (zo, 7o,Vo) E K, u E C-O(X),ýo V WF3sc((H - A)u) and in addition for some 0 < e < 1, 0 < 6 < min{Coc, 6o}
and for all a = (y, z, 7r, p, v) E SCTOxX
(15.12) Iyl 5 e6, |Ir'(a) - exp(-6W)(ýo)l 5 e6 =• a V WF 3ssc,mf()
and
(15.13) y = 0, I17(a) - exp(-6W)(0o)l 5 e6 => 7ra V WF3sc,ff(u)
then (o V WF 3ssc,ff(u).
Proof. The proof is essentially a combination of the proofs of Proposition 14.1 and of
the propagation along generalized bicharecteristics found in [14, Proposition 24.5.1]
which in turn is based on Melrose's and Sjdstrand's paper [20]. Thus, we have to
change the construction of q; the point being that now sCH9 is tangent to W ± at
some points of the broken geodesics, so we cannot use the flow-out of SCHg from
some hypersurface including SCTX as in the normal case to define w, and hence
4. Of course, we still want to arrange Q to have a positive commutator with H in
the region which we wish to exclude from the wave front set. The main difference
from the proof of Proposition 14.1 will be that we define w by using the flow-out
of W from some hypersurface; in particular w will be completely independent of p.
Naturally, we cannot expect SCHgw to vanish, but it will be small in the region of
interest, and we will have to do careful estimates to make sure that it is actually
sufficiently small. In the first part of the argument we follow the proof of [14,
Proposition 24.5.1] closely with a few necessary changes.
We have
(15.14)
Hh = 2 hi pjO, + 2 :h'iO + 2 h 07,J +2 h vj z,
i,j i,j ij i,j
(zkh0n) ipj1k + 2 (zk pvjk + (Oa, h 3) vivi ev +W'
i,j,k i,j,k i,j,k
with W' = pa0,,. Hence, if w E C (lR,-1 x IRT,) then
(15.15) Hhwly=o = HhW,
so we have
(15.16) cHgwiy=o = Ww - 2(h - h)9,w.
We now define w such that the second term is small near ao = (0, zo,o, 0, O,) E
"TcX, the unique point on EA-\ such that rja 0o = o0. Now, Wr = -2h, and
hzo(vo) $ 0, so near 6o, Wr 5 0, i.e. W is transversal to the hypersurface 7 = To.
Thus, near 6o in W' we can solve the Cauchy problem
(15.17) Ww = 0, W17=. o = (z - zo)2 + (v - yo)2
Since w and dw vanish at 6o, the same holds on the bicharacteristic of W through
6o, but w > 0 and the Hessian is still positive in directions transversal to the
bicharacteristics as these hold at 6o. Moreover, by [14, Lemma 7.7.2],
(15.18) dW. <• CW1/2.
Let
(15.19) ro = 72 + hz(v) - A,
so Wro = 0. Now at r = To we have ro = hz (v) - hzo (vo), so
(15.20) Irol < C'ldwl < C"w1/2
when r = To, and then Ww = 0 = Wro implies that this inequality holds every-
where. Therefore,
(15.21) |I-hI!IA-r2 -hi + IA - _ 2 _ h < IA _ 7-2 - hi + C 1/2.
Note that hn(O0, y) = bij, h't(0,y) = O, and
(15.22)
sCHgw = SCHgw - Ww = - 2(h - h)9,w
+ 2Z h I(y, z), z, w + 2 (h'(y, z) - hi(0, z))vj9z w
ij ij
+ E Ozkh h (y,z) isje9kv w + 2 8Ok ,,h (y,z)P ivvJ,.kw
i,j,k i,j,k
+ Z E9z (h (y, z)- h (O, z))VV-yv1,
i,j,k
so for some C, C' > 0
IsCHgw - Wwl 5 C'(lyl + -2 + h - Al + 12 )IdW
(15.23) ( C(jyl + 172 + h - Al + 1/2)1 /2.
Now we define for 6, c > 0
(15.24) = -o - + (IY2 + ).
Note that now jly2 +W plays the role of w in (14.5) and (14.10), and our propagation
variable is ro - r since CHg,(To - r) = 2h is positive near ao. Thus,
(15.25) scH 9g = 2h + 1(4 h0npjyi + 4 E hi jyi + scH 9 w)
We have already estimated sCHgw. On the other hand,
(15.26) Ih'(y,,z)vjy| I CIY12,  jhi (y,z)pjyil < Clylp|l-
We can also estimate Ipl near EA-\. In fact, IpzVjl • I1,12 + Il12, SO
(15.27) I h'i(y, z)pivj I < CylI(I|L 2 + IV12).
i,j
Also,
(15.28) 1 -(h'in(y,z) - 6ij)pip|j 1 CIyIIp12,
i,j
(15.29) 1 E(ht(y,z) - h t(O,z))Vi•Il < Cy|Ilv 2,
ij
(15.30) lh - P-l2 - hz(V)l • CIyI(l[l 2 + Iv12).
By the triangle inequality
(15.31) 1,L2 < i(h - hz(v)) - 11121 + lh - h.
Hence, by (15.21)
(15.32) IP12 < C(Iyl + W1/2 + IT2 + h - AI)
Summarizing these estimates we see that
ISCH( - 2hI 5 (y|(|y +l  w1/2 + 1 2 + h - Al) 1/ 2 + I1 2(15.33) f2j
+ (IyI + I72 + h - A + 12)w1/2).
Now,
(15.34) < 26 and r -ro 5 26 = IT - rol < 26, ly| < 2E3 , w < (2E6) 2.
Thus, under the additional assumption that 172 + h - Al 5 E6,
(15.35) IScHg, - 2hjl C1((6/b)1 /2 + 6).
Note that C, and J, > 0 can be chosen so that (15.35) is valid for all ýo E K if
6 < 61. Thus, there exist Co > 0 and Jo > 0 such that if Co E K, 6 < 6o, e < 1,
6/E < Co then
(15.36) SCHg9  c = inf{Ivol2 :•0  E K},
when the assumptions of (15.34) are satisfied and I72 + h - AI <E6.
Still following the proof of [14, Proposition 24.5.1] we let Xo(t) = exp(-1/t) for
t > 0, 0 for t < 0, and we let X1 E C' (R) to be identically 1 on [1, oo), 0 on (-oo, 0],
and to have 0 < X' E C ((0, 1)). For t E [0, 1], f E (0, 1), 0 < 6 < e, A > 0 we
define
(15.37) dt(y,z,r,v) = Xo(A-1(1 + t --/6))X,((ro - + )/(f6) + t).
On the support of the first factor 
€ < 26, and on the support of the second factor
- - -o < 6 + e6 t < 26. Now,
(15.38) scHg9 t = -g2 + eo
where
(15.39) g2 = A-6-1 (sHg¢)Xo(A-'(1 + t --/ 6 ))Xi((ro - -r + 6 )/(e 6 ) + t),
(15.40) eo= 2h(e6)X-1o(A-'(1 + t - O/6))X ((To - 7 + 6)/(e6) + t).
Note that X'(s) = s-2xo(s), and on supp qt, 1 + t - q/J < 4, so
(15.41) A-1X'(A-I(1 + t - O/6))X1 _ (A/16)dt.
By (15.35) we see that when 172 + h - Al•5 e6, we have similarly to (14.24)
(15.42) ~t 5 C'A-2XoX1 5 CA- 1'g2.
On the other hand, et is supported where
(15.43) -te6 < ro - 7 + 6 < (1 - t)e6
in addition to (15.34). With ( = exp(-6'W)ýo, 6' = 6/(21vo|2o), this implies that
17 - ())I 5 E< + C6 2 . From (15.34) we also conclude that
(15.44) IyI2 + Iz - z(ý)l2 + IV - v(ý)I 2 < CE2 62 .
We drop the index t for the time being. We now let Q be the quantization of
(15.45) q = o(x)
as in Proposition 14.1, and we consider the commutator [QVi(H), H] where we still
have QV)(H) E I'@"' (X) since V) E C~ (R). If A - 72 _ Iv12 is not an eigenvalue
of Hff(z) then we can employ Corollary 13.4 as in the normal case to reduce the
computation to that of [Q#k(A), A]. Since Qk(A) E '• oo',(X), the joint symbol
of the commutator is given by the Poisson bracket of the symbols:
(15.46) isc,o,1(i[QVb(A), A])= - (SCHg (g).
We have already estimated ScHgq near EA_-, so if we arrange that suppo C
(A - e6, A + e6), and 6 > 0 is sufficiently small, we can conclude that away from
supp e
(15.47) jsc,o,1 (i[QV)(A), A]) 5 -A - 16-lcXX0X l (g).
We can also estimate dqly=o since on supp q
(15.48) IdlIY=ol 5 C' + |ldwIl C"(1 + - 1/2) C(1 + -)
Thus, we see that away from supp e
(15.49) |dd(0, z,7,v)| 5 C(1+ E-l1)f(z,7, v)
where, in accordance with (14.16) and (15.47) we let
(15.50) fb = A-16-'cXcIy=oX1.
Since q is independent of p, this proves (14.21) and (14.23) in our setting.
If (15.1) holds, then we can apply the argument in the proof of Proposition 14.1
after (14.40) verbatim, taking into account the support properties of e in (15.43),
and reducing the size of t in the iterative steps (of improving regularity by order
) as in the proof of [14, Proposition 24.5.1], to deduce the conclusion of this
proposition. Note that the presence of e-1 in (15.49) will not cause any problems
since in the compactness argument after (14.42) we will just choose a spectral cutoff
function E CO (IR) supported sufficiently close to A, with the size of support
depending on e.
Suppose now that (15.2) holds. Note that
(15.51) iff = Af + Vff + + r2
By (13.38) we have with f = q y=o
i[Qw(H), H]ff, = (-(O, f)[Y~y, Hff] - Wf)O)(Hff)(15.52)
since
(15.53) W = 27(v -1,) - 2ha, + (ah)a, - (0zh)9,.
Now, if T2 + h > A, then by Lemma 15.1 we can arrange for any C E W' and
for any e' > 0 that
(15.54) II|(HEf(C)) [Fy, Hff(z)]2(Hfff()) II < e'
if / E Coo(R; [0, 1]) satisfies supp 1P C (A - 6, A + 6) where 6 = 5,,,, since
(15.55) (^(Hff) = €(Hef + 2  ).
Since WO = 2h, we have
(15.56)
Wq = -2A - 1' - hyX ' (A - 1 (1 + t - 0/ 6 ))X1 + 2hxox' ((To - r + 6)/(d6) + t).
We multiply both sides of (15.52) by (Hff)^)ý, note that Q^ = f, so it commutes
with VI(f(ff), so we see that
(15.57) iO(H) [Q*QV(H), H]ff, 1  2f fbf(ff) 2
if C V supp e. This is completely analogous to (14.46). Taking into account (15.42),
we actually conclude that for any M we can choose A > 0 sufficiently large so that
(15.58) ik(H)[Q*Q 0(H), H],ff + 2Mf2 ^(I!ff)2 > (2 - 2e')ff~b(IIf)2
Although we have assumed that 72 + h > A, (15.57) also holds if this is not satisfied,
since in that case A - (72 + h) cannot be an eigenvalue of Hff, so we can use the
eigenvalueless argument from above. Since the right hand side of (15.57) is a
continuous function of C with values in B(L2(Sn), 2(S)), if (15.57) holds for
some i at C, it also holds in some neighborhood of C with e' replaced by 2e'. Since
supp f is compact, (15.57) holds on supp f if we choose supp i sufficiently small,
and hence it holds everywhere in this case. Combining this with the argument for
on supp q at mf proves the proposition when (15.2) is satisfied. O
As mentioned above, this result is completely analogous to Theorem 2.50 of
Melrose's and Sj6strand's first paper [20]. The argument of their second paper [21],
see also Sjhstrand's paper on analytic singularities [29] and the arguments of [14,
Section 24.3], can be repeated to prove that our proposition implies that WF 3sc
propagates along generalized broken bicharacteristics. Namely, we conclude:
Proposition 15.3. Suppose that H satisfies (11.11) and A > 0. Suppose also that
either (15.1) or (15.2) holds. Let Co E Et(A). Assume that u E C-"(X) and
Co V WFssc,ff((H - A)u). If in addition Co E WFss,,f(u), then there exist e > 0 and
a generalized bicharacteristic y of H with r7(0) = Co such that -y( ,~) C WFs,c,ff (u).
We are particularly interested in the case when C is totally geodesic. Then
the argument of the previous proposition can be strengthened to give an analog
of Proposition 14.1 immediately, without the additional analysis of the generalized
bicharacteristics. Namely, in this case the bicharacteristic y of g going through
ao E W' C SCTOxX stays in W', and 7r'(7) is a bicharacteristic of W. We now
show that for microlocal solutions of (H- A)u E Co (X), WF3sc,ff(u) either includes
the whole of 7 or is disjoint from it.
Proposition 15.4. Suppose that C is totally geodesic, H as in (11.11), A > 0 and
either (15.1) or (15.2) holds. Let ýo = (zo,To, Vo) E ,t(A) \ (R- U R+). Suppose
also that u E C-O0(X), ýo V WFs,,((H - A)u). Then there exists e' > 0 such that if
in addition for the unique ao with 7r'ao = ýo, g(ao) = A, and for some s E (-E', 0)
we have exp(sSCHg)(ao) V WF3sc(u), then ýo V WFssc,ff(u).
Proof. Note first that e' > 0 appears in the statement only to ensure that for
s E (-E', 0), exp(sSCHg)(ao) V WF 3sc((H - A)u). As usual, it suffices to prove that
the set
(15.59) {s E (-c, e) : exp(s"sHg)(ao) V WF 38c(U)}
is closed. We again work in local coordinates and note that C totally geodesic
means that
(15.60) hi(0, z) =0
for all z. It is useful to introduce geodesic normal coordinates (y', z') with respect
to C. In these coordinates h i,(y', z') - 6ij vanishes with its first derivative at
y' = 0, and the same holds for h(y', z'). Moreover, (15.60) is still satisfied when
the variables are replaced by the primed ones. From now on we assume that our
coordinates are geodesic normal coordinates and we drop the primes.
The additional vanishing of the coefficients allows strong improvements in the
arguments of the previous proposition. First, in (15.22) every term but the first
one, -2(h - h)Ow, has an additional order of vanishing in lyl, so (15.23) can be
replaced by
SCH(15.61) w - Wwl 5 C'(IY12 + tr2 + h - AI + w1/ 2)ldwI(15.61)
< C(I1 2 + 172 + h - Ai + W1/2)W1 / 2
Similarly, in (15.27)-(15.30) we gain an extra factor of lyl in the estimates, so (15.32)
can be replaced by
(15.62) lplI2 < C(lyl2 + W1/2 + -T 2 + h - Al).
Moreover, the first equation of (15.26) can be replaced by |hi(y, z)vjy i | 5 CjyI3 .
For e > 0 let
(15.63) -= o0 - r + e-1 Y12 + -2 W.
Thus, (15.33) is replaced by
(15.64)
ISCHg9 - 2hl 5 C(E-ljyl(jyl2 + W1/ 2 + 7r2 + h - Ah)1/ 2 + lyl 3
+ e-2(lyl 2 + 172 + h - + A 1/2)l 1/2).
Therefore,
(15.65) q _ 26 and - ro0 < 26 - 17 - T01 5 26, lyl I (4e6) 1 /2 , W < 4 2 .
Hence, under the additional assumption that r72 + h - Al :5 6,
(15.66) [SCHg9 - 2hl 5 C1 (6 + 63/4 + 63/2f1/2 + 63/2).
Thus, there exists So > 0 such that if J < 60 and e < 1 then
sCH9€ _ c = inf{IlvOl 2 : ýo K},(15.67)
when the assumptions of (15.65) are satisfied and r72 + h - AJ < eb. This has the
tremendous advantage over the non-totally geodesic case that we can fix 6 > 0 first,
and then choose e > 0 as small as we wish.
We can repeat the arguments of the previous proposition. Since we altered the
definition of q, (15.48) is replaced by
(15.68) |Id¢y=o| 5 C' + e-21dWI < C"(1 + -2W1/2) < C(1 + 6-161/2).
Again, the presence of e-1 will not cause any problems since we will simply choose
our spectral cutoff, i to have sufficiently small support (depending on e) near
A. The rest of the proof can be followed verbatim to conclude that statement of
Proposition 15.2 can be replaced by the following assertion. There exists a constant
6o > 0 such that if ýo = (zo, To, vo) E K, u E C-OO(X), Co V WF3,s((H - A)u) and
in addition for some 0 < e < 1, 0 < 6 < 6o and for all a E SCT*xX
(15.69) ly 5 e6, a - exp(-6W)(0o)|l e6 = a V WFsc,mf (U)
and
(15.70) y = 0, 1a - exp(-6W)(0o)| 1 e6 = -7ria V WF 3sc,ff(u)
then ýo q WF 3sc,ff(u).
It is very easy to interpret these conditions geometrically. First, W - SCHg
vanishes when y = 0 and p = 0 by the assumption of total geodesity, so
(15.71) exp(-6W)(ýo) = 7rI exp(-6SCHg)ao
where ao is the unique element of EC-A with 7r ao = o. Next, suppose that for
some 6 < e', 6 < 60, 7r' exp(-~sCHg)(ao) ý WF3sc(u). Then for sufficiently small
e > 0 (15.69) and (15.70) are satisfied, so we conclude that 0o V WFSsc,ff(u). This
shows that (15.59) is closed, hence we have proved the proposition. O
16. BOUND STATES WITH STRICTLY NEGATIVE ENERGY
We now analyze the propagation of singularities along bound states with strictly
negative energy, i.e. at points in Eb(A). We assume that (15.2) holds. On the
other hand, since (Ir')-1(Eb(A)) is disjoint from Ea_, the singularities at the
bound states will be unable to leave C, and correspondingly we can implement the
argument of Proposition 15.4 without the assumption that C is totally geodesic.
Proposition 16.1. Suppose that (15.2) holds and A > 0. Let ýo = (zo, 0 , v0 ) E
Eb(A) \ (R+ U R-). Suppose that ýo V WFssc,ff((H - A)u). Then there exists
e' > 0 such that if in addition exp(sW)(ýo) V WFss,ff(u) for some s E (0, -e')
then ýo V WFsc,ff (u).
Proof. We just follow the proof of Proposition 15.2. We define w, 4, etc., exactly
the same way, but now we will not make use of the estimates on SCHg . Now if we
choose supp 0 close to A then supp 0 (g) and supp 4 are disjoint, so
(16.1) [Q, A]mf, 10(H)mf = 0.
On ff we can follow the calculations following (15.51). Since it only involves es-
timates on Ww and the use of Lemma 15.1, the arguments given there can be
followed without a change. O
17. RADIAL SETS
In this section we study the wave front set near the radial sets RM and R + n
(Et(A) U Eb(A)). We shall also show that any Lc(X) eigenfunction of H - A with
A > 0 is actually in Cd (X). A theorem of Froese and Herbst [7] implies that
there are no such eigenfunctions in Euclidian many-body scattering. We extend
this result to the geometric setting, largely following their proof, in Appendix B.
In general, when we do not assume either of (15.1) and (15.2), we do not have
a complete picture of propagation of singularities. Namely, the propagation is
understood in normal directions to C, but tangential directions and bound states are
more troublesome. However, even in these cases we can prove resolvent estimates
and uniqueness results which are analogous to those of G6rard, Isozaki and Skibsted
[9, 16]. In fact, these results only require propagation estimates in the r variable, i.e.
no complete microlocalization. If either of the above mentioned assumptions holds,
so in particular for the actual three-body problem, we can obtain sharp uniqueness
statements in the sense that the wave front set assumptions are minimal. We first
prove the standard commutator identity.
Lemma 17.1. Suppose that H satisfies (11.11), Q E -21-1(X), Q = Q*
[Q, H] E p-'-2 1 (X), and v E C-'(X) satisfies
(17.1) WFo, (v) n WF 8 c(Q) = 0, WFl'+((H - A)v)n WF'sc(Q) = 0•
Then
(17.2) (v, [Q, H]v) = 2i Im(v, Q(H - A)v).
Proof. Let m',1' E R be such that v E HJm' (X). Also let P E T'3I(X) with
WF'3sc(Id -P) n WF'sc(Q) = 0 such that Pv E H,'1 (X), P(H - A)v E Hs1'+1(X);
this can be arranged by (17.1). For the same reason note that both sides of (17.2)
are indeed defined. First note that (17.2) holds under the slightly stronger assump-
tion Pv E HIt°+1(X). In fact,
(17.3) (H - A)Q E B(HOc+1(X), Hs-'(X)),
so we can write [Q, H] = Q(H - A) - (H - A)Q and expand the left hand side
of (17.2). We also write v = Pv + (Id -P)v, and manipulate the arising terms of
(v, [Q, H]v) separately using that
(17.4) (H - A)Q(Id -P), Q(H - A)(Id -P) E 3s'00(X);
then the standard argument gives (17.2). Moreover, again writing
(17.5)
(v, [Q, H]v) = (Pv, [Q, H]Pv) + (v, (Id -P*)[Q, H]Pv) + (v, [Q, H](Id -P)v),
and similarly with the right hand side of (17.2), we have
(17.6) I(v, [Q, H]v)I < C(IIPvlIHo,,(x) + IIvIIH,., II(X)),
(17.7)
J(v, Q(H - A)v)l < C(IIPvllHoL'(x) + IlvllHm lI(X))
(IIP(H - A)vjIH-1.'+1(x) + IIVIIHm'.,l(X)).
Thus, by continuity, it suffices to show that there exists a sequence v, in Hs}+l (X)
such that v8 -4 v in H, 1', ' (X), Pv 8 -+ Pv in H.d1 (X) and P(H-A)v, -+ P(H-A)v
in H,-1,'+1(X). But now consider As = (1+ssx-1) - 1 , and let v. = A,v for s E [0, 1].
For s > 0, Pv, E Ho,'l+(X), and Pv, -+ Pv in HO1 (X). Moreover, we can also
choose P' such that P'v E HO,,(X) and WF',,(P' - Id) n WF,,sc(P) = 0. Hence,
(17.8)
P(H - A)v, = AP(H - A)v + [P(H - A), A,]P'v + [P(H - A), As](Id -P')v.
Now, As -+ Id strongly on Hsol+l (X), so the first term converges to P(H - A)v in
Hs1d+l(X) as s -> 0. Also, [P(H - A), A,] -+ 0 strongly in
B(Hos,'(X), H-,'+ (X)),
so the second term converges to 0 in H 1 1,t+ 1(X). Finally, [P(H-A), A,](Id -P') -*
0 strongly in B(HsO' (X), Hs1,'+1 (X)), so the last term also converges to 0 in
Hc1,'+1(X). This shows that (17.2) indeed holds if we just assume that Pv E
H,°1 (X), P(H - A)v E HO'+l(X). O
First we deal with the general case; the improved statements under the additional
assumptions, (15.1) or (15.2), follow at once from the propagation results of the
previous sections. For T0 E R let
(17.9) T/ (To) = {(z, T, v) E Eff(H - A) : ±7 > ±ro0}.
If the additional assumptions hold, then we can use R- n ( At(A) U Eb(A)) instead
of TW(-A 1/ 2) in (17.10) and (17.11) in the statement of the following lemma.
Lemma 17.2. Suppose that H is as in (11.11), A > 0. Suppose also that
(17.10) WFm,- WFm" -A'/2) 0
(17.10) WFsc,mf(U) nRX= , WF (u) T( 1/ 2)
for some m E R and I > -1/2, and (H - A)u E Cd'(X). Then
(17.11) WFsc,mf (u) n R- = 0, WF3s,ff(u) n TW(-A 11/ 2 ) =0.
The same result holds with R- and TfF(-A1/ 2) replaced by R+ and Tf (A/2) re-
spectively.
Proof. Assume iteratively that (17.11) holds for WF~oc(u) where I > -1/2; we
want to show that it holds when 1 is replaced by I + 1/2. Note that by our initial
assumption the claim holds for some 1 > -1/2.
With e E (0, A1 /2 /3) small, let X E C"(R) be supported in (-oc, -A1/ 2 + 2e),
identically 1 in (-oo, -A1/ 2 + e) and X' < 0. Let ¢o E C"(X) be supported in a
product neighborhood of OX, identically 1 near OX. Define
(17.12) q = x--11/2X(r)bo > 0;
q is a globally defined function on SCT*X and on supp q, -7 -A 1 /2 + 2e < 0. Thus,
QO(H) E 431'--1 1/2(X). Near SCT*xX we have
(17.13) SCHgq = 2(-(1 + 1/ 2)rX(7) - hX'(r))x - 1- 1/2 > 0.
Let f = xl+lqj=T x; since f is independent of p, it can be regarded as a function
on W'. Now, let 4 e COO((A/2, 2A)) supported near A, so that in a neighborhood
of supp O(g) n supp x'(r) we have h > 6; here 6 > 0 is just some fixed constant.
This can be arranged since on EAx, h = A - r2 and on suppx'(7-), 7 r [-A1/2 +
e, -A1/ 2 + 2e]. Thus, with
c2 = 2 inf hIsuppv/(g)nsuppX'(r) > 0,(17.14)
and
(17.15) cl = 2(1+ 1/2)(A1/ 2 - 2E) > 0,
we have
(17.16) x1+1/ 2 (CHgqjsupp ,( 9 )) f= C(7) - C2X'(T) > 0.
Hence,
(17.17) jsc,1,-+l/2(-i[QV2(A), A]) = xL+l/2 (SCHgq)i(g) > fb0(g).
Note in particular that q is independent of p = (p, v),
(17.18) x1+1/2 q _ C1f'
and in the standard local coordinates near C
(17.19) |d(zx+1/2q)l < C2f b
corresponding to (14.24), (14.21) and (14.23). Using Corollary 13.4 and the argu-
ment of Proposition 14.1 we see that with Q = qL (q)
(17.20) RI(() = -i[Q, H]ff,-l+1/2 (H)ff - f O(H)ff E sc" +
(17.21) IIRI() IIB(L2c(S-),Hnl (Sn)) !- C' fb( z , 7, v).
When A - (r 2 + ]lV2 ) is not an eigenvalue of Hff, we can follow the proof of
Proposition 14.1 after (14.40) to conclude that for q E C' (R) supported sufficiently
close to A we have
(17.22) -i(O(H)[Q*Q, H]k(H))ff-21 > (2 - e')ff'b(H)2 .
If A - (72 + IVI2) is an eigenvalue of Hff, we can follow the proof of Proposition 15.2
starting from (15.51). We need not make use of (15.2) since q is independent of
v, and so the term (Df)(OzHef) automatically vanishes in (13.38). This proves
(17.22) in this setting too. We can then apply the standard compactness argument
to show that 4 can be chosen to be independent of C E W'. Of course, at mf the
analog of (17.22) holds automatically. Now note that
(17.23) -i[(x + r)-1/ 2 , H] - qL(xCHg(x + r) - 1/ 2) E 3scc
uniformly for r E (0, 1), and
(17.24) SCHg(x + r) - 1 / 2 - -- rx(x + r) - 3 / 2
which is positive on supp q. Hence we have shown that with Q, = Q0(H)(x+r)- 1/ 2
where --= 1 on supp b,
(17.25) -i[QQr,, H] Ž Vi(H)(x + r)-1/ 2B 2 (x + r)-1/2 (H) + E2 + Fr
where B E P3s' -'(X) is self-adjoint, Fr E 3c,- 2 1(X) uniformly bounded, Er E
sc,'-'(X) for r > 0 and it is uniformly bounded in -00' 1- 1/ 2 (X) (and it is
self-adjoint). Note also that Qr E s-c,'-1/2 (X) for r > 0 and it is uniformly
bounded in cm'-t-t1 (X).
Apply now (17.2) with u in place of v, QQ,r in place of Q, and use (17.25).
Thus, we see that for r > 0
(17.26) IIB(x + r)-1/20(H)u112 < l(u, Fru)l + 21 Im(u, Q*Qr:(H - A)u)l.
Letting r -+ 0 keeps the right hand side bounded, and B(x + r)-1/2'(H)u -+
Bx-1/2i(H)u in Ho~-1/2(X), so it follows that Bx-1/24(H)u E Lc(X). Noting
that x-1-'/ 2 (Id - (H)) + Bx-1/ 2 V)(H) has an invertible indicial operator where
f > 0 by (17.22) and (Id -O(H))u E C"(X) shows that the set where f > 0 is
disjoint from WFo'c 1/2(u), which provides the iterative step in the proof. O
We can also analyze propagation in -r in the region r E (-A 1/2, A1/ 2 ). Of course,
we have the detailed picture at E,(A) in general, but at Et(A) U bb(A) only if either
(15.1) or (15.2) is satisfied. For ro E R we now introduce similarly to (17.9)
(17.27) T(Tro) = {(,7r, Ai) E A-- : 1r7 2 r+To}-
Lemma 17.3. Suppose that H satisfies (11.11), A > 0. Suppose also that for some
ro0 E (_\1/2, 1/2)
(17.28) WFssc,mf(U) n T-(To) = 0, WFs8 c,ff(u) n TW(To) = 0
and (H - A)u E C"(X). Then for any ro E (-A1/2, A1/ 2 ) we have
(17.29) WFssc,mf(u) n T-(rT) = 0, WFssc,ff(u) n Ti(r~) = 0.
The same result holds with T- and TW replaced by T + and T+ respectively.
Proof. This is a simple one-variable version of the propagation theorems. Thus,
we only sketch the proof. We let Xo E C"(R) be Xo(t) = exp(-1/t) for t > 0,
Xo(t) = 0 for t < 0, and also choose X1 E C'(R; [0, 1]) be 0 on (-oo, 0], 1 on [1, 00).
For 6 > 0 small, A > 0 large, define
(17.30) q = Xo(A-1(-r + 6 - r))X1((- - To)/6 + 2).
Then we proceed just as in the proof of Proposition 14.1 to obtain a positive com-
mutator estimate and prove this lemma. O
Remark 17.4. This one-variable propagation result follows easily from the meth-
ods of Gerard, Isozaki and Skibsted in [9] in the setting of Euclidian many-body
scattering, with an appropriate notion of wavefront set.
Corollary 17.5. Suppose that H satisfies (11.11), A > 0, u E Hm'(X), I > -1/2,
and (H - A)u E dC•(X). Then u E COO(X).
Proof. By Lemma 17.2
(17.31) WF3sc,mf(U) (T-(_A1/ 2) U T+(A1/2)) = 0,
(17.32) WF3 sc,ff(u) (T- (-A 1/2) U T 1(/2))= 0.
By Lemma 17.3 and the closedness of the wave front set we conclude that
(17.33) WF3sc,mf(u) n EA- = 0, WF 3sc,ff(u) n Eff(H - A) = 0.
Combining this with Proposition 11.2 shows that WF3sc,mf(U) and WF3sc,ff(u) van-
ish, hence V)(H)u E Coo(X) if i E C,"(X). Taking 0 - 1 near A we also have
(1-?(H))u E C~(X) since (H-A)u E C*O(X), so we conclude that u E Cd'(X). O
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, we can extend the result of Froese
and Herbst on the absence of positive eigenvalues to the general geometric setting.
This is done in Appendix B; here we only state the result.
Theorem 17.6. [cf. Froese and Herbst [7, Corollary 1.4]] Let H be as in (11.11)
and let A > 0. Then (H - A)u = 0, u E Hs,"(X) for some m E R and for some
I > -1/2 implies that u = 0. In particular, H has no positive eigenvalues.
We now prove a 'rough' regularity theorem near the radial sets.
Lemma 17.7. Let H be as in (11.11) and let A > 0. Suppose that
(17.34) WFs8c,mf(U) C R + , WFssc,ff(u) C T+(•1/2),
and (H -A)u E Cd(X). Then u E HL,'(X) for all mE R and I < -1/2. The same
result holds with R + and Tf+(A 1/ 2 ) replaced by R- and Tff(-A1/ 2 ) respectively.
Proof. The proof proceeds similarly to that of Lemma 17.2. Thus, we assume that
u E H,',t(X), < -1, and we proceed to show it when I is replaced by 1+ 1/2. Let
E E (0, A1/ 2 /3), X E Coo(R) supported in (A1 / 2 - 2, oo00), identically 1 in (A - e, oo),
X' > 0. Also let Io E Cm (X) be supported in a product neighborhood of 1X,
identically 1 near dX. We define
(17.35) q = x-'-Ix(7)0o > 0.
Now, however, near SCTxX we have
(17.36) SCHgq = -2(r(1 + 1)X(r) + hX'(r))x -' -1
so the two terms have opposite signs. However, X'(r) is supported in r E (Al/ 2 -
2e, A1/ 2 - e], i.e. in the region where u does not have wave front set by (17.34). We
have
(17.37) X t+ 1 SCHgqjr>,1/2-3/4c _ f = -2(l + 1)(A 1 / 2 -
On the set {r > A1/ 2 - 3/4e}, X' vanishes, so we have xl+lq 5 Clf', d(xl+lq) = 0
in this region. In addition, for r > 0
(17.38) SCHg(1 + r/x)- 1 = 2rxr(x + r) - 2
is positive on supp q. Correspondingly, using the arguments of Lemma 17.2 follow-
ing (17.20) we see that with Qr = qL(q)(1 + r/x)-1(H), 0 E COO(R)
(17.39) -i[Q Qr, H] = B2 + Er + Fr
where now Br E 3T-O'-1+1/ 2 (X) for r > 0, bounded in @o,-1'-1 /2 (X), Er E
-c• ',- 21+1 (X) has WF'sc in r7 A - 3/4e and is bounded in @-,c,-21+1(X), and
F, E F3sc-21 (X) uniformly. Thus, we conclude that for r > 0
(17.40) IIBru112 <_ (u, (Er + Fr)u)I + 2I(u, Q Qr(H - A)u)l.
Now the right hand side is bounded as r -+ 0 as we have noted, so we have proved
this lemma. O
We now prove that the conclusion of Theorem 17.6 also holds if (H - A)u = 0
and one of the radial sets is missing from the wave front set of u. This only requires
a simple additional commutator estimate which is very similar to Isozaki's proof in
[16, Lemma 4.5].
Proposition 17.8. Suppose that H satisfies (11.11), A > 0. Suppose also that
uE C-e (X),
WFfsc,mf(U) -R = 0, WFs, , (u) n T (-_f1/2)(17.41)
for some m E R and I > -1/2, and (H - A)u = 0. Then u = 0. The same result
holds with R- and TW(-A 1/ 2 ) replaced by R + and T+(A'/ 2 ) respectively.
Proof. By Lemma 17.2 and 17.3 we see at once that
(17.42) WF 3sc,mf(U) C R+ , WF3 sc,ff (u) C T(1/2
By Lemma 17.7, u E Hc ',l' (X) for any m' E R, 1' < -1/2. Now let I E (-1/2, 0),
and let 0 E Coo(R) be 0 on (-oo, 1], 1 on [2, oo). For r > 0 let
(17.43) Xr(x) = r-2 1- 1 j o2(s)s-21-2 ds.
Thus, Xr E C'(int(X)) and
(17.44) xZ2zX (X) = X-21=2(x/r).
Now, by [19, Equation 3.7]
(17.45) A = (x2 Dz)2 +D i(N - 1)x 3 D + X2 Ah + x 3 Diffb(X),
so
(17.46) -i[xr(x), H] = 2x-2 1 2 (x/r)(x 2 D) + F",
where F' is bounded in xs,-21+1 (X). Let 0 E CO (R) supported close to A, iden-
tically 1 near A. Let p E Coo(R) be 0 on (-oo, A1/ 2 /3), 1 on (2A1/ 2 /3, 00), and let
b = p(r), B = qL(b)V,(H), E = qL(1 - p2 (7))i$(H). Thus, we see that
(17.47) -i[xr(x)b(H), H] = 2x-1 (x/r)(B2 + E)O(x/r)xz- + Fr
with B E I3',0 o(X), E E I3s m'(X), WF',,(E) disjoint from R+ and T+ , Fr
bounded in Q,,-21+1 (X). Now, for r > 0 we have
(17.48) (u, [Xr(X), H]u) = 2i Im(u, Xr (x)(H - A)u) = 0.
Hence,
(17.49) IIz-x'(x/r)Bu112 < I(x-k(x/lr)u, Ex-l (xlr)u)l + I(u, FTu)I.
Taking into account (17.42) and u E Hmc"t'(X) for all l' < -1/2 we see that the
right hand side stays bounded as r -+ 0, so we conclude that x-1 Bu E L (X), so
by (17.42) we have u E HsI(X). Since I E (-1/2, 0), we can apply Theorem 17.6
to conclude that u E dC(X). Note that X,(x) is not bounded in 3,jc (X) for any
m' and 1', so the place where we really used the assumption (H - A)u = 0 was to
eliminate the term on the right hand side of (17.48) from the right hand side of
(17.49). O
We only state the improved version of this proposition; the preceding lemmas
can be strenghtened similarly.
Corollary 17.9. Suppose that H is as in (11.11), A > 0 and either one of (15.1)
and (15.2) holds. Suppose also that u E C-OO(X),
(17.50) WF",mf (u) n R- = 0, WF",ff(u) n R- n (Et(A) U b(A)) =
for some m E R and 1 > -1/2, and (H - A)u = 0. Then u = 0. The same result
holds with R- and R- replaced by R+ and R + respectively.
Proof. We only have to prove that the second assumption of (17.50) implies the
second assumption of (17.41). Since WF 3sc,ff is closed, R- n (Et(A) U Eb(A)) has
a neighborhood in W' which is disjoint from WFs ff(u). But all integral curves
of the vector field W in Et U Eb go to R- n (Et(A) U Eb(A)) as t -+ oo00, so by
Propositions 15.2 and 16.1 they are disjoint from WFc, f(u). Hence, (17.41) is
satisfied and we can apply Proposition 17.8. O
18. THE RESOLVENT
In this section we examine the behavior of the resolvent applied to elements of
C'(X) as the spectral parameter approaches the real axis. First we prove a simple
global result on the wave front set of u = (H - (A ± iO))-lf, f E CEO(X), assuming
that
(18.1) (H - (A ± it))-lf E L'((O, 1)t; C-"(X)).
It is completely analogous to the theorem proved by G~rard, Isozaki and Skibsted
in [9], and it is really just a version of the results of the previous section. Note that
if one uses the Mourre estimate and the corresponding argument to estimate the
resolvent, [25], (18.1) is automatically satisfied. However, we do not need this; we
prove the limiting absorption principle here similarly to Hhrmander's proof in [14,
Theorem 30.2.10]. For A E C \ R we let
(18.2) R(A) = (H - A)- E 3-s2,cX).
Lemma 18.1. Suppose that H satisfies (11.11) and A > 0. Let f E C"(X) and
ut = R(A + it)f, and assume that (18.1) holds. Then there exist C > 0 and
B E @3,(X) such that Bmf, Bff are invertible for +T > A, as-c,o(B) is invertible
everywhere, and But is bounded in Cd (X).
Proof. This is just a variation of the proof of Lemma 17.2. For the sake of definite-
ness we consider ut = R(A - it)f, t E (0, 1). Let q be as in (17.12), so (17.25) holds
with r = 0, i.e.
(18.3) -i[Q*Qo, H] x-1/2B 2 - 1 / 2 + E + Fo
where B 1E QI''(X) is self-adjoint, Fo E 3 2 1 (X), Eo ' 1 --1/2(X) is self-
adjoint, Qo E •s•' -l - (X).
Now, for t > 0, ut E Coo(X), so
(18.4) (u,, H]u) = 2iImt, ,Q[Qo, t)  I (ut, 0 O(H - (A - it))ut) - 2itIIQout 2.
Hence,
(18.5) IlBut112 < 21 Im(ut, Q*Qo(H - (A - it))ut)I + |(u, Fou)I - 2tlQout 112 .
As 2tllQout 112 is nonnegative, it can be dropped. The right hand side remains
bounded as t -+ 0, proving the proposition. OE
We can also analyze the singularities of R(A + iO) at the opposite radial regions,
i.e. where =T- > A. Of course, we expect that wave front set appears there, and
correspondingly we prove a 'rougher' regularity result.
Lemma 18.2. Suppose that H satisfies (11.11) and A > 0. Let f CE (X) and
ut = R(A ± it)f and suppose that (18.1) holds. Given 1 < -1/2, m E IR, there exist
C > 0 and B E Io'0S(X) such that Bmf, B3f are invertible for 7r > A, as is,o(B) 
invertible everywhere, and But is bounded in Hm, (X).
Proof. We again consider ut = R(A - it)f. The proof is very similar to that of
Lemma 17.7. Thus, we let e E (0, A1/2 /3), X C`o(IR) supported in (A1/ 2 - 2e, 00),
identically 1 in (A - e, oc), X' > 0. We define q as in Lemma 17.7 as well, so with
Oo E C"(X) supported near OX, identically 1 in a smaller neighborhood of OX,
(18.6) q = x-1-1/2X(7) 0 > 0.
Just as in the parameterless case, near SCTOxX, we have
(18.7) SCHgq = -2(r(l + 1/ 2)X(T) + hX'(r))x - 1 /2
so the two terms have opposite signs. Again, X'(r) is supported in r E (A1/ 2 -
2e, A1/ 2 - e]. By the previous lemma and the propagation results, which can be
modified similarly to include the parameter t, we know that Put is bounded in
CYC(X) if WF'sc(P) does not meet 7 > A1/ 2 - e/2, so the second term in (18.7) is
automatically bounded in C"(X) as t -+ 0. We have
(18.8) x1+ 1/ 2 SCHgq7>1/2_3/ 4e f = -(21 + 1)(A 1 / 2 -e).
On the set {7r > A1/ 2 -3/4E}, x' vanishes, so we have x1+1/ 2q < C1 f , d(xl+'/ 2q) = 0
in this region. Correspondingly, using the arguments of Lemma 17.2 following
(17.20) we see that with Q0 = qL(q)(H), 0 C Cm(IR)
(18.9) -i[QOQo, H] = B2 + Eo + Fo
where now Bo C a-K ' '(X), Eo E 0,'- 21 (X) has WF'sc in r < A - 3/4e, and
Fo C 93 ~' - 21+ 1 (X). Thus, we conclude that for t > 0
(18.10)
IIBut 112 < |(ut, (Eo + Fo)ut)l + 21(ut, Q*Qo(H - (A - it))ut)l - 2tllQout I 2.
Now the right hand side is bounded as t -+ 0 as we have noted (the last term can
be dropped again), so we have proved this lemma. O
We can now state the weak form of the limiting absorption principle, namely
that R(A + it), t > 0, has a limit as t -+ 0. We again state this in the general case,
but just as in Corollary 17.9 we can replace T±(±A1/ 2 ) by R± n (Et(A) U Eb(A)) in
(18.11) if either (15.1) or (15.2) is satisfied.
Theorem 18.3. Suppose that H satisfies (11.11), A > 0. Let f CE O(X), u± =
R(A :T it), t > 0. Then ut has a limit u± = R(A = iO)f in Hm,(X), 1I < -1/2, as
t -+ 0. In addition,
(18.11) WF3sc,mf(U±) C R±, WF3sc,ff(u) C Tff(±A1l/2).
Proof. We consider ut = R(A -it)f only and we follow the proof of [19, Proposition
14]. So suppose that 6 > 0, and ut is not bounded in HO-1 /2-I(X) as t -* 0. Hence
we can take a sequence tj, j c N, tj -+ 0, such that |Iutj IIHO_-1/2-_(X) - 00c. Now
consider the sequence
(18.12) v Utj|utj IIHSO-1/2- (X)
Thus, vj is bounded in Hc-1/2-6(X). Taking some m < 0, 1 < -1/2 - 6, we
can pick a subsequence v, of vj which converges in H'1 , (X), since the inclusion of
HO,-1/2-6(X) to Hm,1 (X) is compact; we let v be the limit. Note that (H- A)vI -
0 in distributions, so (H - A)v = 0. We know by the previous lemmas (together
with the propagation theorems) that Bvy is bounded in C"(X) if WF'sc(B) is in
7 <_ A1/ 2 - C. Consequently, v satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 17.8, i.e.
v = 0. This, however, contradicts v _+ v, |V|jIvIHo-1/2-~(X) = 1. Thus, ut is
bounded in Hoc-1/2 -6 (X) for any 6 > 0 as t -+ 0. Again, we can take a convergent
subsequence in H•m1 (X), m < 0, I < -1/2, and argue as above that the difference
of the limit of two such convergent subsequences must vanish. This argument also
proves (18.11). O
Remark 18.4. A slight modification of Lemmas 18.1 and 18.2 which allows f to
depend on t as long as it stays bounded in Ho0s(X), s > 1/2, can be used as in
H6rmander's proof of [14, Theorem 30.2.10] to prove that R(A ± iO) is a bounded
operator from H,0•/2+e(X) to H°"-1/2-e(X) for any e > 0.
As a corollary of this theorem we note that R(A iO)v also exists for distributions
v which satisfy a wave front set condition. Again, if either (15.1) or (15.2) holds
then TyI(:A 1 / 2) can be replaced by R ± n (Et(A) U Eb(A)).
Corollary 18.5. Suppose that H satisfies. (11.11), A > 0. Suppose also that v E
C-o 0 (X), and let ut = R(A :F it)v, t > 0. If in addition v satisfies
(18.13) WFssc,mf(V) n RF = 0, WFsc,ff(v) n TfF(:A1/ 2) = 0,
then ut has a limit u± = R(A F iO)v in C-c°(X), as t -+ 0. In addition,
(18.14) WFssc,mf(u±) n RI = 0, WFsc,ff(u±) n Tg(T-A1/ 2) = 0.
Furthermore, u± are the unique elements of CdO(X) satisfying (H - A)u+ = v and(18.14).
Proof. For t > 0 we have R(A ± it)t = R(A =: it), t denoting transpose, so for
fe •"(X)
(18.15) v(R(A + it)f) = (R(A ± it)v)(f).
Since under our assumptions the left hand side converges as t - 0 due to (18.11), so
we can define the limit R(A + iO)v in C-co(X) using this equation. Here we need to
know the continuity implied by Remark 18.4. Once we know the existence of such
a limit, we can use a slightly stronger version of the uniform propagation estimates
(in so far as only microlocal assumptions on v are used) to conclude (18.14). Finally,
the uniqueness follows from taking the difference of two such distributions and using
Proposition 17.8. Ol
We can also discuss the asymptotic expansion of R(A ± iO)f, f E CO(X) away
from C. This result was obtained in [31] in the case of Euclidian scattering covering
the same class of potentials as in this thesis, and it used the paper [9] of G6rard,
Isozaki and Skibsted to show that
(18.16) WFsc(R(A =F iO)f) n "cTx\cX C ,
after which a local version of Melrose's original argument [19, Proposition 12] im-
plied the existence of the asymptotic expansions. Since the necessary fact from [9]
has been proved above in Theorem 18.3, the proof from [31] applies verbatim. For
the statement of the result it is convenient to renormalize the resolvent. Thus, we
let
(18.17) R(+A) = R(A2 + iO), A > 0.
To deal with the case of long-range interactions we make two definitions. If V E
PmfC"([X; C]), then we can can write V = xzV', V' E Coo(X \ C). We let
(18.18) Lx = (2A)-lV'lax\c E CO(8X \ C), A E R \ {0}.
We also introduce an index set
(18.19) IC = {(m,p) : m,p E N, p < 2m}.
For a description of the space Ag (X \ C) of polyhomogeneous conormal distribu-
tions to the boundary, OX \ C, see [18]. Essentially, u E Aphg(X \ C) means that
u has a full asymptotic expansion in xm(logx)P, p < 2m, m -+ oo, with smooth
coefficients on &X \ C. We hence conclude:
Theorem 18.6. Suppose that f E C"(X), H as in (11.11), A E R \ {0}. Then
u = R(A)f has a full asymptotic expansion away from C as follows. If V E
PmfC O([X; C]) (short-range interaction) then
(18.20) eiX/zx-(N-1)/2U E COO(X \ C).
If V E PmfC' ([X; C]) (long-range interaction) then
(18.21) eiA)/xxiax-(N-1)/2U E A '(X \ C).
19. THE SCATTERING MATRIX
We can define the free-to-free part of the scattering matrix geometrically us-
ing the asymptotic expansion of Theorem 18.6 exactly in the same way as it was
discussed in [31, Theorem 4.1]. The proof of that theorem involves the resolvent
estimates of G6rard, Isozaki and Skibsted [9], Isozaki's uniqueness theorem [16,
Theorem 1.2], and the construction of generalized eigenfunctions with arbitrary
expansion, supported away from C, at one of the radial surfaces, which is again
Melrose's construction [19, Proposition 12]. Since these have been proved in our
context, in particular the uniqueness theorem is just Proposition 17.8, [31, Theorem
4.1] is also valid in this more general context. Namely, we have the following:
Theorem 19.1. Suppose that H is as in (11.11), A E R \ {0}, and let a, and KC
be as in (18.18) and (18.19). Suppose also that either (15.1) or (15.2) holds. Then
for ao E C'(O8X \ C) there exists a unique u E C-"O(X) such that
(19.1) (H - A2 )u = 0, u = u+ + u_,
(19.2) v_ = e-iA/Xz-iax-(N-1)/2u_ E Ahg(X), v-lax = ao,
(19.3)
WFSsc,mf(u+) n R- signA = 0, WFssc,ff(u+) n R-sign~ n (Et(A 2 ) U b()) = .
Moreover, there exists f E dCc(X) such that u± = +FR(+A)f. In particular, u+ has
an asymptotic expansion as in Theorem 18.6. If V E pmfC ([X; C]), then ax = 0
and A•,g(X) can be replaced by Cc (X).
Remark 19.2. If neither (15.1) nor (15.2) holds, then this theorem is still true if we
replace R - sig"n n (Et(A2 ) U -b(A2 )) by Tf sign)'X(-A). This can be proved by the
very same argument.
We can now define the free-to-free (three-cluster to three-cluster) scattering ma-
trix as the operator relating the leading terms of u± on OX \ C.
Definition 19.3. With the notation of Theorem 19.1, the free-to-free scattering
matrix S(A), A E I \ {0}, is defined as
(19.4) S(A) : C"(OX \ C) - C "(OX \ C),
(19.5) S(A)ao = v+l1x\c, v+ = eiA/xia-(N-1)/2u+.
We also define the Poisson operator:
Definition 19.4. With the notation of Theorem 19.1, A E R \ {0}, the Poisson
operator corresponding to free incoming data is the map
(19.6) P(A) : Cý(OX \ C) -+ C-"(X), P(A)ao = u.
Thus, the Poisson operator associates to incoming data the unique generalized
eigenfunction of H with eigenvalue A2 which has this 'A-incoming part', and the
scattering matrix maps the incoming data to the outgoing data. The Poisson op-
erators P(A) and P(-A) are closely related.
Lemma 19.5. If ao E C'(OX \ C) then P(-AX) = P(A)ao.
Proof. We can assume that A > 0. Let u = P(-A)T-. Thus, (H - A2 )u = 0,
U = U+ + U_,
(19.7) WF 3sc,mf(U+) nRfl 2 = 0, WF3sc,ff(u+) n R+ n (Et t( 2 )U -b(A2)) = 0,
and u_ has an asymptotic expansion
(19.8) v_ = eiA/zxiax-(N- 1)/ 2 _ E Aphg(X), -Iax = ?i.
Now, taking the complex conjugate of u gives another generalized eigenfunction of
H: (H - A2 )ii = 0. Moreover, ui = •-+ +U--. Since eif/I = e-i'lz if f is real valued,
we see that
(19.9) WF3 sc,mf(v++) n R-2 = 0, WF3sc,ff('~4) n R- n (Et(A2 ) Ub(A2)) = 0.
Moreover, the asymptotic expansion of u__ becomes
(19.10) v_ = e-iA/zx-iax.-(N-1)/2_ E Aphg(X), Wl--ax = ao-
By Theorem 19.1, the unique generalized eigenfunction of H with these properties
is P(A)ao, so P(A)ao = P(-A))-, completing the proof of the lemma. O
In the case of two-body type scattering on X (i.e. V E xC' (X)) the Poisson
operator Po(A) has been analyzed in detail by Melrose and Zworski in [22], and
they used it to conclude that the scattering matrix is a Fourier integral operator
associated to the geodesic flow on OX at distance 7r. In this thesis we have only
proved simpler wave front set propagation estimates, so we cannot expect that
we can draw such strong conclusions. Nevertheless, we are able to analyze the
wave front set of the scattering matrix. First, however, we recall how the Poisson
operator is constructed in [22].
Thus, one constructs 'plane waves' starting at Y = 9' E OX, and does so uni-
formly in y'. For this note that X x OX is a manifold with boundary and we write
the product coordinates on it as (x, g, y'). We can also use the product coordinates
on SCT*X near OX x OX, namely they are just (x, y, y', 7, p, p'). The construction
microlocally near the initial point = ~', i.e. near (x, 5',-A, 0, 2') E R•2sign A
is rather explicit. It is based on solving the eikonal equation and then the corre-
sponding transport equations near 9 = 9'. The simplicity is due to the fact that
we are just dealing with a smooth Legendre submanifold of SCT*(X x OX) which
has a simple parametrization. To proceed with the construction farther from 9',
Melrose and Zworski discuss Legendrian distibutions, and they use Legendre dis-
tributions associated to a pair of Legendre submanifolds with conic points to finish
the construction near the outgoing radial surface, Rsign A
It would be harder to carry out the same program in our setting, though in
the case of V vanishing to infinite order at mf this has been done by Hassell in
[10]. Instead, we can use the initial part of the Melrose-Zworski construction to
start plane waves at 9 = ~ E OX \ C, but we cut them off away from R-sign A
but before they hit SCTýX. This construction is described in Appendix A with the
slight modification that we allow long-range potentials (V simply vanishing at mf).
It is convenient to take A > 0 in what follows; in general we just need to switch
some signs.
Since in Appendix A we describe the global two-body type construction, we now
indicate the modifications necessary to accommodate three-body scattering. So we
fix a compact set K C OX \C, and use the plane waves constructed in the Appendix
for initial points near K, cut off before they hit scTýX. Thus, let V E xC'o(X)
be such that V = V in a neighborhood of K in X. Let Po(A) : C: -(K) -
C-o(X), with kernel K b e C-(X x OX; 7r*Q), be the operator constructed in the
Appendix for A + V instead of H. Recall that -•4 is the relation given by broken
bicharacteristics between points in EA_A2 and S*OX, defined in Definition 11.7.
Thus, by Proposition A.1, and the remarks preceeding it about the cutoff VI having
support close to OX x OX, we have for u E Cc O(K )
WFsc(Po(A)u) C{(y, -A,0) : E suppu}
(19.11) U {a E C A,2 \ SCTX : ( E WF(u), a •-+ (},
and correspondingly
WFsc((A + V - A2)po(A)u)(19.12) C {a E CA_2 \ (R2 U SCTýX) : 3( E WF(u), a ~'4 (}.
Moreover, if u E COO(K) then
(19.13) v = e-iA/x-i-(N-1)/2o()u E Aphg(X), viax = u.
Now, as V - V E C"([X; C]), with WF',sc(V - V)n scTX = 0, (19.11) and (19.12)
show that for u E C-O0(K)
(19.14)
WFsc((H - A2 )po(A)u) C {a E f aA2 \ (R- U SCTX) : 3( E WF(u), a '•_4 (}.
We can thus apply the outgoing resolvent, ]R(A), to the error, (H - A2)Po(A)u; this
is justified by Corollary 18.5.
Thus, for u E Ceoo(OX \ C), suppu C K, consider Po(A)u. We define
(19.15) v = Po(A)u - R(A)(H - A2 )po(A)u.
Note first that by (19.14)
(19.16) (H - A2 )Po(A)u E CO(X).
Hence, the right hand side of (19.15) makes sense, and (H - A2 )v = 0,
(19.17) WF3sc(R(A)(H - A2 )Po(A)u) n (R (R- (-b(A 2 ) U t(A2 )))) = 0.
Therefore, we conclude that P(A)u - v is a generalized eigenfunction of H with no
incoming wave front set, so by Corollary 17.9 it vanishes, i.e.
(19.18) P(A)u = Po(A)u - R(A)(H - A2)Po(A)u.
Since we have analyzed the propagation of singularities in terms of wave front
sets, we can at once deduce the wave front relation of the Poisson operator.
Proposition 19.6. Suppose that H satisfies (11.11), A E R \ {0}. Assume in
addition that either (15.1) or (15.2) holds. Then the Poisson operator extends to a
continuous linear map
(19.19) P(A) : C"(O4X \ C) -+ C-"(X).
In addition, for u E Cc 0(OX \ C), A > 0,
(19.20)
WFsc(P(A)u) C{(9 -, A,0) : 9 E suppu} U R2 U (R + n (Ebb(A 2 ) U Et(A2 )))
U {a E Fax2 : 3( E WF(u), a + C}
U{J EEff(H - A2 ): 3( E WF(u), +- }.
If A < 0 this still holds with R+2 and R-2 , R + and R-, -+ and -_ interchanged.
Proof. If u E Cc"(OX \ C), then Po(A)u is still defined, and it satisfies (19.11)
and (19.14). Hence, R(A)(H - A2)Po(A)u is defined by Corollary 18.5, and the
right-hand side of (19.18) extends by continuity from CO"(OX \ C) to define P(A)u.
Since WF3sc(Po(A)u) satisfies the statement of the proposition by (19.11), it
suffices to consider v = R(A)(H - A2 )Po(A)u. Thus, with f = (H - A2)v,
(19.21) f = (H - A2 )p0(A)U,
so WFsc(f) is estimated by (19.14). We can thus apply our propagation results,
namely Propositions 14.1, 15.3 and 16.1, see also Corollary 14.2 and Proposi-
tion 15.4, to deduce bounds for WF 3sc(V) which prove the proposition. O
Remark 19.7. If C is totally geodesic but neither (15.1) nor (15.2) hold necessarily,
then for u E Cc" (OX \ C) we still have
WF 3sc(P(A)u) n sTx\c, X C{(g, -A, 0) : E suppu} U R+(19.22) U {a E a-A2 : 3( E WF(u), a ~-+ },
since then the broken bicharacteristics through a E Ea_2 n cT*x\cX can only hit
Sc"TX normally, so Corollary 14.2 suffices to prove (19.22). We also note that if the
assumptions (15.1) and (15.2) are removed, then in (19.17), R- n (Eb(A2 )U Et (A2 ))
must be replaced by Tf (-A) just as in Theorem 19.1; see the remark following the
statement of the Theorem.
We can also analyze the wave front set of the scattering matrix. For this purpose
consider the usual boundary pairing. Its statement is slightly complicated, since
now we do not have such simple asymptotic expansions globally as in two-body (i.e.
V E xC'(X)) case.
Lemma 19.8. Suppose that u(J) E C-`0(X), j = 1, 2,
(19.23) u (j ) = + u (j ), f(j) = (H - A2)uj E CO(X),
uM) = R(A)g(1 ), u(2) = R(A)( 2), g(j) E dC(X), j = 1, 2, and
(19.24) -v( e±iA/X±i-(N-1)/2 U
satisfy
(19.25) v ) E A hg(X), v_ 1 ax E C (X \C),
(19.26) v() E Ah (X), v ox e C(X \C).
Then with w() = v±)iax\c,
(19.27) -2iA j (w) _ W (1) dh - (u1(1)f(2) f(')u(2)) dg.
Proof. Since w(l ) and w (and hence both terms on the left hand side of (19.27))
are supported away from C, the two-body proof [19, Proposition 13] applies. O
Corollary 19.9. Let ao, ab E Cco (OX \ C) be supported in K C OX \ C compact.
Then
(19.28) J S(A)ao ao dh = a S(-A)a' dh.
Proof. Take u (1) - P(A)ao, u(2) = P(-A)a' and apply Lemma 19.8. The right hand
side of (19.27) vanishes and w ( ) = a0 , w(1) = S(A)ao, w(2) = a, w(2) = S(-A)a',
so (19.28) follows. Ol
For the sake of definiteness we assume that A > 0 in the following argument.
Changing the sign of A will only change some signs. Let 7P E CcOO(R; [0, 1]), identi-
cally 1 near A2, and let Q E @Is' 0 o(X) satisfy
(19.29) WF'sc( (H) - Q) n (R 2 U (R- n (Et(A2)U 2b(A))) = 0,
(19.30) WF3sc(Q) n (R 2 U (R + n (Et(A2 ) U b(A2)))) = 0.
For example, we can take Q' corresponding to the symbol q(7), q E C"(IR), q = 1
near (-oo, -A], q = 0 near [A, oo), and then let Q = 0(H)Q'. Now given ao,a' E
Cc`(OX \ C), let u = QP(A)ao. Note that
(19.31) WF 3sc(P(A)ao) C R U R U ((R- U R + ) n (Et(A2 ) U b( 2))).
Thus, with f = (H - A2 )u, we have f E Cd(X). In fact, f = [H, Q]P(A)ao, and
WF'3sc([H, Q]) C WF'sc(Q) n WF sc(0(H) - Q),(19.32)
hence WF'sc([H, Q]) n WF 3sc(P(A)ao) = 0, so by Lemma 9.8 we deduce that f E
C"(X). Lemma 19.8 implies then that for ao, a' E Co (OX \ C) we have
(19.33) 2iA j aoS(-A)a dh = - (H - A2 )QP(A)aoP(-)a dg.
yoX 0 Ix
Therefore, by Corollary 19.9
(19.34) 2iA S(A)ao ab dh = - (H - A2 )QP(A)aoP(-A)a dg,
so
(19.35) S(A) = 2P(-A)*(H - A2)QP(A).
We choose Q so that on WF'sc(Q) n WF'sc (V(H) - Q), T E (-A + c, -A + 2c),
e > 0 small. Fix ao E Cc- (OX \ C). Now, by Proposition 19.6,
(19.36)
WF 3sc(P(A)ao) n WF sc([H, Q]) C {a E EA_-2 : 3( E WF(ao), a -+ C}
U {E E ffZ(H - A2 ) : 3( E WF(ao), ' '+ Cl.
Since c > 0 is small, we have 7r - s small in the parametrization of the bicharac-
teristic through a in the set on the right hand side of (19.36) due to (11.38), so
the projection of WF3sc(P(A)ao) n WF' s([H, Q]) to OX is close to sing supp ao,
and hence it is away from C. Correspondingly, the second term of (19.36) can be
dropped. This also shows that -+ in (19.36) is actually given by the (unbroken)
bicharacteristics of g in EA_x2. Thus, by (a local version of) Lemma 9.8
WF3sc((H - A2 )QP(A)ao) C {a E EA-,2 : 3I E WF(ao), a -+ (}(19.37) WF3sc(Q) n WF'3sc((H) - Q).
Now recall that the complex pairing
(19.38) (u, u') x = u u' dg
extends by continuity from u, u' E Cd(X) to u, u' E C- 0 (X) satisfying WFsc(u) n
WFsc(u') = 0. To see this just let A E Tsoo(X) with WFsc(A) n WFsc(u) = 0,
WF sc(Id -A*) n WFsc(u') = 0, and note that
(19.39) (u, u')x = (Au, u')x + (u, (Id -A*)u')x
extends as claimed. Since for ab E Cc (OX \ C),
(19.40) WF 3sc(P(-A)a') C R+ U R U (R- n (Eb(A 2 ) U Et(A2 ))),
WFs; (P(-A)a) ) is disjoint from WFsc ((H- A 2 )QP(A)ao) (which is away from C), so
the pairing on the right hand side of (19.34) is certainly defined if ab E C o (OX \ C).
Note that (19.40) uses that either (15.1) or (15.2) holds. However, it is easy to see
that we can still draw the desired conclusion from the results of Section 18 using
TW(-A) instead of R- n (Eb(A 2) U Et(A2 )); see Remark 19.2. This will also be true
for some similar equations in what follows.
We now show that the pairing on the right hand side of (19.34) extends by
continuity from a' E CO(O8X \ C) to a' E Cc'-(OX \ C) with WF(ab) in a fixed
compact subset of S*(OX \ C) which is disjoint from the image of WF(ao) under the
(generalized) broken geodesic flow at distance -- r. As we saw above, the complex
pairing used in (19.34) is defined by continuity whenever
(19.41) WFsc((H - A2 )QP(A)ao) sn WF (P(-A)a') = 0.
Since the first term in the intersection has wave front set away from C, the part
of WF 3sc(P(-A)ab) at (in fact, near) C does not cause any problems. Now, by
Proposition 19.6 and the remark following it,
WFsc(P(-A)a') n SlCx\cX n WF'sc(Q) n WF's,(O(H) - Q)
(19.42) C {a E Ea_~2 : 3( E WF(a'), a _ (}.
Using (19.37) we conclude that
(19.43)
WFsc((H - A2)QP(A)ao) n WF,,c(P(-A)a')
C {a, E A"2 n cT*x\cX : 3( E WF(ao), C' E WF(ab), a - (, a -_ ('}.
Since there is a unique bicharacteristic of A through a E EA,2, we see that
if there are no ( E WF(ao), C' E WF(ab) such that C' is related to c by the
(generalized) broken geodesic flow on S*9X at time -r then (19.41) holds. Thus,
under this assumption the left hand side of (19.34) is also defined by continuity
from Cc (8X \ C). This shows that WF(S(A)ao) is given the broken geodesic flow
at distance -- r. In fact, this statement simply means that taking A E °(0 8X) with
WF'(A) disjoint from the image of WF(ao) under the broken geodesic flow at time
-7r we need to show that AS(A)ao E CO"(OX \ C). For this it suffices to show that
(19.44) AS(A)ao a' dh = S(A)ao A*a' dh
is defined for all a' E Cwc(9X \ C) by continuity from C~"(OX \ C). But, due
to the assumption on WF'(A), this is exactly what we proved above. Hence, we
deduce our main theorem:
Theorem 19.10. Suppose that H is as in (11.11) and A E R \ {0}. Suppose
also that either C is totally geodesic, or (15.1), or (15.2) holds. Then the free-to-
free scattering matrix, S(A), extends to a continuous linear map Cc1"(aX \ C) -
C-"(DX \ C). The wave front relation of S(A) is given by the (generalized) broken
geodesic flow at time -(sign A)ir.
Remark 19.11. This can be proved using (19.35) and Wunsch's push forward theo-
rem [33] as well. Namely, the kernel of P(-A) is given by Melrose's and Zworski's
plane wave construction near r = A as discussed above, hence we can write down
the kernel PA, E C-O(OX x X) of P(-A)* explicitly as well. We take Q such
that on WF'sc(Q) n WF'~sc(P(H) - Q), r' E (A - 2e, A - e), e > 0 small. Thus, the
application of P(-A)* to v = (H- A2 )QP(A)ao, ao E Cc(OX \C), can be written
as a push forward:
(19.45) (S(A)ao)(9) = P_ (7,.)v dg.
It is then completely straightforward to check that Wunsch's push forward result
in the scattering calculus [33] proves Theorem 19.10.
APPENDIX A. CONSTRUCTION OF PLANE WAVES NEAR THE INITIAL POINT
This section is essentially taken from Sections 1 and 15 of Melrose's and Zworski's
paper [22] with the minor modification that we allow long-range potentials. We thus
construct the kernel of the Poisson operator for A + V- A2, V E xC' (X), on X x OX
microlocally near the incoming set
(A.1)
GO(-A) = graph{A2 } = {(y,y', -A, 0,0) : y,y' E X} C SCT axxax(X x aX).
Note that X x OX is also a manifold with boundary, hence with a natural scattering
structure. In particular, if x is a boundary defining function of X so that g is a
scattering metric on X, y are local coordinates on OX near a point q, then near
the point p = (q,q) E OXy x OXy, C X x OX we have coordinates (x,y,y').
Correspondingly, on SCT xoaxX x OX we obtain coordinates (y, y', 7, 1p, p'). The
Legendre submanifold associated to the plane waves is
(A.2)
G(-A) ={(y, y'; 7, p, ') : (y,f~) = exp((s - 7r)Hh)(y',I '), T = Acoss,
p = A(sins) , p' = -A(sin s)i', s (0, 7r)} C SCTx xaxX x OX;
see [22, Proposition 4]. Note that the incoming and outgoing sets are defined the
opposite way in [22]; we follow the notation of [19]. In particular, this is the reason
for some sign changes above.
Near GO(-A), G(-A) is parametrized the function Ao(y,y') where 0(y,y') =
cos d(y, y'), and d denotes the distance on OX with respect to hIax. Thus, if u is a
Legendre distribution of order m associated to G(-A), i.e. u e Im(X x OX, G(-A)),
and A E TO°(X x OX), WFsc(A) is near GO(-A), then Au has the form
(A.3)
Au = (2 7r)-(2N-1)/ 4xm+(2N-1)/ 4 eiA(Y,Y')/ a(x, , y') + 0o,
a E CcO(X x OX), uo E Cd(X x OX)
(see [22, Definition 2]).
We will need to consider slightly more general distributions, namely ones of
the form v = xia(Y')Au, with Au as above, a E C"(OX). These are Legendre
distributions in the non-polyhomogeneous sense, and they can be thought of as
polyhomogeneous distributions with variable order. By the stationary phase lemma
we also have the pushforward result that for f E C`0 (OXy,),
(A.4) f xia(Y')Au(x, y, y')f (y') dh = eiA/x(N- 1)/2+ia(Y) Q(, f)
where Q(u, f) is a polyhomogeneous distribution on X with index set as in (18.19),
i.e.
(A.5) IC = {(m,p) : m,p E N, p < 2m}.
In particular, there exists w E C`(OX) so that IQ(u, f) - w I • Cx(logx) 2 for
some constant C > 0. Define Q°X(u) : C1(OX) -+ C"(OX) by Q°,?(u)f =
Q(u, f)Il=o = w. The stationary phase lemma also gives that Q°,?(u)f(y) =
q(y)f(y) where q E C"(OX), i.e. Q° ,(u) is just multiplication by a smooth func-
tion.
The only modification that we need to make in Melrose's and Zworski's construc-
tion is that at the initial points, i.e. at G(-A) n GO(-A), an additional factor must
be introduced (which then 'propagates' along G(-A)). Thus, we seek a Legendre
distribution Ký satisfying
(A.6) WFsc((Ax + Vx - A2)K ' ) n Ga(-A) = 0,
(A.7) Q-,(K') = Id.
Here 'Legendre distribution' is understood in the sense discussed above, so K =
xia(y')K , , aE Coo(oX) and kI is Legendre in the sense of [22]. It is easy to specify
a = ax; it is the function in (18.18) that appears in the asymptotic expansion of
R(±A)f, f E COO(X), i.e. with V = xV', V' E C"(X), a = (2A)- 1V'lax. We
construct K' as an asymptotic sum
(A.8) K " Kj, x-ia(Y')Kj E I-(2N-1)/4+j (X x OX, G(-A), QR).
j=0
Hence, microlocally near G (A), Ko must satisfy
(A.9) (Ax + Vx - A2)Ko E xia(Y')Ic,(2N-1)/4+2 (X x OX, G(-A), Q),
(A.10) ao(Q•x(Ko)) = ao (Id),
and for j > 1 we need
j-1
(Ax + Vx - A2)Kj+(Ax + Vx - A2 )( K1)
(A.11) 1=o
E xzi(y')I8c(2N-1)/4+j+2(X x X, G(-A), ,R).
The kernels Kj take the form of oscillatory functions
(A.12)
Kj = xz+io(Y')ei"x(Yy')/xa.(x I, yy')7r*v, aj E C (X x OX), v E C`(OX, Q),
(A.13) 0(y, y') = cos d(y, y'),
d(y,y') still being the metric distance between y and y' with respect to hIox.
Regarding y' as a parameter and introducing Riemannian normal coordinates in y
centered at y' we obtain transport equations for a' = aj x=o
(A.14) (y - O, + j)a + (-2Aa(O)¢(y,O) + V'(y) + bj)a, = cj E C'(X x OX)
near y = 0 with bj vanishing quadratically at y = 0 and co - 0. Since
-2Aa(0)¢(y, 0) + V'(y)
vanishes at y = 0, the transport equation for ao has a unique smooth solution with
ab(y, y) E C'(,X) specified, and the equations for a', j Ž 1 have unique smooth
solutions. This is true for the same reasons as in Hadamard's construction, see e.g.
[14, Lemma 17.4.1].
Hence, the Kj exist microlocally near G (-A), and if 0 is supported near the
diagonal in aX x OX C X x OX, identically 1 in a smaller neighborhood of the
diagonal, then the ,Kj can be considered distributions on X x OX. They can be
summed by Borel's lemma, to obtain K' E C-~(X x aX; QR) with the desired
properties. By choosing 4 to have sufficiently small support with sufficiently small
support we can arrange that the projection of WF,,(K ) to OX x OX is close to the
diagonal at the expense of making WFsc((Ax + Vx - A2 )K ) close to (but disjoint
from) G (-A). Now recall that ~' is the relation induced by the bicharacteristics
of g between points in EA-_2 and points in S*OX; see Definition 11.7. We can
finally deduce the following result.
Proposition A.1. K' E C-" (X x OX; QR), constructed above, is the kernel of
an operator Po(A) : C (OX) -+ C- (X), which extends to an operator Po(A) :
C- 0 (OZX) -+ C-"(X), and for u E C-"C(OX)
WFsc(Po(A)u) C{(y,-A,O) : yE suppu}
(A.15) U {a E CaA2 \ R : 3( E WF(u), a ¢' (},
WFsc((A + V - A2)P0(A)u)(A.16) C {a CEA 2 \ R : 1( E WF(u), a '_ (}.
Proof. Since K' is supported near the diagonal of OXy x OX,,, we can work in
local coordinates. Thus, we may assume that u E C-"(OX) is supported in a small
open set U C R - 1 , and we can replace X by S+, i.e. the radial compactification
of •NR, which is [0, 1), x S N - 1 near SN - 1 = OSN (so (x- 1 , y) are the standard polar
coordinates on IRN). We take the partial Fourier transform of K' with respect to
(x, y), i.e. consider
(A.17)= e-i"/Kb (x,y,y') dx dy(A.17) x
ex ei(-'Y+'(YY'))/xa(x,y,'))dxdy E C-(I~ x yN-
a E xia(Y')C"o(X x OX; QR) C S6(X x OX) for all e > 0. Here we are using the
compactified notation for symbol spaces, i.e. the non-trivial behavior of the symbols
is at x = 0. It follows that k' is a Lagrangian distribution associated to a conic
Lagrangian submanifold A of T*(RiN x :N-1) with compact projection to the base,
since
(A.18) (i, y',, y) = (-J y + A(y, y'))/x
is a non-degenerate phase function (again, we are using a compactified notation).
Namely, A is given by
(A.19) C D (ý,y',x,y) y ( 1,y',dý,dy,, ) E A C T*(IRN x OX),
where C is the critical set
(A.20) C = {(,y',x,y): d(x,y)(7,y I',x,y) = 0}.
It is convenient to think of S y - 1 as the unit sphere in RlR; correspondingly we can
identify a E T*SN - 1 with a covector in T*RN using the standard metric on both
SN-1 and RN. Then
(A.21) Oy,( . y) dy = (( - (( . y)y) dy.
Hence, (A.20) becomes
C = {((, ',, y) : y = )A(y, y'), ( - (ý -y)y = A oy(y, y') .(A.22)
Moreover,
1 A(A.23) d,) = -- y d + -y, (y, y') dy',
x x
so
(A.24)
A = {,y', -, O,(y, y')) : 6 - y = Aq(y, y'), 6 - (6 -y)y = A aD,(y, y')}.
x x
Since
(A.25) h(y, y) 2 + Da¢(y,y')I2 -
(this being the eikonal equation satisfied by 0; here 1d,9(y, y')Jh is the metric
length of dy(y, y') dy with respect to hlax), this proves that A indeed has compact
projection to RN x OX. Moreover, as k' is a Lagrangian distribution associated
to A, WF(!k) C A. It is also easy to see that (1 - p)!k E S(R•N x OX) if
p E CC (RN x DX) is identically 1 in a neighborhood of the projection of A to the
base, so
(A.26) WFsc(kb) = WF(K1 ) C A.
Now,
Po(A)u = Loyl K'(x, y, y')u(y')
(A.27)
=( 27)- N LRN eiýY/ (Jx k , _y')u(y')) d.
We write ((6, y'), (6*, 7r)) for the canonical coordinates induced on T*(RN x 1X)
by the coordinates (, y'). We also write (, 6*) for the coordinates on T*RN,
identify S*RN as the set {((,6*) : j(*J = 1}, and write 6* = (*/4*1*. Similarly,
if (y,7 ) E T*dX, we let 7 = -. As usual, we regard the wave front set of a
distribution on, say, RN, both as a conic subset of T*RN \ 0 and as a subset of
S*RN.
The standard wave front set calculus [14, Theorem 8.2.13] allows us to estimate
the wave front set of
(A.28) v = k(, y') u(y').
Namely, we have
WF(v) C{((~, *) : 3y', (, y',6*,0) e WF(k ), y' E suppu}(A.29)
U {((,(*) : 3(y', -,q) WF(u), (,y', *,r,) E WF(kb)}.
In the first set on the right hand side we have O, 0(y, y') = 0 by (A.24), so (using
that 0(y, y') = cos d(y, y')), y = y'. Then (A.24) also gives 6-y = A, and y,( .y) = 0,
so 6 = Ay = Ay'. Moreover, by the same equation, 6* = -y/x, i.e. i* = -y. Thus,
the first set on the right hand side of (A.29) is
{(Ay, -y) E S*R N : y E suppu}.(A.30)
Equation (A.24) also shows that the second set on the right hand side of (A.29) is
{((A31 -) E S*R : (y, -0y,¢(y, y')) E WF(u), y = AO(y,y'),
S- ( .y)y = A8,~(y,y')}.
Now, WF.c(Po(A)u) and WF(v) = WF,,c(Po(A)u) are related by the Legendre
diffeomorphism [22, Lemma 5 and Proposition 8]. This is the map L - : S*RN
sCTN-_,Sf which in coordinates (y,r, p) on scT.*NS is given by
(A.32) L-I(, *) =(-(*,. -*, - ( - *) * .
Hence, the set in (A.30) corresponds to
(A.33) {(y,-A, 0) : y E supp u},
while the set in (A.31) corresponds to
34) (y, 7, p) : 3 (y', 7') E WF(u), 7 = -A cos d(y, y'), p =A (y, y'),(A.34) O,
Now, by (A.25) we have r2 + IJI12 - A2 in (A.34). Since 0(y, y') = cos d(y, y'), so
(A.35) dy, = -(sin d(y, y'))Oy, d(y, y') dy',
we see that it = -AOu,(y,y'), 7' = -a0, (y,y') mean that (y,•/Ipl) lies on the
'backward' geodesic starting at (y', '). Thus, we conclude that (A.34) can be
written as
(A.36)
{(y,7,) • 3 (y',i') E WF(u) C S*OX, 7 = -Acosd(y,y'), 72 + h 2
exp(-d(y, y')Hgh)(y', ') = (y, //Ipl) }.
This proves (A.15). In view of (A.6) the proof of (A.16) is similar. OE
APPENDIX B. ABSENCE OF POSITIVE EIGENVALUES
This section follows the paper [7] of Froese and Herbst, and we only emphasize
the modifications necessary to accommodate the more general setting. The main
point is that we have to estimate the error terms introduced by the general geometry
carefully. On the other hand, we do not have any of the complications arising due
to the lack of smoothness of the potential. In the proof of super-exponential decay
of eigenfunctions with positive energy, the analogue of [7, Theorem 2.1], the error
terms arising from the general geometry are similar to those in the Euclidian setting,
so the proof of Froese and Herbst requires only minor modifications. On the other
hand, they use the exact form of the metric very strongly in their proof of the unique
continuation theorem at infinity [7, Theorem 3.1], so there will be many error terms
in our case which we have to control and which do not arise in Euclidian scattering.
Fix a boundary defining function x on X such that g = x-4 dX2 + 2- 2 h is a
scattering metric, and choose a product decomposition of a neighborhood Uo of OX:
Uo = [0, Eo)x x OXy. It is convenient to eliminate cross terms dx ® dy by adjusting
the product decomposition. This is not necessary for the first proposition (super-
exponential decay), but it will be important in the proof of unique continuation at
dX.
First note that the coefficients of the dual metric
(B.1) g-1 = gooa 8O @x + (o y, +E o vi 0 Oa + iif o ou
satisfy
(B.2) g00 = x 4 (1 + 0(x 2)), gOj = 0(x 4 ), gij = x 2 ( ii + 0(x))
where h is the pull back of h to OX (see [19, Lemma 3]). Thus,
(B.3) g- (dx) = x 4 (a'oO + ZaO 3 )yj = 1 + ( 2 )
so in a neighborhood of OX
(B.4) W = (a')-lx-4g-1(dx) = Ox + E ajy ,Y,
is a smooth vector field on a neighborhood of OX which is transversal to the hy-
persurfaces x = const in a smaller neighborhood of OX. Let 7(t, y) be the integral
curve of W satisfying y(O, y) = (0,y) E OX; so x(Q(t, y)) = t. If p = y(t, y), let
y'(p) = y, t(p) = t - x(p). This introduces a product decomposition of a neigh-
borhood U of X with U = [0, e), x OXy,. Moreover, by our definition of -, 0,
and T{x = const} are orthogonal with respect to g, so the coefficients of the cross
terms dx 0 dyj in g vanish with respect to this product decomposition. Thus, we
can assume, as we will in what follows, that
g = ax-4 d x 0 dx + x-2h, a E Co(U), a = 1 + O(x 2),(B.5) h E COO(U; T*OX ® T*OX), ho = hlax is a metric on OX
(here we really mean the pull back of the cotensor bundle). The Laplacian of g
becomes
(B.6) A = (x 2 Dx) 2 + i(N - 1)x(x 2 Dz) + X2Ao + x3P + x2Q
where Ao is the Laplacian of hlax, P E Diff2 (OX) (lifted by the product decom-
position), Q e Diff 1 (X), and N = dim X.
Let W be a vector field such that near OX, W = xDx, and let A = (W + I*).
It is easy to check that if 4 E C' (R) is identically 1 near 0 and has sufficiently
small support then
(B.7) O(x)(A - (xD, + iN)) E xCO(X).2
We next state the analog of Lemma 2.2 of Froese and Herbst. We let Sm([0, 1),) be
the space of all symbols a of order m on [0, 1), which satisfy a E C°((0, 1)), vanish
on (1/2, 1), and for which sup Ixm+k Oa| < oo for all k. The topology of Sm([0, 1)) is
given by the seminorms sup Ixm+k Oa|. Also, the space Sm (X) of symbols is defined
similarly, i.e. it is given by seminorms sup lxm Pal, P E Diffb(X). In the follow-
ing lemma Diff,,cc(X), as usual, stands for non-classical (non-polyhomogeneous)
scattering differential operators (i.e. scattering differential operators with non-
polyhomogeneous coefficients), corresponding to the lack of polyhomogeneity of
F. In particular, Diffoc(X) = So(X) (considered as multiplication operators).
Lemma B.1. Suppose that H is as in (11.11), A > 0, HO = X,0, '0 E L c(X).
Suppose also that a > 0, and for all 0 we have x- f exp(a/x)Vb E L c(X). Then
with F E S'([0, 1)), F < a/x + ~ log x for some 3, suppF C U, 'F = eFV,
H(F) = H + eF[H, e- F] we have PF &E C(X),
(B.8) H(F)VF = A•F,
(B.9) H(F) = H - 2a(x 2 DxF)(x2Dx) + a(x2 DxF)2 + R 1 , R1E zSE oS(X),
(B.10) (OF, HOF) = (OF, (A - a(x2 DxF)2)?F)-
If in addition OF < 0 then
(B.11)
(PF, i[A, H]OF) = - 41 (ax)1/ 2 (-x 2 F) 1/2AF 112 + (OF, (x3 (x2 09F)2 )PF)
+ (OF, R2¢F) + (R3IF, APF) + (ACF, R40F),
R2 E xS 0 (X), R3 ,R 4 E x2 So(X).
Here R 1 , R 3 and R4 are bounded by some seminorms of F, and R 2 is bounded by
a quadratic polynomial in some seminorms of F.
Proof. Formally this is just an explicit computation, carefully taking into account
the error terms. It can be justified exactly as in the setting of the paper of Froese
and Herbst. Here we just note that
(B.12) [x 2D , eF] = (x 2 DzF)eF, x2 DxF E So([0, 1)),
so eF[H,e- F] E Diff'cc(X) (V E C"([X;C]) commutes with eF). Hence (B.8),
which a priori holds in a distributional sense, and the ellipticity of a3 sc, 2 (H) show
that OF E Odc(X). Moreover, we use
(B.13)
AIObFI12 = (1IF, H(F)OF) = Re(OF, H(F)bF) = (OF, (H + 1[eF, [H, e-F]])VF)
to prove (B.10), and
(B.14) 0 = (0, [H, eFAeF]b) = (IF, (e-F[H, eF]A + [H, A] + A[H, eF]e-F)IF)
to prove (B.11). The estimates of the error terms are facilitated by (B.12). In par-
ticular, the dependence of Rj on seminorms of F arises by commuting eF through
x2D,. Each such commutation gives a factor bounded in So([0, 1)) by seminorms
of F, but it also eliminates the vectorfield, i.e. reduces the degree of the differential
operator by 1. Since H is second order, and the only non-tangential second order
part is a(x2Dx) 2 , the previous formulas give the claimed bounds. O
Using this lemma and the Mourre estimate (Theorem 12.2) we can follow Froese
and Herbst very closely in the proof of the following result:
Proposition B.2. [Froese and Herbst, [7, Theorem 2.1]] Let H be as in (11.11),
A > 0, and suppose that / e L2c(X) satisfies HO = AO. Then ea'/, E L2c(X) for
all a E R.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. First note that /I E C•(X) by Corollary 17.5.
Let
(B.15) al = sup{a e [0,oo) : exp(a/x)¢ E L2 (X)},
and suppose that al < oo. If a, = 0, then let a = 0, otherwise suppose that
a < ca, and a + -y > ax. We show that for sufficiently small - (depending only
on al) exp((a + -,)/x)/I E L c(X), which contradicts our assumption on ai if a is
close enough to a1 . In what follows we assume that 7 E (0, 1].
Note first that we certainly have for all 8 E R, exp(a/x)x#z/ E L'c(X), due to
our choice of a. We apply the previous lemma with
(B.16) F = O(x)(a + /log(1 + -)),Xp&
E C (R) identically 1 near 0, and let p, = eFV, \Ip = 'b/|Illl. Here F = Fp E
S1([0,1)), and Fp is uniformly bounded in S'([0,1)) for / E [1, oo), a E [0, a),
7E (0,1].
Now, F is an increasing function of 3, and F(x) converges to O(x)(a + -y)/x as
3 -0 oo. Thus, by the monotone convergence theorem
(B.17) |IV|311'2 - II exp(q(x)(a + y)/x)Ill = oo
since a + y > al. On the other hand, for any compact subset B of int(X), eF is
uniformly bounded, and so are its derivatives, so for any Q E Diffk (X)
(B.18) lim IIQT3IIL2(B) = 0.P-+oo
In what follows, we write bj, j E N, for positive constants which are independent
of a, 3 and y. Now,
(B.19) -x 2O F = (a + y(1 + -!)-1)O(x) + F1 _ bi, F1 E Cc"(int(X)).
Hence, by (B.8), (B.9) and the ellipticity of a3sc,2 (H),
(B.20) I|j@|,1H (x) 5 b2,k
for all k. Note that (B.18) and (B.20) prove that for any Q E Diff 8scc(X), Q3W•
converges weakly to 0.
Still following [7] we next show that
(B.21) lim lI(H - A - (x2 xF)2 )TfItj = 0.
B-+oo
In fact, by (B.9) we have
(B.22)
lim sup II(H - A - (x28 F) 2) 2I@o = lim sup 11(2((x 2 &)F)x2 D + iR~l)D'I 3 .
-+oo P-+oo
Now, fl, = xR', R' E Diffslc(X) with uniformly bounded coefficients. Thus, by
(B.20), IIR~IlILL (X) < b3 . Hence, for any 6 > 0
(B.23) |iRi1 P 112  L 2i(B1  2 2b3
where B6 = {p E X : x(p) > 6}. Since /R1 has uniformly bounded coefficients,
(B.18) proves that
(B.24) lim sup 1 (2((x 2a,)F)x 2 D- + ifl1)3[j11 = lim sup 11(2((x 2,2)F)x 2 Dn, •1.
0-+oo 0-+oo
In fact, x 2D, can be replaced by xA since the additional term also vanishes as
# -+ co. An explicit calculation shows that
(B.25) x9 (x2 xF)2 - 27(a + y) • b4 x,
so from (B.11)
(B.26) (T, i[A, H]PI) < -411(-x 38xF)1 / 2 AIa112 + 2-y(a + Y) + (T,pxRs~ 3 )
with R 5 uniformly bounded in Diff c (X). In addition, [H, A] e Diff s3(X), so the
left hand side is bounded as 3 -+ oo. This proves that
i[2l/2(-x 2OxF) 1/2 AIP)3 ' I bs.(B.27)
Since jx2 OFI • b6, we conclude as above that
(B.28) lim II(x2 zF)xAiI 3 11 = 0,
'3-+00
which proves (B.21). Since Ix 2OFI 5 a + 7, we deduce that
(B.29) lim sup I (H - A - a 2),p3 11 < 2ya + 72.
/3-+oo
Hence, for ý E Co"(R) supported in (A - e, A + ), identically 1 on (A - e/2, A + e/2),
A = A + a 2 , e < A/2 fixed, we see that
(B.30) limsup jj(Id -k(H))' 13 1| 5 lim sup JI(H - A)(2/e)(Id -k(H))p1 3 I • b7 ',
3-+0oo
and hence
(B.31) lim sup iI(H + i)(Id -4(H))p ll3 <| b87 .
13-+00
Now, from (B.26)
(B.32) lim sup(O3 , i[A, H]Q3 ) • 2y(a + y) 5 b9y,3-+oo
and by (B.30) and (B.31) (using that [A, H] E Diff s(X))
(B.33) lim sup II[A, H](Id - (H))•p1 | I bloy.
P3-+oo
Hence,
(B.34) lim sup(F3, ý(H)i[A, H]#(H) F3) < b117.
3-*0oo
For small 7, however, this contradicts the Mourre estimate of Theorem 12.2 which,
together with the weak convergence of Tp to 0, implies that
(B.35) lim inf(I 3 , q(H)i[A, H]q(H)Ap3 ) > b12 liminf Ijj(H)'P3 112 > b12 (1 - b13 17).
This contradiction proves the proposition. O
We next prove, following Froese and Herbst, that faster than exponential decay
of an eigenfunction of H implies that it vanishes. As mentioned in the introduction,
this requires more substantial modifications than the previous proof.
Proposition B.3. [cf. Froese and Herbst, [7, Theorem 3.1]] Let H be as in (11.11),
A E IR. Suppose that HiV = AX, exp(a/x)V) E L c(X) for all a. Then 0 = 0.
Proof. Let F = Fa = O(x) S where 0 E Co (R) is supported near 0, identically 1 in
a smaller neighborhood of 0, and let 0a = eF0k, Ta = Oa/l11Iall. Then (B.10) and
(B.11) give
(B.36) (a,g HTa) = A + a 2 + a 2(a, xfi~a),
with fi E So(X) vanishing near 0, independent of a,
(@C,i[A,H]a@) = - 411(aax)1/2Aa 112 + ( f + a2 f 3 )@la)(B.37)
+ a(xAL, xf4 Ia) + a(xfs 5 , xA@a),
fj E So(X), j = 2,... , 5, independent of a. In addition we have
(B.38) i[A, H] = 2A + i[A, V] + xP
where P E Diff2 (X). Also note that [A, V] E Co0 ([X; C]) C L00 (X).
Since V is bounded and IflII = 1, it follows from (B.36) that (P,A,'AI) <
C(1 + a 2 ), so
(B.39) |IId1, IILl(X;scA1) < C'(1 + a).
In particular, for Q E Diff c(X) we see that
(B.40) I|Q F0I _< C (1 + a).
Write xP = Pl P2 , P1, P2 E Diffs 1(X), and let C2 be such that
(B.41) IIP4*•[[ < C2(1 + a), jIP 2"1II < C2(1 + a), IIxATcIl C2(1 + a).
Let Q = {p X: x(p) > 6}. Thus,
(B.42) IV•nI2L2(Q,) : C3ea/S0nL2c(X).
Similarly, we can estimate the derivatives of b, as well in L 2 (Q 6 ), taking into
account that z2 OxeFI < C4a, so
(B.43) IIQO'IIL2(Q,) • C5(1 + a)e0a/, Q E Diff 1(X)
and more generally
(B.44) iIQ|a IL2(Q•) • C6(1 + ak)ea / 6, Q E Diff c(X).
Here C6 is independent of a and 6; it only depends on Q. Let C7 be such that
(B.45) aIl~I1L2(lR) < C7e2'I
and for each of Q = xA, Pl, P2
(B.46) II|V1lIL2(,) _ C7(1 + a)ec/ 6.
Let Cs = maxj sup |xfj I + sup x, and choose 6 E (0, E/2) so that
(B.47) 6(1 + C2 + 02)(1 + sup fj) < 0
for all j. Then
(B.48) (Oa, xfj,@,)I • C8 ,112a L2(Qj6 ) +6sup fjja II2, j = 1, 2,3,
so
(B.49) I(90a,xfj~c,) I 5 CsCe 2a/ 6II?,aj-2 + , j = 1,2,3,
8'
Similarly
(B.50) I(xA a, xf 4 @a)I <• 802(1 + (1)2a/ + a)8
and analogously for f5. Finally,
(B.51) I(P* , P2  ) C72(1 + )2e2a/6  1-2 + (1 )2
We now assume that supp o fl {p : x(p) 5 6/4} is not empty; soon we obtain a
contradiction. Under this assumption
(B.52) I10alIIL2(X) 2 e2a/5 o'IlIL2 ({x<6/ 2}) > C9e 2a/6
with C9 > 0. Hence, our estimates above and (B.36), together with I(@a, V'a)I <
sup IVI show that
(B.53) (', aA'@) > a2 - C10 - a 2 (Clle- 2a/6 +
8
Similarly, from (B.37), using (B.38), [A, V] E L' (X), and that the first term on
the right hand side of (B.37) is negative, we have
(B.54) (@(a, 2A@a) < C12 + ((a + a 2 ) + 2a(1 + a) + (1 + a) 2)(C12e-2a/6 +
Thus, for sufficiently large a, (B.53) shows that
3 2(B.55) ('a, ACa) > a 2
4
while (B.54) implies for large a that
(B.56) (0, A•~a) -a 2
providing the contradiction. Hence, supp i is a compact subset of the interior of
X. Then the standard Carleman-type unique continuation theorem [14, Theorem
17.2.1] implies that Vb vanishes identically as claimed. O
The absence of positive eigenvalues is just a combination of the previous two
propositions. Thus, we have proved Theorem 17.6.
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